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ABSTRACT 

That's Not What 1 Heard: 
Synchronized Sound Cinema in Montreal 1926-193 1 

JoAnne Stober 

This thesis recognizes the introduction of synchronized sound cinema as a point of 

departure into a sîudy of the cultural and social dimensions of moviegoing. This research 

focuses on Montreal between 1926 and 193 1 where the tbt Canadian demonstrations 

and exhibitions of synchronized sound cinema took place. Using film critiques, 

advertisements for theatres, letters to the editor and editoriais in the Montreal popular 

press to examine appeals made to audiences, 1 locate patterns and reiationships of 

moviegoing. This study makes cIearer the development of a process through which social 

and cultural experience is articulateci, inteqxeted and contesteci al1 of which point to a 

neeâ to revisit Canadian film history and audiences. By situating early cinema and early 

audiences within a cornpiex cuitirral space of performance, diversity of entertainment, 

theatre architecture and interior design it is clear that more than tedmology is implicated 

in shaping cinematic spectatorship and the conception of historical audiences. The 

relationship between technology and culture is examineci in a synchronie manner to avoid 

rnissing the crucial dimensions of moviegoing as it pertains to Montreal. 
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introduction 

To coïncide with the 300" anniversary of the signing of La Grand Paix-The Great 

~eace' in Montreai, organizers at the Montreal Museum of Archlogy and History 

sponsored a series of performances in the narrow, cobblestone streets and aIIeys of OId 

Montreal. Situated along a walking path, specbtors were invited to move from 

performance CO performance. Despite cloudy skies, hundreds of people gathered in Old 

Montreai to experience 170 1 through the dramatic recreations in the streets. Since the 

group of spectators was very large and everyone began at the same point, a long fine of  

people began to file along the street to the site of the first perfiomance. A smalI theatre 

troupe was at each site and gave a reenacûnent of life in Montreal three hundred years 

ago. After a crowd had gathered, the performers wodd begin. At each speciai station, 

audience members wodd watch quietly as the drama played out and then a cast member 

wodd indicate the end of the skit by yelling "circuiaîe." This was both the cue for 

members of the audience to move on to the next reenactment and for the long Iine of 

peopie waiting to mow forward and take their places- Those who had been in the ba~k of 

the group wodd then file into positio-the good seats-and wait as the actors prepared 

IO perfiorm the skit again. 

On more chan one occasion, 1 was at the edge of the audience: that is, I was dose 

enough to see most of the action but too Eir away to be able to hear cIearly what was 

' Commemoraùng the ratification of the Great Peace Treaty in 170 1 behveen 39 
repesambes of Amenndian nations and the French inhabitants of Monûeal- Tbe Treaty 
was si@ in Montreai and 200t marks îhe 300" iiItIilverrary of the event 

t 



king said. This was an obscure position From my vantage point, 1 was acutely aware of 

a "borderland" space between the audience and those w i n g  in line to see the 

performance. The people behind me, unable to see or hear, would talk amongst 

themselves, laugh and cary on as if the performance was not even happening The people 

in fiont of me would Iean forward intently to catch the action- The "borderland" was a 

precarious place and while inhabiting it, I was aware of the performance because I wuid 

hear and see bits and pieces yet I was also aware of those who were not able to see the 

action because 1 could feel their pushg and hear their private discussions. As the crowd 

behind me grew, it seerned those in the "borderland" began to also talk amongst 

themselves, admire the arcbitecaae of Old Montreai, ancl make plans for der the 

performance. This conduct bled fonvard untiI it seemed only audience members in the 

first NO cows were actually watching and listening to the pecformets. In the end. i spent 

more t h e  in the "borderland" than 1 did watching the skits, even when 1 was able to 

move into the tkst couple of mws of spectators 1 found myself struggling to sepatate 

tiom the people behind me in order to direct my fidl attention toward the performance. 

The vigor I normally devote to live performance, was absent The venue of the street, the 

mobility required of spectators and the autowmy that this gave the audience resulted in 

an atmosphere îbat shaped rhe way viewhg took place. 

1 offer this anecdote to remind the reader that the conceptuaiization of the public 

as "a m&ue of competing f m  of organizing social experience meaos thinking of it as 

a potentially volatile process, defined by diIfere1 speeds and temporal markers."l Tae 

specîatorai situation of the re-enacmient of the Great Peace was influenced by the 

Hansen, &am, "Transformtions of the Public Sphere" Viewina Positions: Ways of 
Seeinn Film, ed Linda Williams (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgets UP, 1994) 144. 



location, the tirne, the performance schedule, the surroundings of Old Montreal, the size 

of the crowds, the amplification of the perfomers voices, and the movement required of 

the spectators, not to mention the wide range of non-spectral activities and reasons for 

people to be at the performance-wanting to get out of the house, a chance for a M l y  

activity, an occasion for walking in the romantic srreets with a love interest, something to 

do before going for a drink at the pub. With certainty, the anecdote reminds us of al1 the 

influences on spectatorship present at the site of the performance. In addition, competing 

popular forms of entertainment influence audience behavior and etiqueue. if we are to 

situate audiences in a specific historical and social fiamework, it is necessary to consider 

the cultural pacbces of that time. in other wotds, the process of envisioning the public is 

as unpredictable as understanding al1 elements of exhibition and performance. As 

Catherine Russell considers; 

By Iocating early cinema within a complex cdNai  space of architecture, 

theam, joumalism, and a divemvemty of ppular entertainments, the activity 

of film-viewing is conceived as a function of weryday Iife. Moreover, the 

mobility of the spectator through the diversïty of spectacles, dong wnb the 

d e  of interîexhiality in early cinema, renâers the viewer's participation 

highIy interactive.' 

WhiIe the foundation of classicai theories of spectatorsbip presumed a distanced, 

decorporeaiized, monocular eye completcly unimplicated by the objects in its vision,' 

researchers later began to view the body as subjective ratber than a fixed object-vision 

- - - - 

3 Russell, Catherine, "Parallax Historiography: The Fiâneuse as Cyberfeminist," ScoDeScoDe 
(ianuary 7,2000). Accessed O6/26/O 1 hm i/www nottinpham ac uk/fiimi. 
' Linda Williams, ed. Viewing Positions: Wavs of Seeing Film (New B-ck, NJ: 
Rutgen üP, 1994) 5. 



was an wifolding process within the body-the body was capable of producing images 

d e r  than oniy registeriag them. From here, amng other theoies of vision, came many 

of the apparatus models of spectatorship that dominateci early film theory. If the 

spectator-position of apparatus theocy aligns viewing with tramendental forms of 

consciousness and the illusions of visual rnastery, the spectator of early and late cinema is 

an embodied, socially configured and heterogeneous constniction. 

Spectatorship has evolved with changes in cinematic pmduction and exhibition A 

historïography of spectatorship needs to take into consideration the pam'cuiar dynamic of 

the public as well as the cinematic and non-cinematic influences on spectatorship. It is 

aiso necessary to have a theoreticai understanding of the posaile relations between films 

and viewers and to be able to situate the viewers in the cultural practice of going to the 

movies. The conception of film exhiiition in the transitionai phase of silent to sound 

cinema created an unpredictabiiity between what was undersîooâ as a live perfonnance 

(variety acts, vaudeville and performance combined with film presentation) and wtiat 

became a more s t d i n e d  cinematic exhibition momentarily phasing out live 

perfonnance. Cinemagoers were subject to a shift in mhniilogy and presenîation that 

imposed a new fom of viewing on the public. Not oniy did the cinema undergo a 

dynmic innovarion with the inüoduction of synchronous soimd, films were viewed 

differently. As Miriam Hansen points out, films were likely to have 

... a wide range of meanings depending on the neighbo- and sbtus of 

the theatre, on the ethnic and racial background of the habituai audience, 



on the mixture of gender and generation, and on the ambition and skills of 

the exhibitor and the performing perso~el-' 

Linda Williams ratiodizes the need for theorists to insist on prodding the 

cerebral matter of the hypothetical subject. "No amount of empirical research into the 

composition of audiences will displace the desire to speculate about the effects of visual 

culture and especidly moving images, on hypothetical viewing subjects.* The concept 

of the spectator-subject as a passive subject is, as Williams sees it, a stereotype in need of 

revision in order to ernphasize the pluraiity and variation of many different historically 

distinct viewing positions. "Film histonans have often ûaced the ùistory of cinema in 

technologicaily determllristic terms: that is, once the techwlogical apparatus was 

invented, cinema as we know it couid be seen to fo~low."~ Scott MacKenzie argues that 

relations between technology and culture "need to be examid  in a synchronie manner, 

and not m i d y  by a causalist view of technological determinumd As this study will 

prove, much more than tecbnology is implicatcd in sbaping cinemaeic speztatorship and 

the conception of historiai audiences involves complmenting the research of a specific 

time perïod To be sure, a local study, -se in scope and si=, will avoid missing aü 

the wonderful ami dimensions of moviegoing as it @ns to specinc places. To 

capture the relaiionship between the cinema and eariy audiences is to examîne specinc 

locations to see the "development of a process through which social experience is 

'Miriam Hansen "Early Cinema, Late Cinema: T d i m u a t i w  ofthe Public Spheren 
Viewing Positions: Wavs of Seeuig Film Ed. Linda Williams (New Brunswick NI: 
Rutgers UP, 1994) 147. 
Williams, Viewing Positions, 4. 
' ibid, 10. 
' Scott MacKenzie, &A Screen of one's own: eady cinema in Quebec and the 
public sphere I9O6- I928," Screen 4 1.2 (Summer 2000) 20 1. 



articulated, interpreted, negotiated and contesteci in an intersubjective, potentially 

collective and oppositional fonm4 

This study focuses on Montreal fiom 1926-193 1-a range of five years when 

synchronized sound exhiiition was king experimented with and implemented in the 

cinemas of Montreal. In the W chaper, 1 will characterize some of the historical forces 

that have assured a continued destabilizatioa of the spectator. 1 wiIl situate this study in a 

review of historiographical r~search in cinematic m o n  and examine further the 

theoretical role of the spectator. This cfiapter will also highlight the devance of 

examining specific areas or Iocaiities of early ciaernagoing. Further to that, i will sketch 

my method to present the emergence and deveiopment of popular press discourses on 

cinema and synchronous sound as they pertain to Canadian fiIm history and film theary. 

Rather than position 'cinema' as a strictly empiricai force or a byproduct of a 

homogenous textuai reading that o h  d t s  in banishing audiences to the specuiaîive, 

approaching cinemagoing through the popuiar press is one way to augment empincal 

researcb. Empirical research on audiences is cha&xked by counting and categoripng 

audience members and by attempteû masurement of direct effects of communicatiotl 

Therefore, by locating the appeals made to audience members in the popular press we can 

move t o d  a cultural rmdcrstandiog of historiai audîences and of cuiemagoing diiring 

the period when sync-sound was king inboduced in the theatres. To get at the early 

cinematic spectator, the cuiema must be uaderstood as an attraction, one that cbanged 

h m  a performatîve, live action address to a representationai, more streamlined, stylistic 

exhibition Audiences in the late 20s were not ody going to the cinema to see the rnovie 

Miriam Hansen, introduction, V i e h g  Positions: Wavs of Seein~ Film, (New 
BnmswickNJ: Rutgers UP, 1994) 144. 



that was playing. Unlike most audiences of today who decide which film to see ratber 

than where to see it, audiences of film in the late 20s were given fewer choices of t ï hs  

and cinemas wouid offer short runs-usually a week held over to two if the film drew 

large crowds. Going to the movies was offered to audiences as an experience, an event, 

complete with musical numbers, variety acts, comedy shorts and newsreels. in addition, 

theatre managers went out of their way to create the atrnosphere of famous 'picture 

palaces' where audiences couId go to see the f i h .  Therefore, the question of exhibition 

cannot be studied in isolation. "The materiaiity of cinemagoing as a practice needs to be 

acknowledged; the activity itself is a fom of cultural expression and participation, one 

that operates in the context of economics and ta~te."'~ By moving toward cultural studies 

wherein the industrial dimensions, the audience and the practice of cinemagoing are 

combined, caîegorical interptations of reception can be avoided A reminder that 

cinemagoing is a collection of practices both filmic and extra-fiirnic is in order so as not 

to neglect one or the other. 

in the second chapter 1 wiII examine the American accounts of mWon to early 

sound exhibition. Autbors wbo have focuseci on the industrial stnictures bave pvided 

important works of history-, however, a widt range of culturai practices and dcttrminanis 

are not wnsidered, especially the discursive construction of the movie audiences. On an 

industry level, Hollywood dominad the moviemalang scene in the late 1920's. 

üitirnaîely, seeking to examine filrngoing in Canada leads to the American film industry 

and to the reception of Hollywood films in Canada since it was primarily American films 

'O Charles Acland "Popular Film in Canada: Revisiting the Absent Audience," 
Passion for IdentiN eds. David Taras and Beverly Rasporich (UP Nelson: 
Scarbour~ugh, 1997) 281-96. 



that Canadians were watching. According to Raymond Witliarns. "an essentiaI suuting- 

point in history is provisionai analysis and groupings which are intendxi to clarïfy, raiher 

than merely ngister, the diversity itseKn" This chapîer seeks to examine how US. 

audiences have been taiked about historically and in particular at the introduction of 

synchronous sound Canadian audiences are consumers of American film, wbich is why 1 

want to first explore how the U.S. filmgoing experience has been treated and discussed 

Tbis wiII lead to the ways in which the experience of tllrngoing was localized for 

Montreale~s-audiences of the same fiIm first exhbited in the United States before 

moving north across the border, sometimes over a year after the U.S. prernjere. 

Chapter three wiII begin the review of the popuiar press in Montreai fiom I926- 

1928. These y m  mark a sort of pre-history to the arrivd of the 6rst feature length =und 

films ctiaracterized by experiments in sounâ, demonstrahons in theatres, speculations 

about the cinema and the effects of sound, and the introduction of mechanisms used to 

exhibit sound film like tbe & Forest P ~ o f i h .  Here we see tbaî both anticipation and 

dread engutfed the introduction of sound to the cinema At the time, MontreaJ was a 

btbed for cinema and theatre entertainmenf ofteri exhibitiag the same or smiilar shows 

to New York City. As Piene Véromeau says, W o d  est une ville & cinéman perhaps 

the cinema capitai of canada" 

Chapter four deals with 19284929 d e n  tbe first exhriitions of synchronous 

s d  cinema using Movietone ami Vitaphone techndogy took place in Mo- This 

chapter is an e x p l d o n  of the discursive appeals made to the audiences, tbe &om to 

" Raymond Williams, "British Film History: New Perspectives," British Cinema History 
Eds, James Cumin and Vinotnt Porter (Loden: WeiWe1d and NicoIson 1983) 1 1- 
If Pierre Véromeay Montréal Ville de Cinéma- (MoncréaI: Cinémathéque 
québécoise/musée du cinéma, 1992) 5. 



synchronous sound, the conversion and decoration of theam to support sound systems 

and the changes in exhibition that coincided with the introduction of synchronous sound 

cinema I will examine the press accounts of the first exhibited talking films in Montreal 

and how they were received by critics and audiences. F i l y  1 look at the legend of 

Jazz Singer (Aian Crosland, 1927) and the status the film has obtained in historical 

accounts of the beginning of sound films. Despite the tàct that The Jazz Sin~er was not 

exhibited in Montrd until ûecernber of 1929 the picture maintains a pertiaps 

unwarranteci statu in popular culture as the watershed fih of taking cinema 

In chapter tïve I look more closely at audience pracfices, movie programs, and 

critical commentary in the pop& press as Montrealers adaped to the chaages in 

exhibition that occurred with the introduction of sound film and &ad time to settle into 

patterns of moviegoing. For tbe most part, this chapter is an examioation of audience 

to sound exhiiition ad the changes in exhibition and spectatorship brought 

about by sound This chapter a h  bring us closer to the audience through letters fiom 

local moviegoers published in the Moutreal Dailv Star. The writers expressed both 

resistance a d  praise for sync-sound cinema as well as vocafizing social and cultirrai 

concem directly stemming h m  the influence film was thougbt to have on society. 

indeed, resistaace to the talkies was experienced in numenwis ways in Montreal; 

especialIy vocal were the editoriais of Samuel Morgan Powell, the drama editor with the 

Moatreal D d v  Star. He a& consistently for the supreutacy of the legitimate theatre 

and a d v a i  of silent cinema His wciting makes us a large part of the discourse 

sunounding the emergence and development of sound cinema 



Finally, in the sixth chapter I examine the adoption of new technology and 

exhibition practices as cinema managers competed to get an edge over other cinemas in 

the city. Mer  the initial excitement that surrounded the arriva1 of sound in Montmi, 

theaîre managers were forced to work harder to bring in spectators. Not oniy were 

moviegoers more critical of films, they were more vocal about what they liked and did 

not Iike about the program of exhibition Attendance in theatres deciined at the beginning 

of 1930 and into 193 1 and once the appeal of novelty had dissipated, the decreased 

presence suggested that audiences found other sources of popular entertainment and 

spectacle. Most notable in this pend was the retum to live performance in the cinema, 

which ha& with the introduction of synchtonous sound, been banished in some thtatres 

in favor of film entertainment. This suggests that sound cinema addressed the ne& of 

spectacle and pleasure rather than the films having narrative appeal. 

As Tom Gunning has pointed out, early cinema was cbaracterized by the power to 

astonish over the ability to narrate. The factors that brought about âebate were linked to 

the nature of the aUraction itself Sound, was both embraced for its technological ment 

and novelty and resisted for the social and cultural effects it was thought to b ~ g  h u t .  

As Scott MacKenzie has argued, "the 'power' of the ciwma lies at the intersection of: 

ikt, the public spœ; secondly, the audience; thirdly, the cinematic texC and fourthly, 

the public discourses which surround the ~inema"'~ The p m n t  work has traced the 

arriva1 of synchroaized s o d  cuiema and the development of the popular press 

discourses as they pertain to Cauadïan film bistory and film theory. As this thesis will 

dernonstrate, the 'power' of synchronized-sound cinema was lodged in the four 

kott MacKenzie, "A Screen of one's own: d y  cinema in Quebec and the public 
sphere 1906- 1928," Screen 4 1 -2 (Summer 2000) 183- 202. 



intersecting aspects MacKenzie has pointed out. 1 contend that these relations and 

intedom,  examined together stress the culturai and social impact o f  the arrivai of 

sound and successfiilly lead to a clearer understanding of the period 



Window of Opportunity: 

Rethinking Canadian Film History 

in the introduction to Germain Lacasse's Histoires de SCOLKS, Pierre Vémmeau 

speIls out the current state of what is needed in film history. Véronneau claims we know 

the work that bas preceded -the work of Canadian film historians like Belanger, 

Morris and ~urner.'' Large surveys of Canadian film and general accounts of Canadian 

production and film technology offer invaluable information but, the point of view 

representing the production, the distribution and the exploitation of the films in Quebec's 

silent cinema is  missi^^'^ Véronneau claims a window of opportunity was offered to 

Lamsse-a moment in the grand history of cinema in Quebec where very littie is known 

"ûermain Lacasse, Histoires de Scom, Les Archives Nationales du Quebec (Montreal: 
La Cinémathèque québécois, 1988) 3. 
ls Other prominent contniutions to Canadian Film History relevant to this study klude: 
Leoa-H BeIanger, Les Ouimetosco~es: Leo Emers Ouimet et les &buts du cinema 
Ouebecois, (Montreal-Nord: VLB 1978); Peter Mom-s, Embattled Shadows (Montreal: 
McGilI-Queens University Ress, 1978); John Tumer, "Dans la wwelle vague des 
annees 1920: Joseph-Arirthrir Homier" Pers_PectivesJ 26 (Januafy 1980). Arguab1y the 
umtrïhtiom of Belanger, Lacasse and Ancire Gaudreault are not wtll brown ourside of 
Quebec in North Arnerica This makes it seem as if even fewer Canadian w m i u t i ~  
have been made to the field of nlm history. NotabIy G d d  Giabam bas made a 
signifiwnt contribution toward a history of Canadian film technology. See, Geraid G, 
Graham, Cadian Film Technolow. 1896-1986- (Newark: Univerrity of Delaware 
Press. London: Associateci University Press 1989). 



aside fiorn the general accounts that have been written In relation to the work done by 

Lacasse, Véronneau claims it is necessary to present a living, detailed history of events as 

they were presented in the pages of the popuiar press in Montreal. Despite the fact that 

many of the silent films have been test and many of the first theatres in Montreal are no 

longer in existence, the press, Véromeau argues, can offer a revitalization of the battles, 

the victories, and the defeais of the initiators of silent film in Quebec. 

This thesis is a respnse to Veronneau's cal1 to engage with Canadian film 

history. When we look at what has ken written on Canadian film history we fuid general 

accounts covering the last 100 years of cinema that offer few insights of early audiences. 

It becomes evident h m  the lack of detailed history and the absence of audiences that the 

work of the cultural historian is to look more closely at isolated periods, to seek new 

sources fiom which to draw out the 1 iving moment of the early years of nIm exhibition 

and filmgoing in Canada, and to engage what we already know with what we find in 

untapped sources such as archives and the popuiar press. 

There have been some major contributions to the history of film and the topic is 

of interest to many fields of scholarship, Ttie methods of doing fiim history continue to 

be debated among the fields of film -es, history, cultural studies and communication 

studits. Robert Sklar explores some of ihe aspects of the current state of historical 

writings about film in his essay "Oh! Althussu!: Historiography and the Rise of Cinema 

Studies." His feeling is that cinema studies Qeveloped quickly and f d  Iiüie aiticism 

fiom within its own or other fields ofacdemÏc snidy- The quick growtb resuited in 

pnmatlly theoretid contributions. Sklarclaims that film history under the purvtew of 

dominant theoreticai discourse had little iied with tradîtiorial academic history, "at bat, it 



[film historiography] could do little more than assemble the raw empincal data that 

theorists required to exercise their analytic powers on historical ~ubjects,"'~ 

The fonn of histond knowledge born of what Dominick LaCapra cals 'the urge 

to historicize' is cbaracterized as 'limiteci to plausibly filling in the gaps in the re~ord'."'~ 

Douglas Gomery summarizes the work that has been done by historians of cinema as 

follows: "There seem to be at least two approaches that cesearchers have utilized to 

improve our knowledge: 1) working backward fiom culturai appeais of the films 

themselves, or 2) cnidely estimating fiom evidence gemted by social scientists during 

the 1940's."" Gomery is extremely critid of the later approacb He says that sane 

tiistorians have approxhated earlier audience attendauce figures based on information 

concerning American audiences of the 1940's. Leo Handel's 1950 book entitied 

Hollywood Look at its Audience I9 generated a latge amount of unpincal i n f o d o n  

about American audiences which has been utilized as a source by Liistorians who arguai, 

it is plausible to simply extrapolate backwards, and conclude that the size and 

'6 See Robert Sklar, 'Oh! AIthusshar! : Historiography and the Rise of CUiema Stuclies" 
Resisbna images: Essavs on Cinema and Historv Eds, Robert Sklar and Cbaries Musser 
(Philadelphia. Temple University Ress 1990) 16, Film historians contiaued to 
accumulate empiricai data homer; it was SkIar's position that ttiey would have fkcd 
great difficuhy establishmg historicai meth& in the fidd of cinema due to a rise 
in theoreticai studies, filmcriticism and work based on film texts. 
" Dominick LaCapra is quoted h m  Robert S W s  "Oh! Althussbar!: Historiogmphy 
and the Rise of Cinema Studies," Resistuia Imaaes: Essavs on Cinema and Histow. 
Eds., Robert Sklar and Charles Musser (PhiladeIphia: Temple University h s s ,  1990) 4. 
'LDougias Gomery, "Movie Audiences, &ban Geogeaphy7 and the History of the 
Arnerican FI-'' The Velvet Lipht Tm, no, 19 (1982) î3. 
'* Leo A Handel HoUnmiod looks at its audiencc a report of film audience researr;b 
(Urbana, Univesïîy of Illinois Ress, 1950). Hanâel was the fornier director ofaudience 
research at MGM and in 1953 he claimed that Hollywood was the only major indtmy to 
have wt made an attempt to study its potential market Sce aiso Leo A Handel 
"Hollywood market research," Ouarterlv of Film Radio and Television VOL 7 (Spring 
1953) 308. 



composition of audiences for movies in the 1920's closely resembled the socio-econornic 

characteristics of their latter caunterparts in the f o r t ï e ~ . ~  in response, Charles Musser 

criticizes cinematic scholarship for remainiog adamantly anti-historical, and "tainted by 

empiricism" no doubt a reaction to accounts of film history that have taken ernpirical data 

and tried to make novel interpretations." Other inquiries hinged on the concept of the 

ideal spectator, atternpting to claiin a "unified and unifjing position offered by the text or 

apparatus.*a Earlier attempts at film histoq~ revolving around the spectator as p i v e  are 

no longer cunent according to Miriam Hansen. She daims the bistoncal significaace of 

the 1970s theories of spectatorship is tbat they may have "mummifled" the spectator- 

subject of classical cinema thereby permitting a shifl in film-spectator relations to 

correspond to emergent, highly specific modes and venues of consumptioa3 1 maintain 

that the shift also pennits a rethrnking of early cinerna in its unique and specific contexts 

of exhibition. A discursive approach to audiences pemits research into both the empirid 

and the cuituraL in uùs way, ernpirical evidence previously collecteci is not called upon to 

support new claims and more is discovered about the audience through discursive 

rnethods such as the recovery of jounialistic picces and archival material, 

The initial emergence of the movies bas ban  studied using a culturai appoach to 

history in an effort to reconsmict and revisit the ps t .  According to Sklar, movie 

%omery, "Movie Audiences, Urban Geography, and the History of the Amencan Film," 
39. 
'' Charles Musser, introduction, Resisting images: Essays on Cinema and Histoty. Eds. 
Charles Musser and Robert Skiar. (PhilaQeiphia: Temple University Press, 1990) 3. 
" Film theory in the 1970s and 1980s that rievolved around the spectator has fden to 
ritual critique of its epistemoiogicai and mebdological shortcomings. See Miriam 
Hansen,. "Early Cinema, Late Cinema; Transformations of the Public Sphere" in 
Viewina Positions: Wavs of Seek Film Ed Linda Williams. (New Brunswick NJ: 
Rutgers UP, 1994) 134. 

Miriam Hansen. "Earty Cinema, Late Cinema," 135. 



audiences of this era hardIy received any attention as theorists focused on cinematic 

apparatus-concluding that the spectator saw cinema ttirougb the ideology of the 

apparatus. Studies of this hnework drew attention away fiom the work historians do by 

fmusing on the te* idwilogy and audience as subjects- Tom Guaning's "Cinema of 

Attraction" challenged the notion th& audiences were subjects of film exhibition. He 

notes, "spectator identification with the viewpint of the m e r a  is a linchpin of early 

cinema." Asgting wm thsn jwt a connection between the film tea u ideclogy and 

the apparatus as the source of ideology exists, Gunning cIaims audiences went to fih to 

see how the mechanid apparahis wouid work as well as  to watch the fiIms, and that 

audiences bad an rmdisguised awareness of their active position as viewers, not an 

anonymous absorpbon into the fiIm narrative. Theorists' focus on cinematic appamtus as 

purveyor of ib logy  is a domiaaat viewpoint resulting ia the view of the audience as 

h~rno~eneous-~ DougIois Gomery's says tbat film should be seea as 'cinema', as an 

ideoiogicd pnmctice, an appruanis, an institutional mode of representation, a classicai 

Hollywood narrative and an hmghary signifier because this al1 points to the speetator as 

subject 'Cinema', as Gomery proposes, is a more inclusive category of study, one tbat 

attempts to rati(WBliZe ail aspects of film poduction and coasumption in order to draw 

theones and conclusions. By movhg toward a more inclusive history of film, we can 

avoid some of the past fàults As Robert C- Men points out. 

" Tom Gunning. T h e  Cinema of Attractiws,'' Earlv Film: Frarne* S m .  Narrative, ed. 
Thomas €1- (London: BFI Publishing, 1995) 58. 

Gunning's work represents a major shifi in eariy cinematic theory. Criticai study of 
audiences, had previously amammed on the texl of the 6im emphasiPng tfie 
interpreîive Stfategies used by majonty and margid groups of viewers to suggest the 
ways a film is undemmd and mmiag ~ ~ a t e d  



Film history had ken written as if films had no audiences or were seen by 

everyone in the sarne way, or as if however they were viewed and by 

whomever, the history of 'films' was distinct fiom and privileged over the 

history of their k ing  taken up by the billions of people who have watched 

them since 1 8!WZ6 

To better undersiand the evolution of 'looking at the audience' to gain insight into 

cuitutai phces it is important to draw upon p s t  contributions in cinematic history. The 

conflicts of eariy cinerna influence the "dominant ideologies and discourses on the 

relation of media, class, and culturen and are therefore relevant to current studies." 

Two works in the U.S. made great strides toward the advancement of knowledge of eariy 

cinema audiences-Russell Me~tt's 1976 essay "Nickelodeon Theatres, 1905- 19 14: 

Building an Audience for the ~ o v i e s , ~ ~  and "Motion Pi- Exhibition in Manhawin: 

Beyond the Nickelodeon" wriiîen by Robert C. Allen in 1979." Tkse works were 

revisionist texts methodologically and historically. From a meîhodological standpoint, 

both articles focused on an individual city, Boston and Manhattan rcspectively, as test 

cases. This localized approach sewd to transfomi the generai interpntation of îhe 

audience of early film exhibition30 Allen claimed that, at least in Manhaüan, the middle- 

" Robert C.  Allen, "From Exhibition to Reception: Reflections on the Audience in Film 
History," Screen 3 1.4 (Winter 1990) 348. 

Siciar. "Oh! Althusshar!: Historiography and the Rise of Cinema Studies" 20. 
28 Meritt, Russel. "Nickelodeon Theatres, 1905-19 14: Building an Audience for the 
Movies," The Amencan Film I n d m  ed. Tino Balio (Madison: U of Wisconsin Press, 
1976) 59-79. 
Z9 Robert C- Allen, "Motion Picture Exhibition in Manhattan: Beyond the 
Ni~kelodeon,~ Cinema Journal VOL 19, no 2 (Spchg 1979). 
fO Memtt and AlIen challenged what Judith Thissen calls 'the founding myth' of fiim 
history-the assumption that audiences of early film exhibition were prümrily working 
class and immigrants. See Judith Thissen "Jewish Immigrant Audiences in New York 



class as well as working class and immigrant audiences' embracrd moviegoing between 

1906 and 1912. Using Trow's Business Directory, Allan kd bis Wngs on his 

mapping of theatre locations in the city. He then detemiined attendance based on 

residential class profiles. Robert Sklar and Benjamin Singer challengecl Allen's finding. 

Singer uncovered archival sources (a police report calling for the shut dom of al1 

nickelodeons in Manhattan) that contradicted the estimates Allen made about the nurnber 

movie h t r e s .  Taking issue first with f i s  empirical evidence, Singer a h  questioncd 

whether social composition of movie audiences could be detennined as a reflection of the 

neighborhood wberein the theatre is situated Despite his critiques, Singer's fmdiugs were 

alsa largely biised on anpincal data and l& Thissen, William Uriccho and Roberta 

peanon3' took issue with his conclusions. 

Exactly whaî can be generalized h m  the length to which Allen and Menitt's 

W * n g  about movie audiences have been disputeci? Prirnan'ly, and of interest to this 

&y, is the need to expand inquiry into film history beyond empirical information. 

Conclusions can be h w n  h m  empincal daîa but ned  to be reînford by seeking ways 

to examine cultural history. The methoci of Iocating the historiai audience caMot 

singularly &e approached as an empiricai study- The AlIan and Memmtt studies faiI on this 

count as they base their hâings on sources swh as telephone directories a d  mapping 

the city. There are trying to answer questions about the composition of bistarical film 

audiences in New York City without a d I y  seeking to discover the social and d u r a i  

-- - - - - - 

City, 1905- 14" American Movie Audiences h m  the T m  of the Centurv to the Eari y 
Souud Era, eds. Melvyn Stokes and Richard Ualtby (London: British FiIm lnstiarte 
1999) 15-28, 
3' Melvyn Stokes, introduction Amen'can Movie Audiences h m  th T m  of the Centrny 
to the EarIv Sound E h  (London: British F i h  m e ,  1999). 4. 



practices. The question of how audiences are composed and what meaning is given to 

attendance and exhibition "could be betîer approached by means of discursive evidence 

surrounding then than by the kind of evidence preferred by singer."" Certainly the 

cinematic subject is much more interesting as "one that continues to be formed and 

reformed throughout the history of cinema, a product of wnverging and divergulg forces 

including the economic, technological, and tex tua^."^^ There is a need to shifi inquiries 

about spectatorship to the cultural and to locate new sources for inquiry that will permit a 

convergence of empin'cai and discursive information In doing so, a more intricate 

exploration of the social formations and iives of spectators c m  be drawo out. To be sure, 

moments of emergent f o m  like sound are cruciai to marking the history of cinema and 

its relation to local audiences. 

In "Film History and V i s d  PIeasure: Weirner Cinema," Thomas Elsaesser 

claims: 

The best part of the energy in ment writing comes fiom an awareness of a 

double hat:  a dissaîisfaction with aiI those film histories wtiere a 

consensus is presupposed about what 'film' and 'history' have to do with 

each other, and a debate ammg the new generation of film historiaas 

about the 'determinanfi' (dcmographic, eorrnomic, iechnoiogid, 

ideologicai) that might have 'produced' the qualitative changes and 

" ibid, 4. 
J3 Charles Aclaad, "Cinemagotng and the Rise of the Multiplex," Television and New 
Media vol. 1, no. 3 (August 2000). 3. 



permutations of forms on whose account films may lay daim to have any 

history at alLH 

He clairns that film history has moved away fiom the study of films and film criticism 

toward what used to be called the sociology of fiim-of which the task was to define 

genres, movements, periods or, occasiodly, the sociocuItural significance of a particular 

national cinema" The new film history Elsaesser refen to may have moved away nom 

films but it was devoted to 'materialistic detenninants7-"entrenched in economic 

histones of particular studios and financial cartels of court actions and patent w m ,  real- 

estate deais, popcorn franchises, 'mning' agreements and tire regulations."w This sort of 

application of reception theory as a historicai project is what Mary Beth Hadovich reftrs 

to as "decentered" history-history that discusses the intricacies of the socid formation 

fiom many points of entry, avoiding the consensus interpretations, which can rnask the 

heterogeneity of social life. What is needed to anaiyze heterogeneity as well as the ways 

people participate in dominant discourses is an expansion upon the empirid base to look 

for the 'passage ways into which and thmu& *ch e-ences and ideas flowed.'" 

The 'materialistic determinants' Hsaesser daims film historians became fixed on were a 

way of moving away h m  films toward social intric8cies howevcr, they ais0 'de- 

mtered' history by failing to Imk for the flow of expenences and ideas and especiaiiy 

by failing to locate the audiences withïn these pasages. 

"Thomas Elsaesser, "Film Hîstory and Visual Pleasure," 48. 
" ibid, 49. 
36 Ibid, 49. 

ibid, 48. 



Wtiereas in the past, "theorists were no more likely to be found in archives than 

an atheist in a foxhole."* There are still many questions in early fih histoy that are 

fargely unanswered. Moreover, there are asmmptions, particuiarly about audiences as 

homogeneous crowds and entire nations as indistinguishable masses, that are not well 

documentai or supported "Applications of reception theory and cdturaI studies are 

W on the assumption that films can be received and understood difTerently by a 

diverse and identifiable social gro~p."39 Scholars have become more interesteci in &cal 

interpretation of the discourses that formed the context of spectatorship in historical eras. 

"Historical spectators, to be sure, can only be apprehended in their contemporary saing 

by wfiat was said to and about km.& Questions about historical periods in fiIm and the 

-nt interest in reception of cinema can add to film scholarship by shif?ing the focus 

h m  text driven studies in nIm history to locaüzed studies tbat attempt to h e  a 

pticular era of film history. The diversity of moviegoing in carly cinema calls for an 

approach like that of Charles Musser who, in 1991, demonstratecl the value of going into 

the archives and seekiag previously unexplored mamal such as legai cîoammts, 

conespondence and newspper articles ta make claims about early fi1mgoisU The 

im- of seeking pimary and archival mamiai is iimî the documents hvm't bum 

examineci before and they provide a new path for the discovery of d y  film audiences. 

Spectatorship tûeories that portmyed audiences as M g  a homogenous, oatioiral 

Y Robert S klar, "Oh! Althusshar!" 16. 
39 hlZaty Beth Haralovich 'The Social History of Film: Heterogeneity and mediation" 
Wide Angle vol. 8, no. 2 (1986) 5. 
" Robert Skiar, "'The Lost Audience': 1950's spectatorship and historiai recepion 
snidies," Ideniiftinn HoIlvwood's Audiences: Culturai Identiw and the Movies, eds 
Melvyn Stokes and Richard Maitby (London: British Film Instituîe, 22000) 89. 
" Charles Musser, Before the Nickelodeon: Edwin S. Porter and the Edison 
Mandacming Comwnv. (Berkeley: University of California Ress, 1991). 



character do not provide enough insight to talk about moviegoing in detail. 1 say national 

because the national spectator is often taken as the lowest common denominator in 

research into audiences. Preferably, cultural inquiries with a local audience as a base for 

the study can begin b piece together the national scope of historiai audiences rather than 

beginnuig with large generalizations, it is possible to add up smaller studies to create a 

more precise, inclusive p i cm of Canadian film audiences. 

Another element has been added to film hisioriography over the last 15 years. 

Film scholarship has shown an Uicreasing concen with historicai issues sunounding the 

exhibition of films and film audiences. Film exhibition bas been added to the agenda of 

film history, which Allen sees as a demonstration of "how important exhiMion was as an 

hiaoricai detenninant of film history."" While Phillip Comgandeclared 'the histocy of 

film audiences is still almost completely undeveloped, even u~considered," " the interest 

in exhibition brings moviegoing and audiences to the forefiont Since then, several 

theotists have fomd newspapers and periodicai presses to be fiuidul sources to 

teconsider the history of film. Newspapers themselves offer both empirical and 

discursive cvideace of moviegoing, which allows for a more intncate expioration of the. 

lives of spectators. This is precisely wbat is rietded for Canadian film studies as it is at an 

in-between stage, still trying to provide answers to fundamental qualitative questions and 

ready to apply what we already know to move toward a cuiniral history 

Newspapers are especispecially valuable in that they can fil1 in the missing voice of 

those who lived in the p e n d  of &y film history. White historicd research ot?m 

- -- - 

" See Corn-gan's comments in Robert C. Allen, "From Exhiïition to Reception: 
Reflections on the Audience in Film History," 349. 

kid, 349. 



depends upon tint person accounts of the p s t ,  mernories, diaries, letters and photographs 

to gain insight into the social and the cultumi Iives of subjects, newspapers are aiso 

vduable where the= are no longer many living subjects fiom whom to seek oral 

histones. Newspapers, written to nmh theu audiences, are one path to the daily appeals 

made toward the public of Montreal. As Crafton observes, in theorizing early sound there 

are stiil people who can recall k i r  first experîences attending sound films. Northeast 

Kistoric Fiim conducted a survey of some of these people in l99O- 199 1 and found that 

most of the respondents remembered the talkies as "greaî," "more real," and 

 mirac cul ou^'^ J J I e  oral histories and recolledons are valuabte testimonies about the 

impact of sound on specific individuals, C r h n  daims they are ''necessarily lirnited by 

the representative validity of their srnail sample size, lack of wntrols, and of course, 

subjectivity due to inevitable los and embmideq as memoris baome more distant"" 

FiIm studies' growing concem with reception of cinema and issues of moviegoing 

bas brought the question of how movicgoing became a part of everyday life into serious 

consideration. Who were the first audiences? What kind of discourse circuiated about the 

audience? How did the ïndustry promoters thinlr of the audience? A d ,  how couid this be 

detemineci? Were audiences drawn to what Gunning calls the "cinema of attracbons"? 

Was the technology the only attraction or were they also drawn to the cinema to see the 

elaborate interior design or to swoon over the Iatest reel of fàshion shows sûaight h m  

Paris or London? Did the coming of synchronized sound discipline the audience or did it 

increase cacophony of the movie theatre? Did French language as well as English 

UDonald Crafton, The Talkies: American Cinema's Transition to Sound 1926- 193 1- 
New York: Simon & Schuster Macmillan, 1997) 6. 
" Crafton, Ttie Talkies, 6. 



language audiences appreciate films fiom Hollywood? Were Canadian theatres wired for 

sound at the same pace as American theatxes? Was the standardization of the Amencan 

film industry extended to the foreign owned theatres and if so, was there a 

standardization of the audience's experience? Questions like these, which have rarely 

been posed directiy reveal how Iittle we know about film reception in Canada at cruciaI 

points of departure in film history. Moreover, the fact that we don't have answers to these 

questions rnakes it obvious how littie we know about those who actually went to the 

cinema in Canada and about the sociai and cultural functions the cinema perfonned 

Histonans like Pierre Véronneaq Gerald Graham, and Peter Morris have made 

grcat contniuîions but offcr little to construct pattern and relationships of cuItural 

practice. Their work in Canadian film history is important in that it offers an overall 

chr0~)logical presentation of how the film industry developed in Canada While this 

work is essential to the hisîorical project of national film it doesn't go fm enough to 

respond to the unanswered questions about the cultural and social function of Canadian 

moviegmrs Momk presents the most inclusive film history of Canada in Emhttled 

Shadows, a survey of close to five decades and Geraid Graham's Canadian Film 

Technolow. 18%- 19û6 is the most comprehensive presentatïon of technologicai 

implemenQtion in Canada These contributions cemain vital but are responses to what 

Charles F Altman calls the 'first stage' of film history In Towards a "Historiography of 

the Amencan Film" Altman concludes that: Milm history bas now reached its second 



stage: from the who, what, where, and when we have moved to the how and why; fiom 

establishing facts we have pmgressed to explainhg f a ~ t s . ~  

Despite Altman's stance, t maintain that the study of film history in Canada is 

only moving toward the second stage. As this study indicates, many of the factual 

questions still need to be considerd dong with the how and the why. If American film 

has conquered the first stage and is ready to move on, the American answers to the 

qualitative questions are also relevant to a study conceming -an fdm audiences, as 

Canadians were also audiences of American film. However, other factors require specific 

examination of Canadian context. In order tu answer questions about how technoIogy 

influenced the cultural production and circulation of fiim in Canada it is helpfùl to limit 

the stuciy to a small area-at least one that is mal1 enough to be covered thoroughiy. 

Archivist and curator of the Cinimath@ québécoise/musée du cinéma, Pierre 

Vém~meau bas limited his studies to Canadian film in Qucbec and bas made valuable 

contn'butions to fil1 in some of the bIanks in Canadian fihn history. Véro~eau has 

recently heeded and echoed the cal1 to closeiy examine primary and archival sources to 

forrn a betier uaderstandllig of early chnatic history by &ting and encouraging studies 

in Canadian film that are more intensely concentrated on specific mods  in film history 

and specific moments of fcception. Moatreal. Ville de Ciwma pays homage to the 

indusûy that has developeâ uniquely in Montreai, as compared to the rest of  anad da^' In 

his exploration of ' t ahg  pictures' in Montreai, 190û-1910 Véro~eau briliiandy 

expounds on a perïod in film history t k  he claims, "was bound to catch tbe attention of 

'6 Charles F. Altman in Cinema Histories Cinema Racîices eds, Patricia Meiiencamp 
and Philip Rosen (Los Angeles: Unim-ty Fub[icaîio~ of Amenca, 1984. 
* Veronneau, Montréai Ville de Cinéma 



researcher~."~ Véronneau's use of the popuiar press results in offering new insights into 

the pend before synchronous sound was used in exhibition He plunges film history 

M e r  into a mode1 of culturai studies by attempting to account for the filmic experience 

of the spectator and the roIe of the exhibitors. He aiso makes an important link beîween 

theatre and the evolution of the cinema fiom mute to talking in terms of aesthetics and 

technology. He offers advice to future researchers to take into consideration the 

relationship between film aesthetics and the development of fihic language and 

technological innovation. 

Véromeciu has had a hand in encouraging other researchers in the field of Quebec 

cinema, particulariy Germain Lacasse. Lacasse's wock on the history of scopes in 

Montreal is a good mode1 for the present study. Using the popular press in Montreal, 

Lacasse bas reweitten the accounts of the Histograph in Quebec, l896-i930.~~ Lacasse is 

interested in epistemologicai pursuits fiom sources that have not k n  accounted for in 

the writing of Canadian film history. Histoires de Sm-~cs provides new insight, into the 

emergence of cinema in Quebec, exhibition practices, and popidaramusement in 

Montreal Lacasse breaks new ground by -ring press accounts of the Histopph. 

Nevertheles, the size of his project allows him to fall prey to the same fauits of his 

predecessors; it Iimits the depth to which he cm criticaIly examine his daîa Ratber than 

framiag his study theoretically, he attempîs to expose and draw as much as he cm fiom 

the press. His final two chapters cover the periods 1927- 1928 and 19284930 

respecîively, in a scant totai of twelve pages. While he mentions the d v a l  of 

Pierre Véromieau, The receptïon of 'raiking pictures' in the context of Quebec 
exhibition 18941915," Film History vol- t 1, no. 4. (1999). 
'%ennain Lacase, Histories de Sco~es- Les Archives Natioaales du Quebec (Montteal: 
ta Cinématkque québécois, 1988). 



synchronous sound, these chapters serve as a mere M i n g  point for the research that has 

yet to be done on this @od in film bistory and for research presented h m .  

The introduction of sync-sound in Canada was a major event in film history 

brought about by advances in film technology, exhibition, and aesthetics. Prior to sync- 

sound, dent films relied on narration, orchestras, and musicians to create the sound while 

the film was king projected Véro~eau's research points to the use of actors who would 

narrate films from behind the screen as the primai form of 'talking pict~res.'~~ This 

indicates that sound was not a new addition to the exhhition of motion pictures. As 

Véronneau and others like American Donaid Crafton have indicated, the talking cinerna 

carne into king in various ways bekre tfie advent of synchronous sound While 

Véronneau's work leads us up to the p e r d  when synchronous sound was introduced in 

Canada, it remains a time that has not been extensivefy docurnented While many 

generally assume tbat the history of cinema anri film bas been Witten, fuding new 

sources bas demonstrated that there are m y  details missing. 

The methods of conducting historiograiphical research in cinematic studies are 

problemasic and difficult. Ofdl aspects, %e bistory of the audience remains the most 

elusive aspect of cinema histos,, since audiences form only the most temporary 

conunuuities, and leave few üaces of their preseme."' Rmiiig together historia of 

audiences for the purpose of enhmcing our knowledge of cinemagoing practices requins 

a willingness on the part of the mearcber to come to ternis with the past debates of film 

historiography, to seck out aew and innovaiive rnethods of fesearch and source matenal 

and the interpretive skills to interrogate those sources, There are general 

Véronneay "An Intermedia practce," 7. 
" Stokes and Maltby, introduction, American Movie Audiences1 9. 



historiographical problems involved in seeking to gain information about early cinematic 

audiences. The major problem is the k t  that first hand evidence in the form of memoirs, 

diaries and personal accounts is hard to corne by. Evidence found in newspapers, the 

popular media of the period, cm offer insi@t into the research problem in a number of 

ways. Firsî, newspapers during the period of 1926- 1930 were the dominant form of 

popular media circuiating on a dady basis arnong the audience in question As such, the 

newspapers are a direct link to the dominant discounes circulating in everyday life. The 

reviews of films, comrnents regarding film technology, theatres, popular amusements, the 

film industry, mors, advemsements and letters tiom the public offer lucidity to the time 

period, popular culture and recephon. Second, following the newspapers for an extended 

period, five years in the case of this researcb, reveals patterns, groupings, themes, and 

reoccurring topics in the discourse of media arts and film. Listening to audiences a d  to 

the a@s made toward hem through the popular press is not methodologicaily 

straightforward "spectators accounts of k i r  viewing behavior are 'forms of 

repmenîation proâuced w i t h  certain cultumi coaventioas', and the interpraation of 

those conventions fonns a part of the iaterpretation of the viewing4 Accounîs in the 

press can offer usefiil information on audieme reacîions, linguistic relations, verifidon 

of dates and exhiîition p r o V d a g  and practices as well as insight into auchence 

coaducf tastes and acceptance of syachmnous sounds. 

-- - pp 

Stokes and Maltby (eds) Identifw,~ HoUvwood's Audiences, 11. Stokes is 
panipiirasiag Jackie Stacey's account of ber methoQ1ogy in her sndy fernale film goers 
in 1940s and 1950s in an effort to learn about spatatorship. She held that Hollywood 
dominatPA and it was necessary to detenniae what spectators said about HotIywood 
to gain insight into issues of spectatorship. See Jackie Stacey, Star Gazing: HoIIvwood 
Cinema and Fernide Saectatorshio ( imdun: Routledge, 1994). p. 76. 



Thomas Doherty successfully used exhibitor's tmde j o d s  to illuminate the 

subject of early audiences of synchronow sound in the United  tat tes? He was interested 

in what he calls 'folkways of motion picture spectatorship'-what it was really Iike to go 

to the movies in the 1930, to be a part of the crowd, to be roused in a "folbw the 

bouncing ball" songfest as a part of an audience and to experience how sound recast 

spectatorship. Doherty's is one of the most recent conûiiutions of reception studies in 

American cinema using secondary and archival sources like industry traâe magazines. 

While Doherty draws conclusions about filmgoing in the United States h m  his 

evidence, Charles Tepperman demonstrates the relevance of a local study in reception. 

Recently, in his MA thesis "The Perfect Order of a Canadian Crowd: Cinema in 

Ottawa, 1894- I896", Charles Tepperman draws attention to film reception and cdtttraI 

studies. Teppemian examines the context of the arriva1 of cinema in Ottawa addressing 

the Ottawa spectator. He suggests, '"ïhere is a history of film in Canada that bas yet to be 

wtitten. This is the history of film recepti~n."~ Teppennan's expioration of Ottawa 

fin& the unconventionai factors that made it a urban landscape of reception for 

the coming of cinema in 1896. It offers understanding of cinemagoing practices as well 

as king a methodological mode1 of inquiq. His goal is to document how cinemagoing 

audiences received the movies as a popular fonn of enteriainment To do this, he 

examines the popuIar press in ûttawa and other archival sources such as letters and 

records tiom the Department of Agriculture regarding film exhibition in the city's parks. 

UThomas Doherty, "This is Where We Came in: The Audiiie Screen and the VoIubIe 
Audience of Early Sound Cinema" American Movie Audiences fiom the Turn of the 
Centurv to the Earlv Sound Era, eds. Richard Maitby and Metvyn Stokes (London: 
British Fitm Institute? 1999) 143. 

Tepperman "The Perfect Order," 7. 



He demonstrates that what was undemood as a nonnative experience of film reception in 

the discourses of modedty and the cinema was not what took place across Canada and 

North America He claimed that culture is mediateci by Id experience, and that 

reception studies attempting to provide generai explications for phenomena iack the 

socially criticai detail and insight that localized sûtdies can present 

Tepperman is vague about positioning his study amongst other reception studies 

in film history. Lacking is the theoretid hnework to position his thesis as a response to 

his cail for a new Canadian film hisîory. He rneekiy refers to the newspapers as "other" 

types of evidence without differentiating or stipdating what rnakes newspapers "'other" 

types in the larger scale of evidence dmwn upon by historiam. As Raymond Williams 

Wntes: 

In any full assessment of history it is necessary to be aware that these 

temporary and provisionai indications of anention and emphasis-of 

'subjects'-can never be mistaken fbr indeperadent and isolated processes 

and products.'j 

Another example of a study that mistakenly isolates processes and products is Matthew 

Smith's MA thesis "iotroducing A New Medium: Newspaper Reviews OfThe F i  Film 

Smcnings in Montreai, Ottawa, Toronto a d  New York in 18%" demonstrates a hazard 

to be avoided in examiring the popular press. Smith deâennines that "every review fiom 

18% shouid be seen not oniy as joumalism, but as genuirte audience reactionsn since the 

j o d i s t s '  e~ns are as ticsb as the other audience rnernbers in regard to the 

Raymond Williams, "British Film History," 10. 
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newness of the rnedium.j6 His claim that the joumalist's word can be taken by 

researchers to stand for public opinion is based loosely on the joudistic styie of the 

time, when rnost joumaiistic writing about film was dedicated to plot sumrnary and news 

about the industry rather than what has evolved into criticism as we know it today- 

Smith's ease ai accepting the reportage as the public voice is a v e .  nie ppular press is 

a valuable indicator of audiences and reception but it can no more be equated with public 

opinion in 1895 than it can be today. Moreover, Smith fails to look toward the most 

obvious indication of public opinion in a newspaper-the letters to the editor. 

Furthemore, Smith lacks a theoretical Game and a tirne h e  for e e g  the fm 

fiIm reviews and this leads to d e h i  extrapolation h m  major events in film history." 

He works backward by relying on previousiy recordeci dates in film history and using the 

press as a verification tool. This is counterproductive to the task of seeking new sources 

of information in order to expand the horizon of undersbnding of historicaI events. 

Finally, Smith's failure to pick a city to focus the study forces him to pick and chose 

events to document while aîtempting to pay equal attention to each city in the study. 

Ultimately he can just skirn the surface. By narrowing his focus to a singte city he wuld 

have offered a detaiied -nation of cuItural practices associated with the 6rst film 

rmfeMews and povided more insigût into public opinion. 

What can a focus on a pticular city tell us that studes like Smith's anci other 

p s t  research like Allen and Merritt7s fail to accompiish? By avoiding a stnctly empirical 

" Matthew Smith, "introducing A New Medium: Newspaper Reviews Of The F'lrçt Film 
Screenings in Montreai, Ottawa, Toronto and New York in 1896," Master's Thesis, 
Concordia U, 1996,3 1. 

Matthew Smith, "Intmciuciag A New Medium: Newspaper RevÏews OfThe Fim Fiim 
Screenings in Monmai, Ottawa, Toronto and New York in I8%," Master's Thesis, 
Concordia U, 1996. 



approach we can avoid drawïng hard lines and shutting out informative and significant 

indicaiors of common life. FFurthennore, by nanowing the focus of the study to a single 

city thefe is more of a chance to gain insight into the cultural lives of the inhabitants of 

the city. As Elsaesser claims, film is "as much constructeci outsidein the discourses of 

flnancing and of spinsffs and residuals, in promotional carnpaigns and journalistic or 

critical reviews-as it is constnicted with the length and duration of its celluioid strip 

and the space of its proje~oa"58 I maintain that film of the 1920s and 30s had an 

"outside" discourse of advertisernents, pcognrms meaut to please any audience member, 

Broadway spin-offs and promotional campaigns that featured dynamically designed 

theatre spaces and *ri-nms on film. The spectator was appeaied to in a va&y of ways 

and the activity of cinemagohg was foldeci into a range of consumption activities. As a 

historicai document newspapers pmvide a window to what local audiences knew of tbe 

cinema in their city, complete witb qiialitative infornation like dates, times, exhibition 

practices, programmg styles, theatre openings, and technological innovations. 

Newspapers also contain the appeals ma& to audiences by theatre managen and theatre 

c h a h  in advertismeats and articles that allow the historian insight into the active 

bistory of the everyday moviegoer, locd exhibitions and local audiences. The pop& 

press is a way to discover the everyday lives of cinemagoers aad cultural bistorians can 

find anmvers to questions Iike the fo1lowing; what was the entertainment scene like in 

Monîreai during a particular time period? Were ttiere m y  entertainment venues 

compctiag for the audiences' attemi*on? Were certain movie houses p r e f d  over 

'13 Thomas Elsaesser, "Film fistory and Visuai Pleasure: Weimar Cinema," Ciriema 
Histories. Cinema Practircs, eds. Patrïcia Menencamp and Philip Rosen (Los Angeles: LI 
Publications of America., 1984) 52. 



others? Why? Did the audiences have a preference for a particular actor when they were 

able to hear them speak on film? Were the French and English language audiences 

segregated due to language or were the fi1rn.s subtitled or dubbed? 1s there evidence of the 

makeup of the audiences at the tirne of the introduction of sync-sound cinema? What, if 

anything, is partïcular to the Id audiences of Montreal in compcirison to widespread 

accounts of the perd in film histo~~? 

City spaces offer opportunities to rethink film reception. Cinemagohg implies a 

negotiation of ciîy space. Certainly every city has a urban rdity and during each 

period in cinematic history, has a different story of reception and cinemagoing that makes 

it valuable to the overall pmjcct of mtid 6lm history. Local studies act as test basins 

for theories that could be expanded to serve on a greater scale but do not necessarily 

becorne more telling wtim expenéed Iadeed, the relevance of a city in economic and 

cuiturai aspects of city life is important to the understanding of cultural processes and 

theories. By drawing on the popular press within Montreal 1 can access the discourse rha~ 

circulateci around the introduction of synchroaous sound and throughout its &gmtion 

into exhibition in the city. Perceptions and maclusions about Montreal will not likely 

apply to St. John's or Vancouver but that does not lessen their worth in determinhg 

aspects of cinematic history and ctiitrtral sadies. in turn it heightcns the ment of doing 

concenttateci studies in Canada as a contniution to our national film history. And by 

concentraîing on a single cïty 1 avoid having ta compare and conûast completeiy 

different cases as Smitb is forced to do with ûttawa, Toronto, Montreal and New York A 

localized study is more manageable than a historiographical study on a natiouai or 

international d e .  In addition, focusing on a singie city heightens the claim tbat 



audiences were not identical and that researchers cannot be as  confident as to believe that 

a nation received cinema in a standardized fàshion anymore than mearchers can lay 

claim to a universal understanding of any culturai practice. 

A common starting point for ùistoriographical research is the emergence of a new 

media or new technology. The reception sunounding the introduction of a panicuiar 

technology acts as a cleavage and sh& the cuItural practices that were aIready in place. 

Unlike the studies of modernity and cinema, these d e s  concentrate on the 

phenornenon of a single new and popular technology to probe cultural practices. By 

documenting @cular moments in history, researchers can analyze how cùtemagoing 

audiences were talked about and appeaIed to. The introduction of a new technology acts 

as a point of deparhm for the inquiry. 

Studies in other counûies have show the arriva1 of sync sound initiated a major 

change in the way movies wefe shown, scheduled, watched, adverbsed aad enjoyed. Yuri 

Tsivian's study of the cultural reception of early cinema in Russia claims thaî recordeci 

synchronous sound h m  the kinetophone and chronomegaphone received cornplaints 

h m  audiences. Tstvian writes that audiences were disappouned wiih the selectivity of 

the mechanical sounci " A  dog ruus about noiselessly like a disembodied ghost, but his 

barLing is tàr too loud. People sing and dance; the sînging is loud, but you can't hear the 

shming sound of the dancing.n5g 0bse~ers complained that "the lack of sound wfien the 

actors move about v i l s  the illusion" because sound did not portray d l  objects îbus 

fàiling to portray spact- Furthetmore, audiences cornplaincd about the timbre of the 

" Yuri Tsivïan, Eaciv Cinema in Russia and its Culturai Recewoq ed Richard Taylor 
(Routledge: London and New York, 1994) 102, 
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kinetoscope when doing ordinary speech-making it sound "dicdous.* Movie critics 

observed h t  the sounds-especially the gutiurai, nasal sounds of the human voi- 

made viewers laugh, or put them off, rather than excited them One drama critic m t e ,  

usometimes you are remindeci of a talking parrot4' 

Tsivian's observations surroundhg the reception of recorded sound are taken 

h m  popdar press in Russia at the time of the introduction of synchronous sound He 

uses the introduction of a new, and popular technology as a point of entry into historiai 

research of audiences in Russia While this study is on a national d e ,  it is a 

methodologicai mode1 for rescarch in cinemagoing. Certainiy, it is possiile that many of 

the same problems or phenomena Tsivian documented existed in MontreaL By examining 

the press it is possible to pcesent a depiction of what cinemagoing meant when syac- 

sound was introduced in Montreal. My goal is to use the introduction of sync-sound 

techno logy as a point of departure into a culturai study of audiences in Momreal during 

the five-year pen'od of 1926-193 1, infonnaîion about Monireai audiences of the sync- 

sound em involves a review of historical and archival rnatenal in both the French and the 

English language press since these w ~ e  the two dominant wmmunities ia the city. 

Montreai is a W - c  local focus for this study. Since the inctpion of cinema, no Mty in 

Canada has boasted as viirant a film culture as Montreal. The city's many theatres were 

pIùnarily located in focai diskicts of cinemagomg like Sainî Catherine's Street and S t  

Laurent Boulevard but the city also had neighbrtiood theaires. The first exhibition in 

Canada took place in Montmi, as did the first recorded exbi'bition of synchronous d 

Tsîvian, Eariv Cinema in Russia, 103. 
'' ibid, 103. 



In consultation with provincial and national newspaper directories, I decided to use 

La Presse and the Montreal DaiIv Star. '* La Ekse  had the highest circulation amang 

Quebecois and declared itself to be the "organ of the French Canadian people." 

Furthemore La Presse was dedicated to politics, literaîure and theatre. In juxtaposition, 

Le Devoir concentrated on politics, Le Canada was directed toward wealthy and business 

class and La Patrie marketed itself as a fmily paper complete with colouring pages for 

the kids. La Presse was, among other things, established as a newspaper dedicated to arts 

and cultureture6' in the English press 1 chose Montreal Dailv Star over the Gazette because 

of its higtier circulation during the time The Montreal Dailv Star had a much 

higher circulation in Quebec: 1 19,346 compared to the Gazette with 33,745. The Gazeâîe 

also defmed itself as "independent and conservaiive" and focused more on busïmss.~ 

1 began with the year 1926 in both the French and the English Press. I chose the 

t h e  period of 1926- 193 1 based on other studies into the rise of the 'talkies' and 

integration of sync-saund in exhibition. Donaid Crahn's Historv of the American 

Cinemx The ~alkies~' and Scotî Eyman7s The S-Deed of ~ o d  both focus on this five 

year period as it encompases the phasing out of silent fiim and the indusüîai *ver of 

munâ film to a point of dominahg fiim exhiiition. I examined each microfilm mpy of 

La Presse and the Montreal Dailv Star Iuoking for cinema related storks of silent aad 

sound films, advertisements for nIms, theaîres and cinema evems, prograaunhg, 

commenmy about audiences and audience behavior, Ietters to the editor conceming film 

Beaulieu et Hamelin, La Resse Ouebecoise (1920-1932) and the Canadian News~aoer 
Directorv. 
" Canadian Newsmmr Directorv Montreai: A McKim, 1940. 

Canadian News~a~er Directorv Montreai: A McKim, 1940. 
Crafton, The Talkies. 
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exhtbition, reviews of films fiom critics and any other accounts of cinema during the 

period of 1926- 193 1. I have included some of the press stoties and advertisements in the 

appendix of this document The weekend edition of the Montreal Dailv Star f e u  an 

arts seciion where 1 found numerous articles on the technology of sound, the exhibition of 

synchronous sound, the wiring of theatres and the audience teaction to talking films. La 

Presse also featured a weekend section on arts and amusements where I found a number 

of articles devoted to sound film. 

i am using the terni reception as Robert C. Allen used it in his 1990 essay "From 

ExhiMion to Reception: Reflections on the Audience in Film ~istor~.*' For Allen, 

-on is used as a generai concept to mean the most inclusive category of issues 

surrounding the confiontation between the semiotic and the social in four categories: 

exhiiition; audience; performance and activation While it may not be possible to 

construct the audience so as to account for al1 aspects of the viewers' lives, examinations 

of particdar groupings that highlight commonalities of emence based on the 

peculiarities of the locai audiences can add to our knowledge of early cinemagohg 

Exhibition refers to the ecmomic and instinitional dimensions of reception. Audience 

refers to the social meaning ascn'bed to viewing and in the case of historical study, the 

social practice of moviegouig Bomwing h m  Ien Ang as Allen does, "within the 

category of audience, I am also talking about the social meanings attached to 

r n ~ v i e ~ o i n g . ~  

67 Allen, Robert C. "From =bition to Reception: Refiections on the Audience in 
Film History." Scrcen 3 1.4 (Whter 1990) 352. " Im Ang cited in Allen, Robert C. 'Fmm Exhibition to Receptio~ Refleetions on the 
Audience in F i h  History." Screen 3 1.4 ( Winter 1990) 352. 



1 am interested to disceni whether there were different m-ngs ascrikd to 

viewing a new release film on opening night at the Palace or an adaptation of a silent fiIm 

into a talkuig film at the Monkland Theatre. I propose, as Janice Radway does, that the 

"audience is as much a discursive as a saciai phen~menon*~ Members of the audience 

are constnicted and solicited through promotions, theatre décor, and what Gunning caI1ed 

the "attractionsn of the theaire." Al1 of the social and semry elements present in the 

time and space of viewing a film combine to create the performance. Finaily, the way al1 

the generative mechanisrns that operate variably produce the audience reading of tem 

over time is the activation. Thus, in relation to activation, the Iucaiized study of Montreal 

when syncbronized soinid film wrrs king introdud is relevant to the history of film 

reception in relation to other underlying structures of receptioa, 

In the following chspter, 1 will examine the historid accounts of the receptïon of 

synchronous sound in the United States. As Stokes and Maitby so concisely put it, "A 

culturai history of cinema must take account of both Hollywood's actuai audience and the 

discursively constnicted audiences its movies [and exhibitor's] addressedn7' Numerous 

accom of talking cînema in the United States have ben written and many of the early 

debates of film history are located in the U ~ t e d  States. Crafton's extensive examhabon 

of the transition to souad indudes a finai section demted to the audiences of sound 

cinema. This thesis is an attempt to take a closer look at issues of what Crafton caik 

69 Cited in Men, Robert C. - F m  Exhiiition to Recqnio: Reflecîions on the Audience 
in Film History." Screen 3 1.4 (Winter 1990) 352. Radway taiks about women and the 
social meaning ascribed to reading romance novels. See Janice Radway, Reading the 
Romance: Women. Patriarcb. and Poaular Literature (Chape1 Hill: U ofNorth Cardina, 
1985). 
"' AlIen, "From Exhibition to receptionn, 352. 
"Stokes, introductÏon, idemifirine: Hollvwood's Audiences, 3. 



"audienceship". Crafion uses the tenn "audienceship" to go beyond the understanding in 

film history of spectatorship-a notion that otlen connotates an idealized film viewer-to 

encompass the variance of moviegoers, thrown together by numerous motives at a 

partïcular t h e  in the theatre- 



You Heard it Here First: 

Retming to the Arriva1 of Sync-Sound in the United States 

In 1926 a dubious feIing accornpgnied the coming of sound The New Yorker 

World headlined Taking, Laughing SUiging Screen to Rival The Silent Drama Films" 

and, as with the anid of most new tectuioiogiogiies, there were differing opinions about the 

introduction of sound. The oncoming birth of the talkie and the predicted death of the 

dent film are the most commonIy associateci myths of this partic Jar technological 

change. Inevitably, the advent of a new technology sparks daims tfiat an establisfieci fom 

of media must die, king replaced &y the new. As Donald Crafton points out, the popuIar 

taie of Hollywood's shifi h m  dent to somd cinema has becorne a sort of urban legend, 

7 h e  components of the poprlar retelling of sound always represem it as a dividing line 

bcnneen the Old and New Hollywood. .- somd divides the movies with the assuredness of 

biblicd dualitynR The sound to siknt barder has becorne an organïzational a i s  for the 

study of fiim and continues to divide film into two separate wrids where sound wouid be 

the victor and silent would be retegated to the back shelE Alexander Walker wen 

entitled bis book on the topic The Shattered Silents: How the Talkies Came to Sîay in 

Crafton, The Talkies, 1. 



support of the legend that claimed the victirn of sound was the Art of the silent cineman 

In addition, most historical accounl point to The Jazz Singer as the watershed fiIm to 

usher in the sound em-a Iegendary film with a tegendary film star- Accoums of this era 

wrîtten by Americans are quick to boast about The Jazz Singer, AL lolson, the pioneering 

entrepreneurship of the Warner Brothers and how the "audiences saw them [bikies] as 

rniracle~."~~ Most of the succas of the tailcies is accounted for as a revolution, a smash, 

an amazing invention that took Hollywood and everybody in it, actors and audiences 

alike, by stonn. Endiess accounts of ttie Hollywood talkies focus on the sheer numbers 

and speed of the era that witnessed the end of silent film and the rapid conversion to 

sound The calha quickly became one of the inventions in the evolution of film tbat led 

"inexorably to the modem movie i~tdustry."'~ Take for exampk Jacob Lewis's account of 

Arnerican sound film in 1939, worth ci?@ at some length 

Suddenly in 1927 the progress of motion picture technique was brought to 

an abrupt halt by the invention and adoption of soinid The incorporation 

of wken dialogue as a permanent eIement of motion pictures caused a 

cataclysm in the industryustry Technique lost its sophistication ovemigfit and 

became primitive once more; every phase of the movie medium reverted 

to irs ruchmts. Tbe intcrcst m arijsîic b expression that bâ been 

stimdated by the superïor foreign ftlms, now h g  reached a climax, 

was stifled in the c h  tbat the advent of sound produced. The new fih 

priaciples that were just bcginning to crystallize seemed desaned for the 

7J Aiexander Wdker, The Shattered Sdents: How the TaIkies Came to Stay (New York: 
Wm. Morrow, i979). 
" Eyrnan, The Sueed of Sound, 27- 
'.' ibid., 27. 



dump heap, and directors, stars, writers, musicians, and foreign talent who 

had succeeded in the era of the "silents" found themselves unwanted 

Movie art was forgotten as the studio doors were flung open to stage 

direçtors, Broadway playwrights, vaudeville singers, and song-and-dance 

teams. Voiœ, sound, noise, were al1 that now maned  Diction schools 

sprang up; everyone took singing lessons; voice tests became the rage; 

speech fiiied the ears of the movie capitol. 

The year 1929 was literally a time of sound and fury. What lay 

ahead?76 

Lewis's statement about the impact of sound technology on the industry, though it 

amounts to one paragraph at the end of a chapter, is part of an everlasting account that 

has just recently been questioned by historians and film and cuItural theorists. He goes on 

to treat fiim history as an account of texts and prominent directors in the American movie 

industry but he does not continue with the wmmentary on sound to any degree other than 

the rant cited above. 

The urge to situate films as markers is a wmponent of the life and death 

cycle that is a trope of technological discourse. The birth of a new technology heralds an 

automatic death lmii for whatever it will foteseeably replace. More o h  than not the 

death cry is prernature, the birth announcement late. The case is no different in the 

HolIywoûd history of the talkies. "You Ain't Heard Nothin' Yet," AI Jolson's famous 

Iine first audible in The Jazz Sineer is often equated with the memory of the fint talkie in 

prominent historical writing. Andrew Sarris' book bearing the famous phrase as a title 

'6 Lewis, Jacob, The Rise of the American Film (New York: Harcouc Brace and 
Company, 1939) 334. 



prpetuates the myth that it al1 sîarted with ïhe Jazz This film has gone dom in 

history and on many printed pages as the fim exhibited tallang picture and the watershed 

film to mark the transition fiom silent to sound 

Far h m  being the first exhibited talking picture, The Jazz Siwer, a part--tafkie," 

is not the best measuring point benNeen silent and sound cinema The film is not even the 

most popdar and well-received film according to Crafton's analysis of box office 

records." The exhibition of The Jazz Singer in 1927 corresponded to Wamer's plunge 

into exhibihng talking films and investing in the wiring of theatres. More prominently, 

Wanier's had joined Western Elatrk to pmmote sound film. The film marked the grand 

departure on the part of the major studios to go ahead with taiking film. "Wamrs broke 

the logjam that had blocked the introduction of sound equipment (with its huge 

inveshnent) to the nation's movie theam.& Notably. Al Jolson was already one of the 

most famaus vaudeville stars comrnandhg a salary of $100,000 per year.8' Jolson helped 

the film go dom in the privileged historicai place it has showing that history too may be 

influenced by celebrity. In his analysis, Crafton finds that accounts of the film are 

consistently intemnined with stories about ~ o l s o n ~  

* Sarcïs, Andrew, "You Ah't Heard Nothin' Yet" The American TsiUrin~ FiIm History 
and Memorv. 1927-1949 (New York : Oxford University Press, 1998). 
" Part-talkie refers to films made with synchronized music and sound e f f i  to match the 
action and with only didogue parts that wete deemed esseatial. A11 other nonessential 
dialogue wouid be cut out and ieplaced with titles. 
" Crafton, The Talkies, 520-530. 

Sarris, "You Ain't Head Nothm' Yet ,26. 
'' Gomery, The Coming of Sund, 74. 

Crafton r e m  the legendary status of The Jazz Sin= For a more detailed 
examination of his media analysis and box office adysis see: Crafbn, The Talkies, 
520-530. 



It can be more advantageous to historicai perspective to look beyond the life- 

death ailegory since drawing strict lines does not allow for an exploration of the wider 

cultural and popular practices that exist. While sync-sound cinema did not cause a sudden 

change nor a great revolution that shocked audiences, synchronized sound was a new 

technology and its adoption in film exhibition left a mark on Arnerican audiences. In his 

ovewiew of the transition to sound in American cinema, Donald Crafton refiites the 

sudden arriva1 of sound 

Metaphorically spealang, sound did not arrive in tom al! at once like an 

express train. It came gradually, in littie crates, over a period of more than 

ten years.. . the concept of synchronizing music, noises ("effectsW), and 

speech did not take producen by surprise in the late 1920's.'~ 

In response, Cr&on7s exploration of the audience "investigates how social power was 

asserted over cinema and how Hollywood tried to contain it; how consumers may or may 

not have acquired their own power as fans; and finally how moviegoers apparently did 

not drop everything to see The Jazz Sinaer in unprecedented droves, as legend bas L~ 

Crafton's ctialtenge of The Jazz Sinaer legend is admirable. He seeks to uncover why the 

film has gallied the status it has. From his investigation of popdar press and the box 

office data Crafton is able to refiite claims that indicate the grandiosity of The Jazz 

Singer. Why is Craîlon so concemed with refbting the legend of the film? The answer is 

not in the conclusion but in the method Crafton uses to investigate- He analyses the media 

as an attempt to get at the audience and to make the point that 'awlienceship7 is elusive 

and influenced by many factors. Furthemore, he refutes the use of geography to 

* Craflon, The Talkies, 8. 
" ibid, 444. 



detemine the composition of the audiences. He wrïtes, "..-in a country that takes pride 

in its mobility, we should not assume a demographic correlation between a theatre and its 

10cale.~ He adds that even if a correlation could be dram between attendance and 

geography it would be different for each theatre. Through media and box-office analysis 

Crafton concluded, 

the case of The J a a  Singer illustrates it is more "eficient" for a histoncal 

discourse to have an 'evenf' a 'tuming point,' a 'revolution,' a Rubicon to 

cross, than a slow, convoluteâ, somewhat irrational development, as was 

the case with the coming of sound Rewriting events as a drama with the 

loose enâs tied up is helpful in retelling a cornplicated process as a 

conventionalmd, thus cornprehensible, narrative.% 

Crafton claims the need Cor Hollywood to reprocess new technology into old 

foms like the r e c ~ n f i ~ o n  of silent Nms into sound films and Broadway hits into 

sound films was due to the lack of real knowledge of film a a e n ~ e s . ~ ~  "The rnost e lus~e  

aspect of assessing 'audienceship' was ascertaini-ng the consumer's prefèrences, the holy 

grail for purveyors of popuiar ~ u l t u r e , ~  The relaîionship between Hollywood and the 

audiences was a sort of h i t d m i s s  situatïo~ Whilc the mass audience and the public 

press testai the modeis Hollywood proposed, "Hollywood guessed Audiences came or 

stayed awayn89 and HoUywood endeavored to anticipate consumer tastes. The 

introduction of sotmd to the screen, despite current success of silent cinema, was thought 

&id, 520. 
ibid, 530- 
ibid, 536. 
&id, 536. 

* ibid, 536. 



by some to be the force to bRng a new audience to the cinema. Talking pictures became 

the rage ... The industry went batty on the subject of didogue" recalled William Seiter, the 

director of First ~ a t i o n a l . ~ ~  Eyman a h  suggests The Jazz Singer did not mark a 

beginning of talkùig productions. He wites, 

. .. talking picnues existed for years before The Jazz Singer. The desire for 

synchronized sound arose simultaneousIy with the possibility of projecting 

images. From the beginaing, h e  cinema abhomi silence; the cinema 

needed some sort of sound, if only to cover up the distracting noises of the 

projector and the sbuffling of the audienceb9' 

While Crafton claims "[tlhere was no watershed film" to separate the silents fiom 

the modem age of the talkies, he does say 1929-1930 was the peak of theatres making the 

switch fiom silent to sound which explains Smk' reference to the year 1929 as "a time 

of sound and fury." " While some of the first sound films were exhibiteci in 1927-1928 

it was a gradua1 and systematic changeover in the industry. Historians studying the arrivai 

of sound in an economic mode1 agree wiîb Crafton's daim îhat the anivai of synchronous 

sound was not a revolution but an evolution. Gomery explains the changes as the 

interaction of many compfex forces and the decisions made by the industry's "profit 

mPamiring b u s i n e s s m e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  Scott Eynw is able ta give an insider's historiai sccount 

by very successNly tapping into the mernories of &ose who shared sornehow in the 

sound era as entrepreneurs, tkaûe owners aoû technicians, weaving together intem-ews 

and archivai documents fiorn patent applicaiïons to diaries and industry correspondence 

-- - 

* %id, 532. 
9' Eyman, The Soeed of Sound, 25-6- 
* Crafton, The Taikies ,4. 
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not to mention working with and conibining the expertise of historians and theorists like 

Douglas Gomery and Russell Merritt. WhiIe Eyrnan says the book covers 1926- 1930, it 

begins long before that with accounts of some of the first experiments in sound in the 

United States. In a lively, upbe;it, informative flow, Eyman's pursuit to fil1 in the &lails 

and color of the sound era includes al1 the ingrediems of a movie plot: brilliant ideas, 

patents, battles, copyïght swindles and the rise and the fdl of businessmen and actors. 

While he discovers some pretty impressive stories, he m e s  up short on recounting the 

experience of audiences and the reception of synchronous =und in the United States. 

Eyman's depth in al1 0 t h  areas and lack in audience information seems to support 

suggestions that the inward looking film industry went ahead with day-tday business 

somewhat oblivious to their markets and audiences. 

Gomery chneci ihmy officiais were ratlying reasons and ammunition in a 

stand of opposition to talhes. F& of an expensive, complicated and umng change 

in the industry, movie officiais, screenwriters and acton deep in the traditionai art of 

silent f' ' ' g gdopted a puritan appniach to talking films. Henry Carr, a journalist 

and screenwriter sidcd aga& any changes, rtie public has seen many lovely grrls on the 

screen, and handsorne sbeiks. To each one they have given an imaginary voice. In real 

life, some of them taik WEe sick peacocks.nw He coacluded that rnany fües of movie 

fame wouid be doused fomer were they suddeniy to taik. The car& would have to be 

reshuffld Despite the defense of silent cinema as a pmferred indulgence of audiences, 

and even claims thai audiences desired the dark, siience of film tbeatrw, the industry 

leaders Wmer and Fox eventually sided with the camp of ?aIkie promotionists- 

" Eyman, The S e  of Sound, 105. 



As Gomery declares, the majors did not rush into the production of talkies; they 

preplanned each step and the level of indushy integration is proof of that As William's 

claims, "majority cinema, in both silent and sound periods, can be reasonably seen as the 

flowering of a whole body of cirama, theatre and entertainment, which in its essential 

interests and methods preceded tilm but was then enhanced and made much more widely 

available by itngs However, the diffusion of sound was rapid afler the industry officiais 

backed the innovation. Though the fundamental developmeats for sound had been in the 

laboratones of inventors, offices of professors and electrical conglomeraîes for years, 

manufactures had to 'sell' the idea to the industry producers and to audiences if they were 

gohg to successfiilly launch sound cinema% Eyman discovered an early example of 

audience enthusiasm for sound. According to Eyman's account, at the premier of 

juan (Alan Croshd, I926), the audience was not prepared for such perfect 

synchronization The seats to the show were reportedly sold out at $5.00 and Variety 

claimed the results of sound had preceded the audience's expectations; "the house 

applauded, cheered and stamped its feetd7 As the film tomci, city a f k  city repeated 

the same sninned enthusiasm. Acis promoting the film gave greater billing to Vitaphone 

thau to the film's star John Barrymore and "Vitaphone was hailed as the iatest scientific 

*le.n98 

By 1929 the conversion of theatres had sped up considerably. 250 theatres a 

month were equipped with sound and Western Electnc reporteci 1,082 backorders in the 

" WIIIiarns, "British Film History,- 17. 
% Craftoa, The Talkes, 2 1. 
" Eyman, The Speed of Sound, 102-3. 

Gomery, The Coming of Souna 140. 



United States, 37 in Canada and L25 in other coun!ries.* The fomat of presentation 

familiar to eariy cinema was rnarked by a wrnbination of commercial enteriainment not 

necessarily focused on the feature film psentation. With the move toward sound, feature 

films became more common and other programming changes Iike the elimination of live 

acts, vaudeville and comedy skia in lieu of short film presentations were adopted in 

theatres. Where was the audience in ail the commotion? Thomas Doherty seeks to write 

the position of the audience in film history during the sound era by examining archival 

sources, particulariy movie program and tra& journais. WhiIe using industry documents 

Doherty's emphasis is on the temporary position of cinematic audiences. As the 

legendary Jazz Sin= saga demonstratcs, tsring to recover historical facts about films 

and audiences in popular reception is difficult in addition to media sources, Doherty also 

jogs the memory of aging moviegoers to m v e r  whaî he calls the "audible audience."'00 

He argues that live performance combined with the exhibition of films and shorts resdted 

in audiences that were the audiile byproduct of a fusion of live theatre and rambunctious 

vaudeville performance. Doherty proposes that the programming of film exhibition to 

include live and screen acts produced au audience tbae was reactionaty- Doherty unearths 

explicit forms of audience respo~l~t including appiauding in tfie middlt of the diegesis 

(m-culariy in the middie of modistic monologues), warm reactions to elaborate 

montage sequences, whisties and cheers for shorts and cartoons and, catcalls and wails 

99 Eyrnan, The Spi& of Sound, 2 19. 
'00 Doherty, Thomas. This is Where We Came in: The Audible Screen and the VoIubIe 
Audience of Eariy Sound Cînema" in Arnerbn Movie Audiences h m  the Turn of the 
Ceaturv to the Earlv Souad Era, eds. Richard Maltby and Melvyn Stokes (London: 
British Film Insti-Me 1999) 143. 



for "chirpy commentary and discredited dogma" during the ~e~ress ion" '~ '  Aside fiom 

conflrming conjechne of audience reactions in film histoty, Doherty also discovers h t  

the film industry would send scouts out to the theatres to gauge the audience reaction to 

films. Furthemore, Doherty claims thaî the industry would incorporate cues like "follow 

the bouncing balln to encourage the audibte audience.'02 While it is oflen suggested that 

Hollywood was an industry with no awareneess of its audiences,'03 Doherty fin& 

otherwise claiming, for example, that due to the negative reactions and catcails of the 

Depression audiences "newsreels shed away fiom politically charged mate ria^."'^" 

Undoubtedly the use of sound in film projection changed the way films were 

exhibiteci and changed moviegoing Archival copies of theatre programs document the 

exhibitor and industry appeals made to the moviegoing public on a dmly basis. Doherty 

fin& that "throughout the 30s newspaper ads for motion pictures omitted scheduling 

informatiot~"'~~ The a& wouid clearly indicaîe the venue, the film to be shown and short 

subjects but not a îime specificdly. From this, Doherty concludes that punctuality was 

not a virtue of spectatorship and he is pressed to look M e r  to explain the everyday lives 

of moviegoers. He claims that mviegmrs would actuaiiy cal1 mamgers at batres to 

tind out whaî time f i h  were playing and in many cases crowds would linger outside of 

movie theatres or in the lobby until the main attraction was announced Mien movie 

theatres adopted a practice of chging les  for a mahee pcesentation than for the 

evening showing of a film, audience mernbers wouid try to buy tickets before the critical 

'O1 Doherty, This is Where We Came in" 144. 
'OZ Stokes and Maltby, Identi@inp HoUyood's Audiences, 143. 
la See Melvyn Stokes and Richard Maltby (eds) IdenHvinn Hollywood's Audknces: 
Cultural Identitv and the Movies. London: British Film hfïMe, 1999 for more on thsS 
'" Doherty, is Where We Came 4" 145. 
'OS ibid, 145. 



change in pncing went into effect. They would then take in the evening show at a 

reduced price. 

if there is little known of the audiences in the United States, there seems to be 

even les known of the Canadian audiences and other audiences around the world who 

were watching American films. American films had a good portion of the world market. 

To peuetrate linguistic hatiers American films were produced in multiple languages. A 

slight problem during the era of silent film, dubbing became a headache as iar as 

synchroriized sound films and shorts were concemed. W e  it was not the goaI to be 

simply making silent films into takng films, by early 1929, sound engineers were 

successtiilly dubbing sound over old fmtage by graphting a dialogue scene onto them. 

The sodled 'goat-gland' movies required actors to record separate dialogue scenes to 

accompany the film score.lW Dubbing was an important technique for the American 

pruduwrs to hone because international producers were not making sound films and the 

Americans wanted to hold onto the world market 

As Amencan films spread throughout the world, the addition ofsound sparked 

fears that brought on movements to censor, control and contain the social effects of film. 

Crafton claims, "audiences, the media, censors and the film industry's internai custmüans 

were dimobcd by the changes they were seeing and hearing"lm Fears about the poucr 

of fiIm to shape the aüiîudes of viewers resuited in the rise of formai agencies and 

informai cbannels Iike the popular press professing the need to safeguard citizen's h m  

'" Eyrnan, The Smed of Sound, 20û-2 1 1. "Goat-giand" referred to the c o n t r o ~ ~ a l  
medicd practice of s w d y  implanting goat testes into humans as a cure for impotence. 
The dialogue scenes would be tacked on to the film as e P i  add-ons or dubbed onto the 
silent footage- 
'O7 Crafton, The T'kies, 445. 



the negatïve influence of film. Crafion wntes, -Although the efforts of censors and the 

rhetoric of the popuiar press may at first seem to be unrelateci or antagonistic, these 

groups bad a wmmon goal of defining and restraining the power of film ... insisting on 

issues of quality, propriety, decency and taste was a strategy for channeling the new 

filmmaking into acceptable fonns. Sound was the catalYst."'08 The lack of production 

units in other couniries increased the demand for Hollywood films to be translated and 

dubbed in order to fulfill the market. Producing soundtracks for distribution posed a 

complex probiem. "Dubbing seemed the best altemative at first, but audiences proved too 

sensitive to the products of the crude dubbing techniques then avai~able."'~ In one case 

recorded by Eyman, Laurel and Hardy took matters of translation and dubbing into their 

own han&. They would make the picture first entirely in English, and then rely on 

translatm to teil them their Iines in another language. They wodd record versions of the 

first scene in French, German, Spanish and Italian by writing the dialogue phonetically 

and saying tise lines based on the emotion of the English dialogue. Audiences in 

Barcelona reportedly howled with laughter at the valiant attempts of "Sm Laurel 

attempting to wnrp his Lancashire accent around senmous Spanish vo~els.'"'~ 

By late 1929 Paramount had deemed dubbing to be ''very amateurish and bardly 

worthy of M e r  experimentationn" l instead, they h ~ e d  to subtitling "Some corntries 

wodd see camplete Englisblanguage films with subtitles; for the newly popular 

musicals, foreign markets would see weird hybrids in which, as a memo stakâ, *we take 

Craflon, The Talkieq 445. 
'O9 Gomery, "The Coming of SoimQW-456. 
''O Eyman, nie Sbeed of Souad, 334. 
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out the dialogue, retain the dance numbers, and then synchronize the entire picture to a 

musical score'.""' While international markets allowed w o n  likc Adolphe Menjou to 

shoot in French and English thereby capitalizing on his bilingualism, it was costly and 

time consuming for the studio. The results were often laughable for audiences and 

generated fear about the spread of American propaganda across borders. 

With theatres in Canada king wired for sound as quickly as they could be built 

concerns for public perceptions and social control arose in Canada too. As of ûctober 30, 

1929, Gomery cites 4 1% of Canada's 1,I  10 theatres as wired for sound This was the 

higbest percentage of wired for sound theatxs outside of the United States. in contras4 

international statistics collecteci by Gomery show a complete lack of Canadian production 

in 1929."~ Voice was not only an aesthetic concern but became a social and cultural one. 

As Crafion claims: 

Of the rnany debates circulating around the film industry, the stniggle for 

wntrol over the voice was the most inclusive. Arguments raged over two 

broad areas: shaping the form of the voice according to preconceived 

ideals, and resüîcting the content of language in order to protest the 

welfare of îhe listener' " 

While the social debate over voice wages, audiences were voting with their k t  

agallist the idea of a movie industry that could exist as half-talking, half-silent ̂ in the 

''' Eyman, The SDeed of Sound, 332. 
lu Gennany in commson was producing 32% of their total fiim production in sound 
fiIms. Frankiin S. irby "Recent and Future Economic Changes in the Motion Picture 
Field," cited in Gomery, "The Coming of Sound," 347. 
'14 Crafton, The Taikies, 447- 



begiming, if a picture taliceci it would do buw'ne~s,'"'~ reported theaire omers. 

Noneiheless, an uncertainty escorteci the transition to sound for major studios and 

audiences. Audiences were beginning to discriminate between sound and tdking film as 

this citation iIIustrates, 

... the public would cd1 theatres and demand to know if the film showing 

was a talking filmif it was just music they wouldn't corne because 

audiences had already heard taikies and that's what they wanted. Although 

space on the marquees was limkd, it was impossible to fit more than one 

star, the name of the picture and maybe one other word Difiirent 

terminologies soon arose to help audiences make their decision about 

moviegoing ... We would put up the word SOUND if the picture had no 

iak, just music. Othenvise, it was TALK on the n~ar~uee."~ 

in addition to the theabe marquee, advertisements also made clear whetfier the feaîwe 

film was taikuig By March of 1928, theatre operators were sending publicity rnanuals to 

their theatres concemuig the correct way to advertise Vitaphone. "Shorts were to be 

called: 'BIG TlME ViTAPHONE V A ü û E W  and had to be büied above the 

fe8tures. The word 'Vitaphone' was to doaiimte ami m, mauer how large or how small, 

the ads must show at a glane the number ofacts in the program."'" The presentation of  

the f i h  in the contexi of the cinema and the techIogy dut accompanied sormd was 

what interesmi audierices, As Raymond Williams points out, 

Il5 Eyman, The Sueed of Sound, 267. 
'" Ibid, 267. 
"' Ibid, I72. A series of fiil1 page ads for Warner Brothers features at the Palace rheatre 
ran in La Presse over the course of a year fiom t 929 to 1930. 



In the simplest version, fiIm and cinema have been treated as unitary 

subjects, which are made to disclose their historical stages of 

development: the early technofogy and its institutions; the silent film; the 

sound film; films for television. III fn appear more complex versions, 

tendencies or schools or (very commonly) national 'traditions' are 

identified within the more general phases: a form of history which c m  

then be developed into a fom of criticis-the identification of key 

directors, actors, techniques, describeci and evaluated as leading factors in 

the general historical de~elo~ment."' l8 

The desire to group film into categories for the purpose of developing a history has 

served as organizational and is respoasive to the first stage-the who, what, where, when 

of film history. However, we see that hre are misconceptions even in the basic 

information-take the case of The Jazz Singer-the tilm whose reputation certainiy 

preceded its reception. This is the reason, as EIsaesser claims, that a new generation of 

historiaas is seeking to redraw the boudarieses The problem appears to bave been a 

'technologicaI deterministic' sbnce which overemphasizes the impact of new ttxhnology 

and the itemization of its consequences. WilIiams claims that very litde of mm history is 

explicable or predictable h m  the technological (technid history) or thc sysîematic 

technologies. Rather, these provideci certain new possibilities, at times thernselves 

entailing M e r  technologka1 deveiopments wittiin the general pressures and limits of 

social and cuiturai conta~t."~ Wittiams tries to indicate some of the diverse @cal 

ways ui which to present an active history rather than a narrated one w i b u t  crcating 

- -  

"' Raymond Williams, "British Film History," 9. 
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headings and summaries under he&ngs.'" What he has created are four 'bearingc' that 

may be put side by side to present an 'd bistory' (Williams' term) rather than wtiat 

he cails a 'categorical history'. By placing technology and its uses, film and popdar 

culture, mdrnist culture and estabhished cuiture on the same plane we can avoid 

technological detenninism and consistentiy proclaiming h t  we bave a 'new industry' 

and a 'new art' in eaçh historicd evoluîion 

In the rrpcoming chapter 1 will situate my W n g  h m  the Montreal popular 

press in a c d t d  h e .  There are many similarities that exist in the receptioii of films in 

the United States and Canada Movhg mrth across the border to Canada, the city of 

Montreai was at its peak of tbeatrical entertainment féaturing the same popuiar fih as 

the Strand and the Roxy in nearby New York As a foreign market of Hollywood, 

Canaiiatls were screening Hollywood films in botb English and French versions- During 

the eariy siIent era some translaiors were hired to do translation in French outloud By the 

1920s many silent films screened with bilingual tities and a certain number of talkies 

wcre dubbed'2' Chapter thne btgins the aramination of the popular press during the 

years w k n  Candian audiences tint heard synchronous saund films. The change in 

exhibition pracàces that followed the innovation of taking fiims challenged habitua1 

cinemaping in the ciîy and denohes the moment at which a new cinema audience 

emerged. I will examine popular press accounts of the fim exhibitions using Movietone 

and Vitaphone techwlogy, the discursive appeals made to the audiences, the reactions IO 

synchromus sod, and the cbaages in exhi'bition t h  coincideci with the introduction of 

lbid, 12. 
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sound to determine the appeals made to the audiences of Montreal. The experience of 

synchronous sourd cinema differed slightly in Quebec h m  the reception in the United 

States. What we can draw fiom the American debates that have taken place over the 

introduction of synchonous sound cinema is the divecshy of the experience across the 

country. The experience of sound cinema was not identical for dl audiences regardless 

of the films king exhibited Moreover, the work done in the United States has 

demonstrateci that the myth about audience receptron and films like The Jazz Sin~er can 

be exposed by reexaming the history of reception At the peak of theatre wiring in the 

United States, Montreai experienced a boom in construction of theaires, Audiences were 

drawn as much to the ciaema as to the film even with the noveIty of sound technology, 

which demon~bates the intertedity of cinemagoing The advent of sound to the 

cinema allowed new discourse to emerge, which need to be examinecl in a synchronie 

rnanner. Knowing the debates thai have taken place in the United States inforrns the 

inquiry of reception in Canada 



de Forest's Debut in ~ontreal'" 

The de Forest Phonofilm was king used in exhibitions and demonstrations in 

MontreaI in 1926. The novelty and illusion of the aew innovation in sound cinema was 

publicized in a few articles in the Montreai DaiIv Star and La Presse. Headlines such as 

"Eddie Cantor Shows How Phonofilm Gives a Complete I1lusionn on February 26, 1926 

and "Eva Leoni Sings on Phonofiim and Voice is AniaPngly Brilliant" on April3, 1926 

are p e r f i  examples of the eageniess associated with the demonstrations. Actor's voices 

were cecorded on pbnograph records and whether the system was de Forest Phonofilm 

or what was later introduced as Warner's Vitaphone and Fox Movietooe, they al1 used 

records or soimdsn-disc, to provide synchronized sotmd At the Capitol Theatre, 

Phonofilm was advertised as an "Added Ateraction" to its regular program featuring 

orchestrai, musicai and silent film fanues (Figve 1). &th Eddie Cantor and Eva Leoni 

were at the time well known and foved U.S. stage performers. Eddie Cantor's 

performance was p*d for the success in "banstanng for the public the personai factor 

ln Although he was bom "De F o w "  throughout his duit Iife the inventor spelied his 
own name "de Forest" according to James A Hijiya, Lee de Forest and the Fatherbood 
of Radio. Bethlehem, (Pa: Lehi# University Press, 1992)152. Crafton dso notes this 
spelling. 



of the hurnan voi~e." '~ The Phonofilm was tùrther praised as a device capable of 

projecting the personality of the performer, the illusion of perfect synchronization and 

having "the effect on the beholder as though he were actually watching human figures 

dancing on stage before him."i2' 

The first demonstrations of sound film used already well-known performers as 

evidence of the replidng ability of the equipment Rather than use an unknown, the 

status both stars enjoyed as vaudeville entertainers stood as a testirnony of the legitimacy 

of the new technology and of the ability to mechanïdly reproduce sound and to do it 

well. Many reports exemplify the auîhenticity or the ability of the equipment to reproduce 

the voices of the stars. La Presse coverage emphasrzed the permanence of the recorded 

sound-on-disc and offered an expianation of how the de Forest technology worked as 

well as claiming the exhibition was prwf of the technologicaI prowess of the 

 hon no film. '" The cornparison between the recorded and the "real" voice of the star was 

further demonstrated by having the star tour with the demonstration of sound The real 

Eva Leoni toured with her Phonoh cecording (Figrae 2). "Audiences will fim hear the 

recordeci version then see the red person "step out of the film,, . and hear her actual 

voi~e."'~~ 

To be sure the audience understood what they were to take away h m  the 

comparison between the red and the reproduced, the pper was clear to indicate. 

'" -Eddie Canto Shows How Phonofilm Gives a Complete illusion," Montreal Dailv Star 
27 Feb. 1926: 23. 
'" bid, 23. 

"Mme Eva Leoni et le Phonefilm De Forest,- La Presse 3 A p d  1926: 41. 
'26 -Eva Leoni Sings on Phonofilm and Voice is AmaPngly Bnllianv Montreal Daily 
Star 3 April, 1926: 20. - 



[t will thus afford an unique opportunity of comparing the Phonofilm 

reproduction with the actual human voice singing and this will coastitute 

a notable criterion of the accuracy and degree of rdism that have been 

attained on the Phonofilm up to &te.Iz7 

The emphasis on reproduction was extended to al1 levels of the performance and the tell- 

al1 style of reporting that told audiences exactly what to expect fiom a perfonnance. This 

style emphasized what the audience should look forward to in a production and how to 

interpret what they see and hear. Take for exarnple this accoimt of Eva Leoni's 

performance in La Presse; "When Mlle Leoni's voice is heard afterwafds it will be found 

that the PhonofiIm reproduction is indistinguishable h m  the actual sung notes.n128 

Frcrthennore, it is reported that she will wear the exact same costume to recreate the 

atmosphere so that the performance "will be more reali~tic."'~~ 

in the early demonstrations, the illusion the Phonofilm provided was sornething of 

awe as was the idea that not every star was capable of demons~rating the Phonotilrn 

illusion. Indeed it seemed ody certain actors d e  good test models for the sound 

system, OfEddie Cantor, it was claimed, "he bas tested and proved to be successtiil in 

translating for the public the petsonal factor of the human v o i ~ e ; " ~ ~ ~  The ability of the 

rccorded version to portray the personaiity of the star was of concm to the public 

according the press accounts. T h e  persodity of the artïst was projected from the screen 

across the fwtlights, and simuitaneousiy with that his voix cornes fiom the screen 

'" ibid, 20. 
ibid, 20. 
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synchroninng perfectly with his dancing and the movements of his 11~s." '~ '  Press 

accouots emphasized the precision of the synchronization in early experiments which 

botti amazed and impressed spectaton of sound demonstrations. The precision of the 

movements of actor's Iips, with the sound of their voices was in part represented as the 

illusion of the new technology. The following excerpt fiom the Montreal Dailv Star 

promoted the Phonofilm as an invention that was both ripe with potential and neariy 

perfected. Along with Eddie Cantor's vaudeville performance a short film featuring the 

Strand Theatre BaIlet group fiom New York was exhibited in Montreal. It was not 

unusual for a theatre program to mix vaudeville acts, orchestral overtures and the Ballet 

piece and in this case, the Phonofilm demonstration. The varied acts were used to show 

off the ability of the Phonofilm sound technology to enhance al1 kuids of performance. 

Another angle to the Phonofilm possibilities is provided by the dancing of 

the famous Strand Theatre Ballet (New York) to the music of Lisa's 

Second Hungarian Rahpsody. Here synchroaization of rhythmc motion 

wtîh musical rhythm is demonshated beyond the possibiliîy of emr, and 

the effect on the beholder is as though he were actually watching human 

figures dauciag on the stage before him. As an iilusion, it is well-nigh 

comp~ete."' 

The perfomce of Ben Bernie's Roosevelt orchestra in New York was also represented 

in the press as a success in synchnization (Figure 3). "It is a remarkable tribute to the 

accuracy and the comprehensive nature of the Phonofilm that it can achieve such results 

with jazz music in @cular, when the numerous changes in tempo and in toae quaiities 



of certain instruments are borne in n ~ i n d " ' ~ ~  With the orchestral dernonstration of de 

Forest's Phonofilm came the new concept of mass sound and solo sound reproduction of 

which a similar amazement was expressed at the accuracy of the technology to ceproduce 

the different, distinct sounds. 

One of the most remarkable fearures of the de Forest Phonofilm is that it 

records sound in m s  as accuratdy aod as convincingly as it does 

individual sounds. Thus an instrumental trio is reproduced by the 

Phonofilm just as cIeariy as a solo singer. A solo instnunentalist is no 

more vividly reaated han is an or~hestm"'~ 

The introduction of sound to film with synchronous music and sound effects was 

not aiways received with praise. Satur&v Ni& -ne wrote the following about 

Mary Pickford's screen masterpiece "Liîtle Annie-Rooneyn despite the popdarity of the 

Monteal native as The  World's Sweetheart": "If this putting songs into pictures should 

becorne the movie mge, the possibWks are somewhat appdiing- but at any rate Mary 

Pickford is the pioneer in the field and will not s d e r  even under keen competttion.. . n135 

Mary PicHord was hailed in the article as the girl who could sing the old songs, who 

could bring song into picmes and who could be the ambassacior for song ui pictures. 

The de Forest Phonofilm was of course, in tradition of new inventions, compared 

to other existing mecbanisms, d m &  and proclairneci all at once. in the article h t  

announced Eva Leoni's performance, the invention of the Phonofilm was compared to 

the radio. "One ofthe signifiant facts about the Phonofilm is that it offers a permanent 

- -- - -- 
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record, as compared with the inevitably tempocary record of the radio.""%e emphasis 

in the article was on the permanence rendered possible via the Phonofilm record versus 

the temporality of radio broadcast. "What is heard over the radio c m  never be rmptured 

What is heard via the Phonofilrn can be recordai again and again, and be ~peated for 

future years. It is an histone record, as well as one for immediate enj~~ment."'~' At this 

early stage we do not see anythuig *tten about the replacing of one technology with 

another or the 'life & death' cycle. 

Throughout the year of 1926 other Phonofilm dernonstrations were presented in 

theaires in Montreal including a sequenœ of Phonofilms presented by United 

Amusement Theatm. Twelve de Forest films were presented at the Rialto, Papineau, 

Corona, Belmont and Plaza theatres with one new program each week. The series 

presented such acts as the internationally famous Radio Franks, Ben Bemie and his band 

and other well-hown vaudeville a c t ~ . ' ~ ~  in addition to variety and vaudevilIe 

presentaîions on Phonofilm, there wcre also plitical speeches and newsreels shown in 

Montreal theam; for example, the arriva1 of Colonel Lindbergh in Washington and New 

York was presented at the Papineau Theatre- Audiences were able to see the "greatest 

welcome mer accorded an Amencan citizenn and it was proclaimed in the press %e 

cheering crowd can be heard, bands playtng and comments of the  multitude^."'^^ 

While the French press advertised the demonsuations of the PbonoNrn Iess than 

the English press, announcements were of a more politicaieconomic nature. In the 

- --- 

=Eva Leoni Sings on Phonofilrn and Voice is Amazingly Brilliant," Montreal Daily 
Star 3 April, 1926: 20. - '" ibib, 20. 
138 "United Amusement Theatres to Feature Series of Phonofilxus," Montreal D d v  Star 
2 t August 1926: 18. 
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section of the paper entitIed "Electncité," the General Eldc Company declared that 

&r years of research, the Company had successfully created an apparatus that would 

allow audiences to hear the actors projected on screen ~ ~ e a k ' ~  Furthemore, Western 

EIectnc stated thai the synchronization between actors and voice was perfected in an 

effort of self-promotion they added that it was not necessary to use a different projector 

rather simply add the sound apparatus to the previous or existing system. '" Earlier in 

1926, La Presse announced that Wanier Brothers Vitaphone Company rented the 

Manhattan Opera House with the goal of making films with synchronized sound and 

visuais under the headline "Le Cinema ~usical." '~~ 

An article published on May 1, 1926 was outwardly criticaf of the Iack of 

ingenuity in the presentation of films to the public. According to the artide, the music 

t b t  accompanied films was predictable and text based. For instance, "storms, disasters, 

burglars or villains have their own tune, anything British is accompanied by 'Land of 

Hope and Glory' or 'Rule, Britannia,' and no matter what surface horses gallop on, be it 

sard or cobblestone, the movement is auampanid by the m e  soun~I."'~ nie sentiment 

expressed in the article mdicated that somd in film is limited at this tirne, the same k w  

melodies and tuaes are tinkled out on numerous occasions, even when it is not M n &  and 

audiences were growing bond and tired with the monotony of the recorded somds. The 

repetitioa of popular melodies like The  Pnsoner's Songn in unrelated situations seemed 

io be ruinhg the appeal of rn&d  scores in films- An article in the Montceal M v  Star 

'40 "Films Parlants Qui Seraient Padiits" La Presse 14 February 1927: 68. 
"' ibid, 68. 
14* -Le Cinema Musicai," La Presse, 22 May, 1926. 
la Silver Screen, "Ingenuity needed in the presentation of fiims to the public," Montreal 
Dady Star 1 May 1926: 22. 



claimed "It [The Prismer's Song] has mad a gigmtic appeal to dl classes of people, is 

d l y  a beautifui piece of mlody and poetry, but besides king used as the main theme 

in the accompaniment ofa melodmmatic film ... it has a h  been used with that clever 

comic strip Felix The Cat ... Next week it wiI1 probably be used during the so1emnizatic)n 

of a film wedding!"IG The cornplaints continued to include the tunes that accompanied 

caption illustrations like "Next Week's Feature ResentaaUn" The audience was 

reportedly tired of watciung the same fairy pop out of a chest to wave her wand at a title 

aad of watching the "Camera Man" grind his machine tfiough, "we siacerely appmiate 

bis effo m... bis patience and his ability to show us al1 the most interesting places.""5 

in October of 1927 the new Lon Chaney film, Mockeru (Benjamin Christ- 

1927) opened at the Capitol. '"Trie best eiectnc pbnograph in the world will have its 

exciusive d e m o ~ o n  in Montreai"-The Bnmswick Super Panairope (Figure 4) is 

dectared a marvel of science, of reproduction and of acoustics. The week after the 

Super Panaüope demomtdon was Gala French week and tbe Capitol fe8tllfCd an 

exclusive French pmgram. However, no advertking for the Super Panatrope appeared 

again at rbeCapitoi ormyatherkare in the cityandtttedevice seemedtodisappras 

quickly as it appeared Despite the majority population of French speakers in Montreal, 

no theatres were dwoted to French only sound films mtil 193 1. This does mt mean that 

theatre mamgers ignored tht Fmbspeaking citizeas of Montreai. Certain theatres in 

the ciry would periodically exhibit French-language films like 'Semaine de Gala 

Français,' at the Palace. Thmtres dsa advertised French Ianguage m O n s  of films or 

lC4 ibid, 22. 
'45 ibid, 22. 
'* Adverti~ement for "Mockery" La Presse 2 October 1927. 



special screenings on weekdays, usuaily at limes that would not interfere with the regular 

weekly schedule of English programming. For example, French language films were 

offered at 9:30am and 1 1:30pm, 

As mentioned previously, the French press seemed to embrace American cinema 

For example, a regular feature in La Presse entitled "Les Productions Amencains Sur Le 

Marché Mondialn was devoted to the Amen'can productions on the wodd market "' In 
1926 and 1927 there appeared to be an admiration of the American cinema if not for the 

products, for the position in world entertainment Evidence suggested that the French 

speaking public in Montrd was end ing  the cinerna due to the dominance of 

Hollywood films and English language presentations. La Resse advertised the same films 

as the Montreal Dailv Star and although La Presse generally had les wmmentary about 

the cinema in Montreal it seemed the moviegoing public in Montreal was king 

addresseci in much the same way whether they were English or French speaking. 

The practice of moviegoing in Montreal was a ratber hot topic in the press. There 

was some obvious confusion about going to the cinema due to various historical accounts 

of moviegoing that clai .  audiences were wt regulated by the hom dictated on a 

program of exhibitioa.'18 Audien-, accustomeci to the live petformances of vaudeville 

wuld enter, corne, and go as they desired and so did the same with moviegoing. The titie 

of Thomas Doherty's article on audible audiences emphashs this point, "this is where 

we came *" refers to the moment wûere members wodd recognize thaî they 

began viewing the show, whether in the middie or ncar the end. In Montreal there was an 

'*"Les Productions Americains Sur Le Marche Mondialn feature in La Presse would Iist 
al1 the fih h m  the major Ameficau companies that were playing in the world by titie 
and principle actor. The first list t came across was the 22 May 1926. 
lu Doherty, This is Where We Came 4" 145- 



rmphasis on arriving on time for the showing of a film or k ing  forced into a bad seat in 

the ttieatr~ and inconveniencing those who hiad anived punctually. Accountç in the press 

emphasized that everyone ought to know the horrible otrtcome of arciving too late to the 

cinema, as it is illustratd in the following excerpt h m  the MontreaI Dailv Star. 

Tbe Iasî ten rows of any theatre, like the füst live, Ieave much to be 

desired from the viewpoint of the audience at teast ... oh! how the audience 

suffers during those hom when the raucous voices of ushers inforni al1 

and sundry that there is "Only one seat Lefi in the ftont row;" "Standing 

room only do-n;" or "Seats in the first bdcony." Then, as the crowd 

grows larger and larger, the shouts inctude such admonitions as "To the 

le& pkase!" or merely "Keep behind the bras rail!" Such shouts as  these 

kept up not only through the latter half of most feaaire pictures, but even 

during the musicai part of the program, constitute a grave source of 

annoyance.. . 159 

According to the article things would calm d o m  between 8:45 and 9:00, the time before 

the exodus would begm at 9pm. Then, "prmdemcmium reigus again for 6 k  mioutes or 

SO- n 150 La Fresse advised moviegoers to aüend the d n e e  showing of ttie film or to get 

to the cinema on t h e  b avoid the chaos.'5' The M o n t -  h l v  Star continued to urge 

the public to push for more reserved seating to avoid the incornenience for thse who 

arrive on time and Iate alike- "Sucfi a coucütion has obtamed for a very long tirne in 

Montreal, and wii lobin ut i l  we, the public, wake up to the k t  that we make these 

IJ9 "The tast Ten Rows!," Montreai Daily Star 27 March 1926: 20. 
1 5 0  Ibid, 20. 
15' Advertirnent for Theaîre Francais "Attraction SuppIemenîarie Dr- Lee De Forest 
Phonofilm" La Presse I7 April 1926. 



movie theatres possible and th t  if we care to exert omelves sufficiently we cm make or 

break t h m W  Going to the theam and gohg to the movies were seen to have only slight 

differences and the proposed solution of reserved seats seemed to be an idea adopted 

fiom the theatre as this citation illustrates "...of course, regular hom for the arrival and 

depamire of audiences would have to be established, just as they are in legitimate 

theatres, with the oniy difference that movies can give two shows a nightn'" Although 

îhe suggestion was made for reserved seats it did not catch on in cinemas in Montreal. 

If moviegoers in Montreal were feeling empowered at king able to corne and go 

as they pleased, they were thrown for a Loop when the Provincial Authorities decide 

cinemas should be ciosed on Sundays. The Act, entitled the F e d d  Lord's Day 

Observance Act called for the closure of Motion Picture Houses in Montreal, other places 

of Amusement and srnall stores and was poised for adoption in early 1928."~ The 

adoption of the Iaw was against pub tic sentiment and the majority of Montreal 

cuiemagoers responded feveristily. A petition declared tbat 75 percent of the laboring 

public went to the movies on Sundays. A letter written to the editor, "Workers and 

Srimlay Shows" iIlusûaîes the public desire for Sunday enteriainment: 

Sir, - Therc is an old proverb that "the voice of the people is the voie of 

God*; and the voice of the public is for open Sunday shows. [t is al1 right 

for the rich people to who bave ttieir cars, gramophones, radios, etc., to 

enjoy Iife outside or in k i r  homes on Srmdays, but the masses of the 

people are depending on a show for their amusement and are Iooking 

forward to it al1 week The wotking man and his h i l y  go downtown to a 

Is2 "The Last Ten Rom!," Montreal Dailv Star 27 March 1926: 20. 
Is3 T o  The Public of Montreal," petition, Montreai Dailv Star 18 February 1928: 1 1- 



cheap place: and everybody has spend joytiilly a few hours. Where is the 

harm? That show is enjoyed iinmensety, and thousands of readers will 

agree with me; 1s Montreai going to b r n e  the seat of "blue laws"? 

Different people have different ideas about how to make use of their day 

of rest. Let each individuai use his or her own judgment how to use it.Is 

Those members of the Montreai public w b  were workïng a sixday work week and had 

only Sunday off for amusement and relaxation consider going to the cinema a privilege 

they d a e m d ' "  The ûre in the Laurier theatre on Sunday 9 of January 1927 had dready 

restricted viewing for children The carastrophic fïre took the lives of 78 children w b ,  

on a cold winter sffernoon, were allowed to p to the cinema without their parents. This 

was a regular practice in Quebec but the tragedy of the fire and the deaths of the children 

changed Sunday viewing in the city. Under the direction of Judge Boyer a review of 

cinemagokg practices was conducted with the particular goal of ending Sunday 

moviegoing Despite the impact of the Laurier fire, Montrealers continuai to attend 

Sunday movies and they fought for theu ri@ to attend the cinema on Sundôys. Finaily, 

in 1928, a law was passed that alIowed Monûders ta return to the cinema oii Sunûays 

with the exception of children under the agt of 16 who were banned completely fiom the 

cinema unies there was an ouidoor ~creenuig'~~ 

The cinema cannot be undemtimated as a ppdar source of cheap entertainment 

for Montreaiers. in the press, ilte cinema and theatre are o k n  comparai as sites of 

leisure and entertainment This imeasd, as the two f o m  of enteriainment were 

'" (Mrs.) Rose Stone, letter, "Workers and Sm&y Shows," Montreai Dailv Star 18 
Febniary 1926: Il. 
Is5 -To The Public of Mon-" petition, haonaea( Dailv Star 18 Febniary 1928: 1 1. 
'" Véronneau, Montréai Ville de Cinéma, 10- 



perceived as threats to one another. The fear that the taiking fiIm and the popularity of 

synchronkxi sound would spelI the end for live drama resuited in fiequent debates of 

each of the forms merits. S. Morgan Powell, the Montmi Daily Star writer in arts and 

entertainment at the time, was an outspoken advocate of Iegitimate theatre and an mïvist 

for the "littie theatre" in Montreal- He was not opposed to cinematic exhibition, but the 

reader is o h  lefi with the very certain feeling that if there had to be a choice ktween 

one and the o k r ,  S. Morgan Powell would abandon the cinema in a flash Powell had 

been with the Montrd MY Star since 1908 wtien he joined as news editor. He wrote 

many articles on art, h a ,  and music, which he contributed IO newspapers in Canada, 

United States and Europe. He was a h  an accomplished author and was outspoken in his 

position as the Literary and Dramatic Arts  dito or.'" As we will see, he was a prominent 

voice in rnatters prtaining to the new talhes. 

The end of the 1925-26 season was deemed as sounding the first death-knell for 

vaudeville. Comrnents in the press indicated îhat thex wre now so many fonns of 

amusement for Montréalers to ctwiose h m  that ody a certain nimiber could survive. It 

was deciareci %e public has so much money available for amusements.. . if their oiitlay is 

i n d  in any one fiefd, it is automatidly limited in the other fie id^."'^^ In addition 

the Pbonofih exhiiiticms had becn s d  and mudeville acts that used to be 

performed Iive were being recorded and exbibited on the screen with sotrnd from the new 

device. The focus of the discussion in the press was to oppose the existence o f  film with 

the existera of legitimaîe thcafre-a ttieme found ruuning through tbe discourse of e d y  

tnThe Canadian Wb's Who, VOL IV, Samuel Morgan Powell (Toronto: Trans-Canada 
Rws, 1948). 
LU Morgan Powell, editorial, T~R End of the Season," Montreal Daik Star 8 May 1926: 
22 



sound fiIm exhibition As film began to be presented with sound synchronization and 

m d e d  sound tracks, it became obvious that film would be a cornpetitor for live 

entertainment Proponents of live theatre expressed concem and fear for the sumival of 

Iegitimate theatre. Morgan Powell noted "îhe film can never replace the first-class spoken 

drama, because mechanics can never be substituted successfiilly for the human factor."'j9 

Despite Powell's efforts to preserve the art of theatre in Montreal the feeling that the 

cinema was positioning itself to take over popular amusement was noticeable. 

The beginning of the 1927-28 season marked a period of change and excitement 

in exhibition and theatre policy in Montreal. New theatres were being built and a sense of 

anticipation surrounded moviegoing. Evidence of the enthusiasm was reveaied in a 

cartoon featureû in La Presse for the grand opening of the Rivioli theaûe figure 5). 

MontreaIers were depicted as doing anything to get to the Riviolo including swimming 

across the St. Lawrence Seaway fiom the South Shore to the lsland of Montreal, 

prisoners breaking out of Bordeau, patients leaving hospitais claiming they are no longer 

sick, the rich living in "Ville Modele" asking their chauffeur "James" to drive them to the 

Eüvioli anù a giaat parade was making its way North h m  Park ~a~onta ine . '~  The 

Famous Players Canadian Corporation owned The Palace, known as the -ge movie 

house in Monmai, and the Capitoi, one of the iargest and most distinguished ciaemas in 

the city. The theatres, located on St. Laurent and St Catherine Street respectively, had 

adopted new policies to promote and regdate their exhibition of films. The takeover of 

The Palace in 1922 (pcviously known as the Allen built by the Allen family) by the 

'59 uFifSt Rerorded Film Encore Takes Place in the Berlin Press Club," Montreal DaiIy 
Star 8 May 1926: 22. - 
" 'Un dixierne theatre de 'United Amusement Coqmraîion," La Resse 1 1 Deçember 
I I 2 6  



Farnous Players Canadian Corporation should have ended the Capitol vs. Allen theatre 

duelI6' in the ci@. However it seemed the huo first-ru. theatres were still competing 

against one another. Palace manager Mr. George Rotsky had announced a new policy of 

"bbig-run" picture presentation wherein the theatre wodd show the foremost European 

aad American productions. The Paiaœ acted to uphold its seIf-awarded reputation of 

"Canada's Exceptional Amusement Palace" as it descnbed itself in the silent era. The 

Capitol, in tum, announced that to inaugurate the season and the seventh anniversary of 

the theatre, it wouid remain highiy cornpetitive in the city. Ib' The announcement boasted 

about financial clout and the ability to offer the best sdng  to the moviegoing public of 

Montreal; "with a capital of fiftten million dollars, the controlling Company is in a 

position to serve the Canadian public with the best available pictures tiom coast to Coast, 

and to supplement these with additional fotms of amusement that cannot be found in 

houses Iess fominately ~onditioned"'~~ 

Shortly &er annomcing their new policies and positionhg thernselves as 

contenders in popular entertainment, the managers of the Palace and the Capitol made the 

technologid changes to their theatres that wodd ûuly advance thern ahead of the 

cornpetition. The Palace was first, a h  a succession of annouuœments regarding new 

technological capabilities and experimems in sound king &ed out in the United 

States. An article published in the Montreal Dailv Star h m  New York demonstrateci the 

coordinated effort the film Mustry twk  when bringing in the new synchronized sound 

16' Lanken, Montreai Movie Palaces 9& 1 O 1. 
'auCapitoi Celebrates Seventh Birthday la Montreai Next Week" Montreal DaiIv Star 3 
September 1927: 22, 
'" "New Policy for the Palace Theatre for the 19274928 Season," Montreai Dailv Star 3 
September 1927: 22. 



systems. lu This was not a random act of technological advancement in any way. The 

Engineering resources of Radio Corporation, GeaeraI Electric Company and 

Westinghouse Elecûic & Manufacturing Company dong with the distribution of Film 

Bmking Pictures Corporation had combined to present "a &y perfécted device 

for sound reproduction in motion pi~ture."'~~ The new device was proclaimed to be so 

ctieap that it would be readily avaiiable to even the smallest theatres in the country and 

what's more "the Radio Corporation's device wiii not exclusively be held by Film 

Bookiag OfIlce, but wodd be available for the entire motion picture industry, and in 

order to place the device before the pubiic it had been decideci to introduce it through 

FiIm Bwking Oflice, which was the largest non-theatre owning motion picm group in 

the The benefit to îheatre owners was stressed in the proclamation that the 

new devices, including a new sound reproducer, television and radio synchronization 

devices, wouId be at the command of motion pictures and even the smallest theatre 

o~ner.'~' What foIIowed this announcement was die exciternent of chauge and the 

beginning of a new chapter in film exhiiition based on the adoption ofa new technology. 

The cultural a d  of filmgoing in Momreal changeci sooner than some had expected La 

Presse headlined an artide on tbe first U n g  film king made by Pammomt in August 

of f 928. The fiim., to be entitled Buriesque, was claimed io be the first tallung fih and 

could be expected in iheatres in about a r n ~ n t h . ' ~ ~  The articIe staîed that not al1 the 

'" 'Wew Invention for Synchronizing Fih and Speech Announced," Monireal Dailv S b r  
7 Jmuq 1928: t 5. 
lei &id, 15. 
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dialogue would be spoken The sense of something very exciting on the horizon was 

expressed in La Presse as the article warned of the rapid adaptation of theatres to 

accompany the new invention claiming that in five years, there may not be any silent 

cinerna in ~ m e r i c a ' ~ ~  The foltowing chapîer begins wiîh the fulfitlment of this 

propheq-the arriva1 of synchronous sound tafking films in Montreal, the first stop on 

the Canadian map. The lead up to sound exhilition was characterized first by the 

adoption of new feature-film policies for the Palace and the Capitol. Then, at the end of 

the 1927 season, the Palace announcecl it was closing for renovations. Meanwhile, 

articles began to appear in the press, with greater frequency, about the alliances between 

radio, the film industry and the elecûical companies. 

'69 T e  qu'on fhit a HoilywMn La Presse 18 August 1928: 27. 



They Al1 Talk in the Important Scenes 

I invite you to the brightest and most luxurious theatre in 

Montreal, offenng a program that is the acme of perfection. 

For the first time you wiIl see and hear with perfect 

synchronized sound effects the famous Wm. Fox 

Movietone features and no~elties."~ 

The Palace Theatre, under the management of George Rotsky, was not only the 

first theatre in Canada to present talking film, but as La Presse claimed, aiso the first 

theatre in the entire ~rn~ire."' At the start of the 1928 season in Montreal the Palace 

made headlines with a renovation project that cost a proclaimed 100,000 dollars and was 

perfomied by none other than the master of theaire himiors, Emmanuaf Briffa ibfaking 

headlines was exactly what the Paiace theam wanted to achieve. [t was the Lim theatre in 

Canada to be equipped with Fox Movietone and Vitaphone synchronized sound systems 

installed by the Northern Electric ~ o r n ~ a n ~ . ' "  Surprisingly, Little was published before 

the reopening of the theatre and there was lîttie upsurge in the press about the addition of 

l m  Advertisernent for Street Angel. Montreal Dailv Star 1 September 1928: 22. Cited 
from an address to the public made by the manager of the Palace Theatre in Montreal, 
Mr. George Rotsky. 
"' "Grand changements au theatre Palace," La Presse 25 August 1928: 6 1. 
'" "Grands changements au theatre Palace," La Presse 25 August 1928: 6 1. 



a sound system. in a single paragraph on August 25, 1928, buried amongst the film ads, 

La Presse reported that the Palace was closing for renovations that would include the 

installation of both Fox Movietone and Vitaphone systems making it the fint theatre in 

Montreal to be able to show films with synchronized sound effects, music and dialogue. 

The article tucked into La Presse was the only announcement infonning the public what 

to expect fiom the renovations. When the Palace announced it's reopening, the press was 

quick to proclaim a list of firsts. La Presse reported the Palace was the first theatre in the 

Dominion of Canada to exhibit synchronized sound film. George Rots@ was deciared 

the first theatre manager in Canada to bnng Movietone to the screen and the first film he 

would present was Street Angel (Frank Borzage, 1928). In tbe ads for Street AngeI, 

(Figures 6, 7 and 8a) George Rotsky wrote a short addtess to the public where he 

revealed that during the month of the Palace closure, it had been transformed into the 

most Iuxurious theatre in Montreal. The night it reopened, the program included seven 

items, six of them films of which four had synchronized sound, and one Iive performance 

h m  the Palace Syrnphony Orchesaa led by Maurice ~ee r t e . "~  Fmm ihai day on, the 

Palace referred to itself as "Home of the Perfect Taikie" and within months the Palace 

orchestra Ied by Mairn'ce Mette lost its spot and the Paiaœ shows were entirely film.'" 

Many other theatres foIIowed this lead and the taikies were later blamed for pushing [ive 

musical accompaniments and entertainment in the fomi of varïety acts out of the cinema 

The program that night was reportedly weIl received and La Presse cIaimed the 

new invention of Movietone touched on perfection as the synchronized sounds were so 

'53 Lanken, Montreai Movie Palaces, 103. 
"* Maurice Meerte and the Capitolians became the orchestra at the Capitol theatre shrtfy 
&r the Palace was wired (See Figwe 13) 



perfectly set to the visuais. The article urged audiences to go to the Palace, not only to see 

and hear the new innovation but alui to see the film Street ~nee1.l" According to the 

&cle in the Montreai Dailv Star, "no better film could have been chosen for the 

occasionn (of the inauguration of Movietone in  anad da).'^^ Ads for the tilm proclaimed 

"standing rom only since the opening" and "forty thousand people have already seen the 

spectacle at the ~alace." '~ 

The day f ie r  Street Angel opened at the Palace, an article in the Montreal Daily 

Star looked back nostalgicalIy to the early dernonsirations of synchronized sound film - 

that took place in Montreai. 

Several years ago, it wili be recalIed, an invention was presented at the 

Palace Theatre entitled the de Forest Phonofilm, in which sound was 

synchronized with the action on the screen by means of photographing the 

vibrations caused by the actors' voices [. . . ] over the weekend the Palace, 

again in the forebnt of innovation presented the public of Montreal with 

the latest development of this combination of action and sound, the 

Vitaphone and Movietone, in &ch the de Forest principle has been 

canied forward dong the same lines as those its original inventor laid 

dom. Sound pichires, in îbe opinion of many, have corne to stay; 

therefore, Montreal must have 

"Le cinema 'plant '  au thgtre Palace: La Presse 4 September 1928: 8. 
17' "Movietone at Palace Theatre-Rogram of Unusual Interest," Montreai Daily Star 1 
September 1928: 22. 
ln "Le cinema 'parlant' au tfié.e Paiace," La Presse 4 September 1928: 9. See (Figures 
9ad in Appendix) 
178 Morgan Powell, "Sound Pictures Show For the First Time at The Palace Over 
Week-Endn Montreal Dailv Star 3 September 1928: 6. 



And have them they did. Montreal's prestige theatre was redecorated for the occasion 

and welcmed the public into an oasis of gold, colour, upbolsîery and sound "The public 

here is clearly interested in the new sound pictures" though a great many people had no 

idea what to expect before they saw the film and "'went to tfie theatre with a great many 

rniscon~eptions."~~~ Though Powell does not give precise examples of the 

misconceptions the public had before attending the exhibition at the Palace, he does 

attempt to clai@ w h t  Movietone was and how it worked. "It may well be explained ihat 

the feature film has a Movietone accompaniment whereby the action throughout is 

synchronized with the music, which was played by a special orchestra when the movie 

was made.""' 

Years later, there are stil1 public misconceptions about the first presentation of 

synchronous sound in Montreal. This period in exhibition history was the introduction of 

sound-ondisc systems like Fox Movietone and Vitaphone to Canadian audiences.'" 

According to Pierre Véronneau, Street Anael. Four Sons (John Ford, 1928) and The Jazz 

Singer are dl in the same category of almost silent rneludramatic films augmenteci with 

songs and music in certain scenes. He clairns that tailung films arrived in Montreal in 

1928 with the Mace exhibition of Street Amel. Is2 The first of the taiking films seen in 

Montreai (in this order) were, Street Angel Four Sons and The Jazz Singer. There is a 

ibid, 6.  
lm ibid, 6. 
"' Fox Movietone and Warner Vitaphone were sound-ondisc spterns that used a 
recorded disc, synched with the action of the film to offer s o d  Movietone did 
experirnent with a sod-on-film system as weIl but most theaires were equipped with 
disc systems, some were able to play either sound-on-disc or sound-on-film however 
none were equippeû for only sound-on-film. For a more extensive discussion of the 
ciifferences and cbaracteristics of each system see Donald Crafton's The Talkies, 1997 
'= Véromeau, Montréal Ville de Cinéma, 1 1. 



general historical confusion over the presentation of S m t  Ange! and the extent to which 

the film was a taiking film at dl. According to fi1m reviewer Lanard Maltin, '" the 

movie ". .. [was] a deiicate, beautifidly photographed silent film. [Janet] Gaynor who 

won a Best Actress ûscar (shared for her performances in 7th CIeaven (Frank &nage, 

1927) and Sunrise ( F.W. Marnau, 1927)) did not speak in the fi~m."'" ïhe contmversy 

as to whether or not the film was the inaugurai 'iaiking film' presented in C m &  stems, I 

believe, h m  the full program of films and shorts exhibited at the Palace on the night of 

Septernber 1,1928. Aîso on the program thaî night were: RacheI Meller in Chorpus 

Christi; The Prince of Wales paying mime to a soIdier kiiled at Grimsby, EngIand; 

French A m y  troupes parading through the Arc de Triomphe; "The Hmn a tragedy of 

Siberia and; a q m x h  by the h i d e n t  of France. Some of the film shorts and newsreels 

presented in the program were tallring or featured dialogue in the fom of a speech 

(synchronized tllking).'* 'Tite Movietone spialties includes the news ml, with 

reproductions of solmd, crowds ctieering, people spealÉing, and bands playing, 

synchronized exady with the action as shown upon the screen."lS6 While Morgan 

Powell went on to explain that Movietone provided a musical accompanimedl" to the 

d o n  of the film, other press accotmts asserted "MoMetone is not a tdking picnue; it is 

sùnply a s y n c h r o ~ m  of the voice aad film, and the vohme of sound cornes direct 

'83 Leonad Maltin's Movie and Video Guide 2000 d teooard Maltin et al. and Intemet 
Movie Database at www.idb.com daim the 6im Street AI14Rl W ~ S  silent 

L a d  Maltin's Movie ami Video Guide 2000. ed Leonard Maltin et al. 
''j Morgan PowefI, "Sound Picnrtes Shown For the First T h e  at The Palace Over 
Week-End" Montreal Dailv Star 3 Septemk 1928: 6. 

ibià., 6. 
'" Street Amel was accompanied by nothing more than orchestml musical synchronized 
to the action of the film 



fiom the film."lS The public confision surcounding talking films in 1928 seemed to be 

based on their lack of technological mkrstanding and comprehension of precisely how a 

film could be made to ïalk'. La Presse offered a complete two-page spread to their 

readers detailing the process of making iaiking films in order to help the public 

understand what they saw and heard in the cinemalS9 And while the idea of talking film 

was not quite clear with the public who saw the films, it is fair to say that it has never 

been quite clear with historians either. 

Claims in the press d &hat "no better p icm could have been chosen" for the 

first Movietone exhibition in Montreal; "Street Angel is like good wine- it needs no 

bush in the shape of elaborate music, though the Movietone accompaniment is.. . a 

remarkably fine amstic achie~ement"'~ Despite the film's cemarkable popularity, Street 

Amel was not the first talking film to be exhibited in order to clear up the public 

misconception in 1928, Powell offercd an explanation still valuable today. "For generaI 

information ... it may well be explained that the feaîure film bas a Movietone 

accompaniment whereby the action ihroughout is synchronized with the 

While claims that the Palace was the first theatre in Canada to exhiiit talking movies are 

tme, the first feature fiIm to be exhiibited after the Palace was renovated was not a talking 

film. Rather, the film had some sound in the fom of musical accompaniment and was 

part of a pmgram comprised of other talking shorts. Both the English and French 

language presses offered explmations of the Movietone technology to the public and 

'= Montreal DaiIv Star, 1 Septernber 1928: 22 
Tomment se Font Ies FiIms Dialogués" LaPresse, 9 Febniary 1929: 56 

''O Morgan Powell, 5ound P i c m  S h o w  For the First Time at The Palace Over Week- 
End" Montreal DaiIv Star 3 Septernber 1928: 6. 
19' ibid, 6. 



assured the public that sound effects, music and dialogue could be heard but that the films 

were aot entirely talking films. I maintain that the exhibition on September 1, 1928 at the 

Palace theatre was indeed a synchronous sound exhibition as it used Movietone 

technology but, according to the accounts in the popuiar press, Street Angel was not a 

talking feature film as historians have claimed. 

The impact of the Movietone exhibition and talking shorts at the Palace produced 

reactions of acclaim, surprise, appmval and devotion from the audiences in Montreai. 

The public received the film with excitement and anticipation, indicated by the 

attendance numbers that &ove theatre manager Rotsky to hold the film over for another 

week First impressions of the exhibition indicated that Movietone technoiogy would be 

tremendously successful at providing musical accompanirnent as good as any orchestra 

could, although a few adjustments needed to be made to the volume. The specialties of 

Movietone inchdeci the newsreel as can be seen in Powells comrnems, "...the interest is 

accentuated enormously; for instance, when you see Raymond Poincare standing before 

the newiy-erezted monument to Foch making his speech of dedication ... each word 

cornes Rnging fiom his Iips upon the screen as cleariy as if her were actually on the stage 

in the flesh."'* The initia1 presentation of Movietone in Montreal set a tone for fidure 

exhibition and the understanding of synchronous sound both amoag the critics and the 

public. 

Due to the public coafiision that stemmed h m  the exhibition at the Palace, tùture 

advertisements for talking films were conscious and gave discretionary information 

regarding the amount of iaiking that would take place on screeii_ Further articles were 



devoted to explaining the degree of sound synchronization in films; for example, La 

Presse indicated that important parts of films would have sound like during 't5te-a-tkte' 

conversations between principle characters. in February of 1929, with the exhibition of 

In Old Arizoaa (Raoui WaIsh, 1929), Warner Brothers proclaimed to offer the public the 

red thing-something completely new. Audiences had seen and heard talking tilms but 

In Old Arizona was positively the "first full length talking production successfblly 

combining outdoor spectacle with spoken The film was prodaimed to be 'The 

Miracle of Modem ~imes"'" as the first "100% All ~ a l k i n ~ " ' ~ ~  Western film shot 

outdoors. In the advertisements for the film it was clearly indicated as a talkie with sound 

effects and spoken drama. There seemed to be a need to reassure the public that they 

would see and hear a complete talking film perhaps due again to the uncertainty that 

surrounded the fim talking film exhibitions and competing claims made by theatres- 

Accompanying the exhibition of In Old Arizona was a Movietone newsreel with 

special significance to Canadian film history. When it bewme possible to synchronize 

sound many political figures were recorded giving prominent speeches that would later 

be exhtiited alongside a program of shorts, cartoons, newsreels and feature film. One 

talking short of a political mure stands out fiom the others listed as part of the programs 

in Montreal between 1926 and 193 1. Possibly the first talking film made in Quebec, the 

opening of the parliamentary session in Quebec City was recorded and shown at the 

Palace to accompany the talking film In Old Arizona '% In the film, hemiere 

Advertisement for In Old Arizona in Montreal Dailv Star 9 February 1929: 15. 
'" Advertisement for In OId Arizona in Montreal Dailv Star 16 February I929 27. 
'" Advertisement for In Old Arizona in Montreal Dailv Star 9 Febnrary 1929: IS. 
[% Advertisement for In OId Arizona, La Presse 9 February 1929: 68. 



Taschereau was seen and heard in a "stimng addre~s."'~' He was filmed outside the 

Legislative Buildings in Quebec City, delivering a bief appeaI to Americans on behalf of 

French-Canadians living in the United States. There is no m e r  comment about the 

contents of the speech in either the M o n W  Dailv Star or La Presse. 

While you might think there wouid be differences in the advertisements and 

appeals to the public in the French and English language press, with a few exceptions, the 

advertisements and joudistic encounters with the cinema and popular amusements 

were very close, if not, direct translations. During the debut presentation of the 'talkies' 

in Montreal the week of September 1, 1926, ads in the French and English language press 

were identical (Figures 96. und 9c.). While Street An& was not a talking film, rather a 

film with sync-sound effects and music, I have not ûeen able to find out whether the titles 

would have been in English, French or both Fmm the press acçounts of the reception of 

the film and the tùll program of shorts, speeches and orchestral sequences, both linguistic 

communities in Montreal were appreciative of the new technology, even impressed with 

the -sion of synchronization 

... the public not only viewed an exceponai film, but heard the music of 

a symphony orchestra of 125 pieces synchronized so perfectiy with the 

pictue that it is dificuit to redire at the first viewing what has actually 

been achieved through the invention of the latesi device of the moving 

picture indmûy- 'W 

'97 Advertisement for in Old Arizona Montreal Dailv Star 9 February 1929: 15. 
Ig8 Morgan Powell, "In Old Arizona, Fim Outdoor Talking Ptcture, 1s Of Interesting 
Quaiity" Montreal da il^ Star 1 1 Febniary 1929: 6. 
'" "At the Palace," Montreal Daily Star 8 September 1928: 27. 



At this time, synchrounous sound most often referred to the synchronization of action 

with music and sound effects so clairns of audiences king impressed by the precision 

were referring sirnply to the coordination of movement and sound 

The public to the presentation at the Palace was positive as Powell 

reported. "Preliminary to the feature picture [Street Amel], several short subjects, al1 

Movietone, are seen and heard, ail of which proved popular with this week's patrons."L00 

The Montreal Daily Star also stated that the short subjm; "Chorpus Christin, "The 

Treasurer's Report" and The  Hutw are "supplemented by dialog~e.'"~' Advemsements 

appeded to cinemagoers' desire to see the renovations that had been made to the theatre 

and to experience for theniselves the "nw fom of diverti~sernent''~~ Evidently, 

cinemagoers in Montreai tespondeci and during the second week of the Palace program 

presenting the Movietone shorts and the feature film Street Amel the opening hour was 

advanced and the theatre could still not accommodate everyone who wanted to see the 

fiim (Figure 1 1). 

The extent to which the public attended the film c m o t  be interpreted as 

singulariy a strong amaction to sound exhibition, buî must also be understood in the 

contes of the dyrmüc, much pubiicized thcatre renovations that had taken place at the 

Palace. Theatre managers ofien made extemporanmus appeals to lure the public to the 

cinema; décor topped the List during the era of palatial theatm in Montreai and aumot be 

underrated. Appealing to cinemagoers through the site is common in the era of the movie 

palace. The Palace Theatre continued to establish its reputation by declm-ng itself the 

Ibid, 27. 
ibid, 27. 
ibid, 27. 



"Finest Theatre in Cstnada" and depicting mass crowds of cinemagoers enterhg the 

Palace at sûeet level flanked by drawiqp of the marqua signs of the Roxy in New York 

and the Palace in Montmi. Visdly the Palace proclaimed itseIf as the Canadian 

equivalent to the prestigious k t r e s  in the United States (Figure 12). Both the French- 

and Engiish-language press offered Iuxurious descriptions of the renovations done by 

Emmanuel ~ r i f f & . ' ~ ~  The Palace re-apening was proclaimai, praised and detailed in 

Presse to a greater d e p  than it was in the Montresl Dailv Star. The excitement and 

pride expressed in the gaia exhibition of sound at the Palace, where pnmarily Engiish- 

Ianguage cinema was shown, was mted as a tn'umph for Montrealers and the city 

regardles of iangage- While this may surprise wrne who expeet the language barriers to 

be represented rigidly in the arts, there is no evidence in the presses to suggest a diversion 

h m  this course in the five years C examined. The exbibilion of Street Ange1 received 

much praise in La Ptesse, "the I* of September is a mernorable date for the theatre in this 

British county and the name of Mr. Rots@ will remain i(toched to this date.* The 

articIe announced the Palace theatre bad ken compietely transfonned and redecorakd to 

a point where it was w, longer reaguhbk as die old Palace, The PaIace, La Presse 

declared, would be the iak of tht towa for a long h. 21' 

After a two week nni at the Palace on St Cathuine Strezt, Sireet Ange4 was 

shown at some other theatres around the city in Iess extravagant surroundings and with 

Iess technologicai f h .  At tbe eime naany 6ims were made with two versions, one with 

Advertisment promoting Emmanuel Briffa in la Presse 19 May 1928: 73. Emmanuel 
BrifE, bad d e c o d  19 theatres in Monireal by this date- figure 8c) 

La Presse 27 ûctober 1928,16. 
ibid, 16. 



~ o u n d " ~  As indicated by Véro~eay  the next sound film to k exhibiteci in Montreal 

was FOU This film was not a fulldialogue picture eithn but d e r  Fox 

Movietone in which action and music, not speech, were synchrou~us.~ The film was 

shrouded in the myth of American exhibition as well. Film programs were portrayed as 

more prestigious and more valuable in Canada if they were cmntly or hadjust finished 

exhibiting to mass audiences at well-hown American theatres. Far Monireal audiences, 

the most cornmon American theatres rnentioned in the press and associated with 

and popuiarity were The Roxy, The Strand, and The Rialto in New York City. It was aiso 

common to read that a picture or a play was showing an Broadway as is seen in the 

advertisement for Four Sons (Figure 12)- The film was popular with Monûwiers and 

was consequently heId ove? for a second week o f  exhibition at the Palace. "Movietone 

has attrac&d thousands to the Palace this week. It proves to be the excepiion 

demonstrating îhat traditions have k n  carried out by descendants of mothers and 

fathers.'"Og It was M e r  declared in an advertisement: "Hundreds turned away 

d a i ~ ~ . ~ ' ~  Scverai talking shorts were again programmeci with the featrirr Four Sons. The 

s b  aud newsreels were also popular with the patrons and the Montreal Dailv Star 

mte  "the nevmeel takes on an added value when you see and hear the voices of 

'O6 Douglas Gomery explicitly charts the number of theatres in the USA and Caaada that 
were wired for sound each year Eiom 1928-1 93 1. See, The Cominp; of Sound to the 
American Cinema: A Historv of the T d o m a t i o n  of an indusim. Madison: University 
of Wisconsin, PhD- Dismon, 1975- 

Vémmeau, Pierre. Moninhi ViUe de Cinéma. Montréai: Cinémathéque 
québécoise/musée du cinéma, 1992. 
"Wbat Film Agencies Say About Pictures On Show Next Week" Mmtd Dailv Star, 

15 September i 928.63, 
m9 Toming to the Theam.-. At tfie Palace," Montreal Dailv Star 22 September 1928: 
15- 
210 Advertimm Four Sons, MonW M h  Star 22 Septemfxr L928: 15- 



prominent peoplen such as Mussolini and Premier Poincare of  rance!" With the sound 

film of Premier Poincare, the audience was put in a position to testiQ to the ability of the 

s y n c h r o d  sound recording and playback to produce a very precise replication of the 

person's voice. [t was done previously with [ive speeches and performances immediately 

following the recordai performance (Eva Leoni's appearance in Montreal following her 

de Forest Phonofilm debut). This time with Premiere Poincare, La Presse said that those 

who had been to Frauce and heard the Premiere speak wodd marvel at the perfect 

reproduction reaiized by ~0vietoae.f l2 The statement was curious in that the editors at 

La Presse believed cinemagoers fiom Montreal had heard the Premier give a live address 

before and would be able to tes~i*rjl to the reproductive precision. Again, after the 

exhibition of Four Sons and the accompanying program of shorts, audiences were not 

shocked by the voices mming h m  a screen; they were seemingly surpriseci with the 

precision and the reproductive quality of the Movietone and Vitaphone technology. Not 

once in the popular press accoums of the ik t  sound fiIm exhibitions was there a sense of 

audiences king astonished As Crafion notes, the "gee-wkn exciment surrounding 

various innovations in round tecbwlogy dissipted quic~y.'i3 Moreover, "gee-whir" is 

a far cry k m  astonished and a m a d  when it cornes to -ng reac!ions. 

A movîe 1 did not read about in any of the historicai literahire of Canadian fiim 

exhibition was Mother Kaows Best (John G. Blystone, 1928), which opened in Montreal 

at the Palace theatre on September 30, 1928. The fiim began a new picture-era according 

to Morgan S. Powell: "fiom noon until midnight people flocked to the Palace Theatre 

'" Montreal Daily Star 8 September 1928: 27 
'" "Poincaré parieni à l'auditoire du Palace," La Presse 8 September 1928: 76. 

Crafion, The Taikies: 536. 



yesterday to see the picture.d'" It was a film ihat told its stoq as any other film di& by 

printed titles and by action, with one exception The popuiarity of the feature length film 

was owed to the introduction of spoken voice to the screen in a feature Iength film The 

real interest in the picture, however, strong though it is, rests in this particular instance 

not so much in i t .  inherent romance as in the fact that it is the first full-length feature film 

in which speech is introducedd" The dialogue was. as mentioned above, introduced at 

significant moments, and, according to a m &  in the press, it lent empbasis to particular 

climactic events in the film. The spoken dialogue serves not so much to lend support to 

the unreserved eulogies that have been titetally sprayed upon the ' W e s '  as it does to 

indicate the iremendous possiiiIities of the new in~enhon.~'~  Those tremendous 

possibilities were not expounded upon but the writer took the oppomuiity to comment on 

the i n b q  of the technology of sound T h e  'taIkies' have a long way to go" it was 

stated and the article went on to preçent a mody optirnistic ouîlook. Furthemore, tbe 

reviewer gave the opinion that there were moments in the fiIm wtien, as a viewer, it 

would be preferable to not have the spoken word, yet in o îk r  moments "the spoken word 

does very vividly and very emphaticaily, illuminate the c~imail"'~ Craflon inaùitaiiis 

part-talkies wcrt not a stepping Stone to aü-dialogue nims. "it secms iikely that the 

producen of these features wnceived of ttiem as autonomous products.. . This conception 

- - 

''' Morgan Powell "Spoken Voice in F h  at Palace-aegiMing of a New Pictue Er< 
Montreal Dailv Star I October 1928: 6- 
'15 Ibid, 6. 
'" kid, 6- 
'17 ibid, 6. 



is consistent with the underlying assumption that sound was a supplernent to the rnovie, 

not an integral part of itd" 

The arriva1 and implementation of new technology is o k n  accompanied by 

soothsayers who, when a technology is in its eady stages, or infancy, like to predict how 

the technology will effect industry and audiences. Writers in the Montreal Daitv Star 

were no different and took the opportunity of the exhibition of Mother Knows Best to 

offer the fotlowing speech. 

The "îalkiesn are still in their infancy. ïhey have a long way to go. But 

when science shall have achieved the seerningly impossible-as science 

almost always does-there will arise a new fom of entertainment, which 

will cornpleteIy revoiutionize the entire film world We shail have 

intelligence for stupidity; we shall have understanding for blind obedience 

to by no means infallible dilection; we shall have the emotional moment 

Ient tremendous significance by the spoken word; and we shalI have an 

entirely new nIm technique. "Optimists wiii await the arrivai of that 

much-tdxdesired mumph with keen e~peztatioil""~ 

The aüiadts among popuiar authors toward the poper application of sound were, 

as Crafton ciain~~, focused on the way the new technology would change the 

existïng movie instmitiooiluO One clear area of ern-s was on the voice and the 

Wity of voice as was seen in Montreai, particularly in Powell's comparkon of 

Crafton, The Tafies, 177. 
'19 Advertisement for Mother Knows Ekst, Montreai DaiIv Star 1 October 1928: 6. 

Crafton, The Taikies, 447. 



the theamcal voice to the film voice. It was also seen in the emphasis and reviews 

of the first speaking role of an actor's career. 

Mother Knows Best captured the designation of king the first feature picture to 

introduce dialogue in Montreal. After thai exhibition more than one film tried to capture 

the titie of first entirely spoken feature fiim show to Canadian audiences. While short 

spoken films, synchronized musical scores and sound effects had won the praise of 

cinemagoers, the presentation of The Temr (Roy del Ruth, 1929) in May of 1929 was 

proclaimeci in La Presse to be the first demonstration of the degree of perfection 

attainable in the development of the art of cinernatography and sound"' As Crafion aiso 

points out, The Temr was advertised as the Grst 'titieless' ail-talkùig film and tnily was a 

100 percent talker, even the opening credits were spokea" Ads in the Montreal Dailv 

Star and La Press do not indicate the film as 'titIeless' but it was indeed ail spoken. - 

In Film Daily Yearbook 1929 it was claimed that for the fiscal year ending 1928 

Warner Bmther's reporteci a profit of $2 million, "[an] astonishing tuniaround 

amibutable entirely to soundnu3 The h e i g h t d  appetite for sound films was seen in the 

response of critics. While most of the reviews of film were concemed with plot smmary 

in 1929 and 1930, the critics in the press responded to the innovation by extending their 

criticism to the quality of the sound recording, and comparing films based on their use of 

synctuonous sound Take for instance S. Morgan Powell's review of The Tmr: 

The voices one hears arie, in the main, both sonomus and exprwsive, 

particularly in the case of tbat veteran Engiish actor, Mec B. Francis, and 

- 

"' "Premier Film Entienment Parlant Au Theatre Palace," La Presse 12 May 1929: 61. 
Crafion, ïhe Talkies, 1 18- 

" Film DaiIv Y e d w k  1929 cited in Crafion, The Taikies, 1 18. 



that clever Irish actor, Holmes Hecbert Edward Everen Horton, the 

Amencan who pfays the principle wmedy role, also speaks cleady and 

with good expression In one or two instances, the voices are not so 

satisfictory. But they are extmnely well synchronized with the action, 

with a few exceptions ... 22.8 

Powell also noted the aûnosphere and mood of the film as great but questioned the 

amount of synchronization in h e  füm. 

But why the synchronized music? It looks as though the producers had 

gone crazy over synchronization. The music goes on almost ceaselessly 

h m  the beginning of the pictute to the en4 it is not whoIIy unnecessary, 

but a drawback to the dialogue, since it interferes with the latter to the 

extent, at times, of preventhg one h m  hearing al1 the speakers are 

~ a y i n ~ . ~  

The first exposure to synchronized sound for audiences in Montreal migbt have 

been in any one of three forms: a féature film with an addeci syuchronized musical score; 

a taiicing short, pertiaps one of a wefl-lrnawn vaudeville personaiit)~, or synchronited 

souad news reeLm The idea of an entire featrne film synchronized with dialogue, music 

and sound effects was unisidered a possi'bility but as Crafton points out, there was a 

comrnon prejudice against Ealking movies, in favor of silent th." Craflon cites this as 

one of the reasons the movie uidustry was slow to introduce a feature fïim that was 

n4 Morgan Powell, "The Terror, First FuII Length Talking Film, Has Big Melodrarnatic 
Appeal" Montreai Dailv Star 14 January 1929: 8. 
za5 ibid, 8. 
Trafton, The Taikies ,101- 

"Premier Film Entieremeat Pariant Au Theatre Palace," La Presse 12 May 1929: 6 1. 



cntirely dialoguai However, when The Terror was released in 1929 in Montreai, an 

article in La Presse noted aAer the private screening they were convincd thar films with 

dialogue would attain the approval of the An incomplete undemanding of the 

performance pracîices of film led to the historical confùsion concernîng which film was 

the first talking film exhibited in Canada. Moreover, the desire on the part of theatre 

managers to make claims about the films led to competition in advertking that codd have 

added to the confiision. Understanding the state of films and the ciifference between 

raikies and music and sound effects enables me to identiQ a more accurate reception of 

the first synch sound films. 

The fourth chapter continues the examination of Montreai audience's 

appreciation and resistance to the taücies as they were expresseci in the popular press. 

This chapter deais with moviegoing in Montreal as sound really begins to take hold in the 

city's 50-odd theanes. The rapid construction and wiring of theatres for somd seemed to 

headline âaily in the drama and enkrtainment section of the press. It scetlled every film 

was a sound film every actor was making hisiher first take  and everyone was focused on 

the future of synchronized sotmd cinema. Especiaiiy vocal was Morgan Poweil of tbe 

Montreal Dailv Star. Though he argued consisîently for the suprcmacy of the legMmle 

theatm and a revival of silent cinema, he wrote much of what appeared in the pess about 

the 'tallries', This chapter also provides a more detailed look at a@ made to audience 

members by theatre managers in an effort to lure the public to the theatre, After the 

initiai excitement that sunoundeci the arrivai of sound in Montreai, audienoes added 

sound to k i r  habituai moviegoing and theaire managers were forced to work harder to 

bnng in spectators. 



Something to Suit Everyone 

As synchronous sound cinema was incorporated into the habitua1 [ives of 

cinemagoers in Montreai, theatres were wmpeting against one another and Éned to appeal 

to as large an audience as possible. Theatres attempted to cater to diverse constituencies 

similar to wtiat Miriam Hansen refers to as "the blockbuster gamble [which] consists of 

offering something to everyone, of appealing to diverse interests with a diversity of 

attractions and multiple Ievels of te~tuality.""~ 

Competing declarations about sound appeared on advertisements and in film 

reviews by critics. Claims like: " 100% Talking"; "You hear every character you se"; 

"See it-Hear it!"; T̂alking-Singing-Sound"; "Fim ail-tdking film of.. - " were ail 

w m o n  phrases in advertisements for synchronized cinema Less than a year f ie r  the 

flrst exhibition took place at the Palace, sound films were beginning to face criticism. 

Managers were working hard to continue to lure the public with the innovation of sound 

but the public was becoming more criticaI and l e s  emiced by it alone. Ttie Palace b t r e  

ran a series of ads for Wamer Bros and First National Vitaphone in La Presse- The ads 

were two fiil[ pages and the word Vitaphone appeared larger than other t e s  (Figures 19- 

24). The ads were huge in compan'son to otfm film a& and aiso featured written 

Hansen, "Early Cinema, Late CinemCl36. 



promotional appeals to audiences. It was announced, "Air-cooled voices will talk at the 

MGM studios. The warm au of summer effects the microphones and in order to keep 

producing talking films, a large ice-plant will be instal~ed"~~~ Unfominately, no mention 

of air-cooled ears listening to the talkies appeared, and in the summer of 1930, when the 

attendance at the theatres dropped off dramatically, air conditioning in the theatres would 

have been an added advantage. 

Part of the attendance probtem in the c i m a  was due to latecornen and the 

exhibition style, which presented continuouscshows at uncertain starîing tirnes. Audience 

members had gotten in the habit of regarding a film buse as a place of amusement that 

they codd enter and leave at any time. They c&ed out this practice week afier week, 

quite content to see a bit herc and there.uO Unlike the th- with reserved wt ing  and 

concrete starting times for shows, the cinema had no such ormzation for exhibition. 

Powell concluded that the pubIic preferred "the haphazard seating methodn However, 

there were too many latecorners and moviegoers were beginning to cornplain that they 

could only tolerate a few latecorners without suffering h m  the inevitable inconvenience 

of ha- to move for them, somebmcs more than a dozen times during a feature f i l d 3 '  

As a solution, Powell used the pages of the Montreal Dailv Star to push for ;in organized 

seating plan in cinemas. His r a t i d  was simple, the -ce of coming and going was 

bleeding into theatergoing in the city as welI and dike the cinema, the theatre could not 

tolerate disturbances of any kindUZ Reserved @ng in the cinema was not adopted in 

Montreaî aside fiom one exception, Theatre Saint-Denis, outside of which there did not 

-"Air cooled voices for the 'Talkies'," Montrd Dailv Star 8 June 1929: 28. 
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seem to be any kind of pubic support for an organized seating plan, or reserved seating 

Theam St Denis pcesented a mixed program f- a silent film and a tive-theatre 

production as indicafed in its advertisements it was possible to make reser~ations.~~ 

Powell summed up the situarion in fis observation rhat the public reaily cared Iittle about 

reserved or organized seating, '"so long as they get what they want when they want t ~ . " ~ "  

Attendance and excitement at the beginning of the exhibition of sound cinema 

inspired a building boom in the construction of wired movie palaces. March of 1930 was 

a busy month for gala cinema-openings. The United Amusement Company opened two 

new neighborhd rheatres both designed to be on the cutting edge of acoustic perfection 

for the exhibition of the talkies. The Monkland, which opened on March 7, h t e d  of 

king the ody theatre in the city bu& specially for taiking picnûes, with architecture and 

buiIding materid specifically designed to meet a11 acoustic requirements Figures 25 und 

26). Apart fiom the seats, not an inch of wood was present in the entire place; only steel 

and concfete and ail ttie steel was c o n c r e m  The design was planned to eliminate 

al1 those difficdties in amustics king experienced in circdar or semi-circular theatres. 

The camera booth was said to be îhe "last word in sound picîure projaAion" and the 

theam was alsa equipped with the m m  mudern system the Nmhem Electnc Company 

had to offer."' Theatre Amherst was also wîred for sound with the Northern EIectric 

System fFigure 271." in a detailed advertisement welcoming those who fiequent the 

Amhem La Presse claimai the synchronization of the voice and the movernents of 

- - - - -  
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actors were so perfect it was impossible to decide whether the talking you heard was 

natual or reproduced by the me~hanism.~' The Northern Elecûic Company had stwlied 

sound and the problems associated with sound for a half century, first in the fabrication of 

telephones and now in the wiring of 5000 theatres in forty five countries claimed the 

ad~ertisemenr"~ Meanwhile, back at the Gcanada, the final word was the atmrnphe"~ 

style of the interior by Emmanuel Briffa Looking up at the ceiling gave the "illusion of 

open air at night with the starlit roof and cloud e f f k ~ t s . ' ~ ~  T h e  general effeet of the 

interior is of a huge rectanguiar auditorium with a night sky roof, the 4 1 s  done in large 

craftex panels within slim beaded frames. The proscenium arch is a remarkabty fine 

one."2J0 The opening of the Granada followed less than a month later (Figure 26b). 

Again, decorated in the atmspheric style by B r i e  the Granada boaskd of many other 

added attractions to be enjoyed by the public inciuding a smoking room for gentlemen, a 

retiring room for ladies, one on each side of the theatre, an orchestra pit and spacious 

isles. Scars remaineci after the devastating fire at the Laurier theatre and moviegoers were 

lured by special measures to ensure a d e  exit in the ment of a fire or any other 

emergency. The public was infonned tbat ihere were 15 e h  allowing the theatre to be 

emptied of its 2000 audience members in just three minutes and the spacious ides 

pennitted easy access to exit. without any risk of congestion Somewhat surprisingly, the 

the*, as mentioned, was built with an orchestra pit and dressing rooms under the stage 

to accommodate Iive am. This is peculiar since most theatm were axing their orchestras, 

n7ibid, 59. 
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as well as organists, and were opting for musical accompaniments that were no longer 

live. On the contrary, the opening performance at the Granasla featured performers h m  

every cabaret in the ci@ perhaps foreshadowing the revival of vaudeville. '" 
The construction of the Granada Theatre at the corner of Morgan Boulevard and 

Ste. Catherine Street East was part of the United Amusements Corporation "pursuance of 

its policy of establishing neighbortiood houses throughout the ciry and district of 

~ontreal . '~~ '  The thealre was the largest built to date by United Amusements and was 

said to serve a popdation of over one hiuidred thousand in the east end of Montreai. No 

holds were barred on the architectural detailing and interior design of the theatre 

indicating that neighborhood theatres, though wt situated in a theatre district or 

downtown hub, were also a component of the movie palace movement. According to the 

press account the Granada theam in the east end was situated to serve the population of 

that district The movie palaces in Montreal, with their dynamic interiors, and grand 

stature were designed to draw in the public. The theatres, often reportedly filled to 

capacity, were built to seat over a thousand uwlicating that attaKiance at the movie 

palaces was not a problem. 

Mer  the first demonstratioas of sound cinema, theatres iike the Granada and the 

Monldand were build specifically for =und with special structures and details for 

acoustic perfection Specuiation in the popular press about whaî effect sound cinema 

wouid have on the public grew. The leuers to the editor provide some insight of public 

response to the arts in Montreal, to film, and to the takes. Samuel Morgan PoweIi, the 

drama editor for the Montreai Daik Star wrote most of the paper's articles, decided 

''' ibid, 14. 
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which letters to print and wrote the editcirial. Therefore, Powell's opinion seeps into more 

than just his signature piece every Saturday. Powell, as a responsible journaList, does 

publish letters that take up an opinion contrary to his own even if it is rare. uideeQ a lack 

of comparable discussion about art, film and ttie taîkies was presented in La Presse. 

WhiIe La Presse featurecl an arts and entertainment section it contained littfe editonai 

content and rarely featured a contribution from the public. Nonetheless, the sarne themes 

can be found -ng through each papa and a strong debate about silent vs. sound 

cinema was one of the most prominent. 

Resisrance to the talkies was greatest by those who perceived them to have a 

negative Muenœ un human speech Though bth feareâ and proclaimeci as nonsense in 

the press, it  was feIt the talkies wouid 'Wk the English Ianguage off the map of the 

worked and substitute it for ~ollywoodese.*~~~ Largely a concern for British people was 

the American speech characteristic of %king through the nose." A *ter for the London 

Moniing PM voiced this opinion in the pages of the Montreal Dailv Star, "1 think îhat 

tbe most unplessant thing whicti the ailkies seem to leme behind is a devastateci modem 

speechdM The British &ter contuiued to leâ loose on how he felt about the taikies 3n  

particdar, the human voice; for the most part, if is a delaying, harsh, unmusical, and o k n  

ridiculow ~P~FC with raimus accents issuhg fmm a static o i ~ r o ~ h o ~ - " ~ *  Luiguages, 

aIready in a low state will becorne about "eight tirnes as homile to Iisten to as they are 

today." The criticisms of tbe AmeRcan laquage translated into an argument of taste in 

the press- The high English standards of g d  taste are calIed to adion as a standard 

" "Many changes in FieId of Music Are Wrought By Arriva1 of Talkies," Montreal 
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much higher than that of Hollywood, which was seen to have no standard at all. 

Hollywood talkies were criticized as behg "vulgar, vicic~ls and vapid" by GA Aikinson 

of the Dailv Emres in  ond don'^ Thus, popilar raste became a question of high and 

low culture, British king perceiveci as high and AmeRcan as low. 

The resistance to American cdtural prociucts translated into an attack on 

American cultural and industrial products. 'The generai characteristic of the talkies in 

1929 has been their appalling vuIgarity or viciousness. The talking innovation raised a 

window through which we [audiences] had hitlaerto seen vulgarity at a distance."14' The 

critic from London M e r  clairneci that "if HoIlywood only knew wbat was good for 

them they would hasten and adop "English social codes," rather than pleasing the 

Amencan masses, "among whom the average mentaiity is admittedly that of a chiid of 

fourteen or ~ess."'~ Aikinson goes on to explain the metaphor that has caused the 

greatest social calarnity in the history of the world 'There is no necessity for us to think 

that the people we saw through the window mre ml. But now that the window bas been 

raised, now that the medley of raucous voie has actually invaded tiie mm, we realize 

that these people and their rnanners are ody too tr~x.''~'~ The release of voice, actuai 

audible speech, has convinced audiences that these people-actors in filmewere real 

people whereas before they spoke, the silence a d  as a barrier ktween reality and 

imaginary, The homr then, was in accepting that the screen antics and speech were real. 

Aikinson predicted this wouid be the demise of the taIkies since the pubiic would not be 

-- 
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able to accept this dose of reality. "No entertainment has ever managed to exist without 

the indispensable leaven of patronage fiom people who mode1 their outlook on good m e  

and refinement "m The crisis was not manageable according to the press accounts of the 

takeover of British cinema by the Americans. "WC have at the moment, a state of affairs 

in which our cinemas are flooded with American films whose characters talk a language 

admittedty alien to our own, alike in idiom and in accent. The resuIt is that millions of 

young people.. . are king trained instinctively to speak something utîerly different fiom 

their mother-tongue." This slipshod Engiish as it is refend to, is evident in phrases such 

as; 'Some pidure!', 'The cutest thing I have seen in years,' 'Oh boy, don? he do his stuff 

bully!, 'And how!', and 'Gee, she's a wow!'."' Examples such as these were pcinted in 

the English-language press in Montreal with a consistent frequency indicating a concern 

for the Canadian Engiish vemacular. 

in addition to the negative influence the talkies were claimed to have on language, 

another form of resistance to the talkies was expresseci as a dislike for the canneci music 

pmented as an accompaniment to the films. A cornmon criticism made by the editors in 

the press, and musicians (perhaps bitter toward losing their orchestral seats in the 

theatres) was that the public tastes no longer recognued good music. 

When you touch the public pocket, you touch something tbat can becorne 

extraordinarily and alarmingiy vocal in the twinkling of an eye. 1 believe a 

howl of protest wodd go up fiom Halifax to Vancouver if there were ÉiLk 

of raishg the prices of r&hg picture theatres ten percent Yet tlrat is 

a ibid, 25. 
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what would be necess ary... to enable the theatres now playing talking 

pictures to restore the human orchestra and still operate at a profits' 

Whether or not the public was prepared to pay more for [ive music in the cinema was one 

question of debate. Another was whether or not moviegoers in Montreal felt as strongly 

as did Powell, a position consistentiy reflected, in his own articles and those he chose to 

publish fiom newspapers in England 

A mode of iquiry to determine pubf ic sentiment regarding Powell's cornrnentary 

was to seek letters to the editor. One letter h m  Montreder Fred Hill was published some 

days ~ater.*~ Hill indicated the public was not nw ly  as dissatisfied with talking films as 

Powell led his readers to believe (although it appears that Powell only prints the letter so 

that he may rebut it as he so ofkn does with letten expressing an opinion contrary to his 

own). Hill, as a moviegoer, wrote emphaticaliy, "al1 this talk about 'squawkies' and 

'canned music' just bum me Ways that he had seen innumerable talkies and 

with each invention they are gettuig better and there is nothing at al1 'squawkie' about 

them, despite the fact that they are sornetimes a littIe raspy as is aIso true of the stage. 

The talkies, Hiii claimed, give a greater appearance of reality to the screen and the tities 

are no longer there to "intemip your view" and having no tities "elirninates the pests 

known as 'titie readea'" who distub otha memben of the audienuzS5 Hill had grown 

tired of the campaign against the talkies and has taken the liberty of conducting his own 

gueriila survey of public opinion. Mr. HI11 bas round that of 1 18 people asked, 102 prefer 

the talking p i m ;  five preferred the siient oaes, "on account of deafness." Hill 
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conchde& with evidence, the public wanted the talkies. Proof of this, Hill wrote, was 

that the death of the talkies had been predicted more than a year ago and they were stilI 

king playebtbe talkies were not king deserted by the public as had been predîcted+s 

Powell did not waste any time and penned a wrïtten respnse the same &y. He 

clairned that a swvey done in the United States found ody 49 per cent of the public liked 

the 'talkiesy hence 5 1 per cent of the public would worship the return of the silent 

PowelI never revealed his source for the survey. Moreover, Powell said tEiat some 

countries react more quickly than others and that Britain had already denounced the 

'tallrie' fiom Hollywood and was fast retuming to the silent film. This was tnie according 

to other articles in the press, though this was no indication that the British were actmlly 

denouncing the invention of talking film but rather that they were raiung steps to slow 

dom the importation of Hollywood talkies. 

In mcular reference to the music in theatres, the letter written by Hill paimed a 

picture of the theatre orchestra as a meager offering, comprised of a dnnnmm and a 

pianis Hill said, "the people who attend these theatres (smaller theatres) prefer this so- 

called 'canned musicyn which, untii the talkies anived, they never had the opportunity to 

hexfi8 Patrons choosing to attend srnail theatres did not have the opîion, even before the 

tdkies, of enjoying an orchestral accompaniment and for other filmgoers in Montreai it 

was not only an issue of whether an orchestra at their local theatre couid be maintained 

but whether or not it was affordable to attend îhe theatres with larger orchestras like 

Loews. 'The average family man is intelligent ewugh to appreciate music-even ifhis 
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purse does not permit hm to attend the large shows, and I am sure that with the talkies he 

is now hearing many fine selections that heretofore had been prohibiteci because of the 

cost," claimed another ~ o n t r e a i e r . ~ ~  The live orchestra was one of the most costly 

amusements in the city and out of reach for many Monireal patrons but the price of a 

ticket to see a 'canned' orchestra in sound f i h s  made amusements more economical and 

accessible. Advertisements for films in 1929 and early1930 ver@ that it was possible to 

see a maîinee for 25 cents and an evening show for as low as 40 cents. The price of films 

dropped later in 1930 as attendance in the city plummeted and theatre managers began to 

offer bargain and îhrift matinees. According to Hill some of the public was concerned 

about the cost of entertainment and did not take issue with "canned music" as Powell did 

"You cannot have it both ways. Either the talkies as they are, with canned music. at 

present prices, or the talkies as they are wiîh the addition of a musical program by a 

human orchestra-at increased Pri~es.d60 While Powell's preference for a human 

orchestra was predictable, he made a point about the film industry tbat took some of the 

pressure off the public. 'The film theatre is a commercial proposition first, Iast and al1 the 

tirne, and to expect it to consider the public preference at its own expense would be about 

as sensible as to expect a giraffe to sleep with its neck tied in a h o t  Canned music seerns 

to be an essentiai and inevitabie concomitant of canned a~t ing . '~ '  A Montreal musician 

felt that the musicians had no choice but to solicit the heip of intelligent moviegoers and 

to push for the r e m  of live music in the cinema. T h e  educated public wil l  not rest 
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content with a talking or musical picture as the principle item of a program."16' And, the 

public, he felt, was beginning to redize k y  were not getting the entertainment they used 

to when a more balanced program of film and music was presented. In chapter 6 a firrther 

exploration of the public desire for a program f i n g  Iive musical acts and film is 

offered. 

Music was not the only point of contention for sound cinema Men and women 

audience members were expressing different Ievels of appreciation and repulsion for 

what they were seeing on the screen "How much of the talkies decreased power is due to 

the prevalence of crime and sex pictures and how much to the fact that the novelty of the 

originai has worn off while the improvements promised have yet, in large degree, to be 

implemented, it's not easy to e~rirnate."~~' While k i n g  noises may not have been 

laughed at wildly in Montreal the way Yuri Tsivian accounted for in Russia audiences in 

Montreal were not ecstatic receivers of sex-based plots and love scenes that were deemed 

to be inappropriate. Amidst other cornplaints about the talkies a letter written by a women 

wtio referred to herself as "Grouch" said that some of the photoplays seen recentiy in 

Montreal were no more glorious than "a garbage for the home.'* "1 have heard words 

spoken and 1 have seen situati*om *ch implied a muhitude of words, which would have 

been expressly forbidden in the old-fa9boned ~ u b t i t l e s ~ ~ ~  She attested to tûe nilgarïty 

present on the screen in talking films aad claimed the silent film never thought to resort 
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7,266 c i  to "suggestiveness and downright wlgarity. Grouch" mainîained the industxy was at 

fault for both the stupidity present in the silent cinema and that the industry, by means of 

the taikie, had simply progressed in technological aptitude but not intellect. Her letter is 

worth citing at some length. 

Goodness knows to what depths of banal stupidity many of the old silent 

pictures used to descend with monotonous regularity. The film business, 

and by this 1 mean ail its attendant attriiutes, such as managers, booking 

agents, publicity men and so forth, bas developed a swelled head. It 

suffers fiom the delusion bat, with the awiiile invention it had becorne 

inteiiectual,..the fiim is no wiser than it used to be. If there is any 

distinction between the old and the new, it may be that the present 

'squawkie' is more windy. 1 am bored by silly moronic speeches, very 

nearly drenched in sacchanne insipiditydityz6' 

'Grouch's reference to the îaikies as 'squawkies' touches on an imporiant aspect of the 

taikie debate. in the silent films there had been a separation of image and soumi and as 

C r h n  claims, "a deeper schism between *& viewer's co~deace in the good looks of 

acion and the substance of theu d a i ~ g u e - " ~ ~ ~  Powell editoriaiized the "gtiststiy 

achievements the human voice was capable [ofJn and he said the awakening for 

audiences hi been painful. "Many notable artists of the silent drama have simply 

vanished fiom the scene aitogether. Their voices condemned t h e e 9  Issues of voice 

- -- 
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included pm-ng proper inflections on spoken words and public approval was not always 

easy to obtain The talking picture had prwed a flop in England, and the European 

countries do not want tdking pictures they cannot understand, claimed J.E. Poole a 

joumaiist fiom London The following excerpt about voice was pnnted in the Montreal 

Dailv Star. "This is somewhat a 'ticklish' issue for Canadians whose tones and 

inflections still distinguish him fiom an Engiis han. . .  but it is a fact that the so-called 

Amencan voice, pîicularly the uacultivated Broadway chorus type of vocalization is 

decidedly displeasing to Engiish audienas" Poole M e r  claimed, 'Yhe metallic 

harshness and flat quality of the voiw reproduced in many of the sound-fïbs sent across 

the Atlantic ... American producers may find it mcessq to develop a new type of movie 

voice. It is noticeable, bowever, that the Canadian voice seems to be clear of the 

parücuiarly imtating brassy efféct that so many of the Amencan messes seem to affect 

on the sound film."' Not only did voice beeome a d o u a i  point of contention ba also 

one based on gender. The Amcrican womiutys voice was cnticized for tone whereas the 

male voice was never singled out and criticized in the press. 

in many of the letters wriüen to the editor, the signed with initials and it 

was not possible to cietennine w k t k  a man or a woman pcnned the letter. ifit could be 

said that the indusay was not aware its audience, it couid dso be said that the industry 

was less aware of female fins- Women were claimeci to be Iess interesteci in audible Eihs 

that rarely featured a femaie star let alone a female heroine. Whether this dcisrn  was 

exclusive to somd films is unlikeiy. Kowever, a criticism of the movie indusûy that 
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extends welt beyond the early era is that it had always just pummeled ahead with minimal 

knowiedge of its audience. 

As Crafton observes, '%orne critics hated speaking films because the voice pulled 

the movie away fiom something essentiaily 'filmid and modem and toward old- 

farhioned thamicolity."2" Morgan Powell was not of this category. He would 

occasionaily prodaim himself to be impressed with the talkies, but his standard position 

was that the stage was superior to the screen and if anything, maybe the talkies could 

benefit fiom the h ' s  new thehcality. W l e  his Saturday editorial represents a major 

source of discourse regadhg the cinema in Montreal bis word cannot be taken to mean 

public opinion. ifanything, Powell was an antagonist in relation to those Montrealers 

who enjoyed the talking cinema The popuiar press, used as a historical reference to 

determine appeaIs made to audiences and receptioa of synchronous sound cinema, does 

wt adequately represem public opinion. Powell's bias for the theatre and silem cinema 

ancl criticism of the iailoes did not go mwticed by moviegoers in the city. 

One Montder, A4 W., wmte thaî he had never witten to the newspaper before 

but that be really vmted to kt off some sterun. He began, "Su, -May 1 ask you wbat you 

have qgkt the 'Talh'es?' Not only you, sir, but h o s t  d l  critics stem to slam 

M.W. defended two fiIms tbat had recently exhibited in Montreal and he 

dressed the socid aud popular reamns for the taikiff apptal to the public. "We, in 

Monwal couid never see [a fine nIm such as Gold Dimers of Broadwav (Roy Del Ruth, 

1929)l for the pr" and in so amfortable a tbamc More [the alkie~].""~ MW. also 

C h n ,  TheTalkies 
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cited Disraeli (Lee Garrnes, 1929) as a film he could not "get out of his mind it was so 

splendid" After acknowledging Powell's bias for the legitimate theatre, MW. qisestioned 

wfiether the Orpheum, a theatre that has just closed in Monbeal and becorne a talkie 

playhouse, would not have done better if there were more cornfortable chairs and m e  

elbow and knee rwm? In addition, M. W. drew attention to the prices of plays in 

Montreal, which he thinks are high, and thought it was no wonder h t  people chose the 

movies instead Humorously, he added that the silent films were initating in much the 

same way contemporary audiences are irritateci watching a dubbed rnovie; the lips move 

and there is no sound. As a moviegoer who appreciated the talkies, M. W. was especially 

ihadcfd that he no longer had to listen to women reading the titles out Ioud he was ready 

to offer up a 

ïhe censors were another conservative voice of dissent against sound films. Che 

Ietter to the editor claimed that the talkies mitigated the attack on films by the censors. 

The rd advanage of the ta- picturcs over silent ona is that the ceasors canaat 

change the dialogue as they used to change the titles. They m o t  change husband and 

wife into 6iuC and fiancée and makc the whok pKMc look r idwlo~s .~ '~  Deoptc the 

moviegoer's rosy outiook on ceasorship, Powell responded, "he evidently owrlooks the 

fact ttiat the censor Gan, and fiequenty does, eut out whole of the film, scene, 

dialogue and ail, instead of merely changing thtmnm Montrealers were vocal about the 

" %id, 26. 1 have assume4 M. W. was a man gïven his open criticism of f d e  
adence members. In this case the critique of title d e r s  was directed specifidy 
toward wwmen audience members and according to Crahn, Me readers were often 
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censoring of film. While some praised William H Hays, President of the Motion Picture 

Producers aod Distriiutors Association, for his decision in 1930 to issue a code for films 

deemed to have a content directecl toward more mature audiences, others were no& in 

favor of any action taken to condone the censorship of film. "Under this code, no 

producer wilI be perrniüed to produce a picture that wiil Iowa the mord standards of 

The codes "ought to emphasue the .wholesome instincts of lile.' Now perhaps 

we can look forward to seeing some pictures which will be somewhat less repulsive than 

those which have been thrown on the screen in the 1st few years" a#ested one moviegoer 

in support of the codes as indicators of content279 Dissenters felt the screen should 

reflect life rather than censor reality with a heavy hand "One of the purposes of the 

audible movie taikie sound (etc) films is to 'hold a mirror up to nature.'- This 

moviegoer feft it was not up to Mr. Hays or anybody else for that matter to decide what 

aspects of human nanue should be shown on the screen, he claimed, The macnvities of 

censorship are misguided and r n i ~ ~ l a c e d . ~ ~ '  Sarhart maintairmi, 

... the ceasor, hding that hurnan nature is so infirm, unclean, and wicked, 

deciâes thai the mirror of the screen shaü aot ceflect to us the things of 

everyday Iife, thai it shall not expose our wealwsscs, aor convict us of 

our crimesm 

Powell, S. Morgan, "A Code For the Taücies," editorial, Montreal Daily Star 29 March 
1930: 24. 

Eric L. Wethey, letter, Montreal DaiIv Star 5 Apil 1930: 27. 
Morgan Powell, "Remarkable FiIm Condernned Here," MoatreaI M v  Star 26 A p d  

1930: 26. 
D.E. Sartiart, letter. T h e  Film Censorship," Montreal DaiIy Star 5 A p d  1930: 27. 
ibid, 27. 



Even the often-moral Morgan PoweIi voices h s  opposition to the censors when 

Passion of Joan of Arc (19291, a film he deemed exceptionally educatiod and dramatic, 

was banned in M o n W  Moreover, Powell argueci that those who attendeci a private 

screening of the film in Montreal (himselfi two professors, a judge, and newspaper 

professionaIs amongst others) hailed the film unequivo~all~,~~~ The film had played to 

appreciative audiences and received strong reviews intematiodly and Powell could not 

understand why it should be banned in Montreal. The writer of the following letter spoke 

for film fans who thought it is ahut time they were let in on ttie secret-the parts of the 

film haâ been left on the œnsor's floor, 

... this film cutting business is the most annoying thing Take a scene fiom 

a picture and you merely feed the Unagination of that picture's public. 

This has been sbessed time and time again by correspondents in pur  

page. But the fact rernains that the majority of film fans wodd like to 

kmwjustwhattiasbeencutout~ 

The letter writer suggested the wmplete sceaario of a film be printed in the movie 

program dong with tbe mues of the cast and other points about tbe playbüi already 

offered to the pubIic. Tbat way, the public, in the name of justice and fiinicss, could have 

a way to check up on tfie censors. As the wrïter assexted, the feehg that the censors were 

cutting out more than was necessary had been expresseci in the press before by 

moviegoers who feIt they were getihg ripped off and that the orïguial picture had been 

destroyed to a certain extent The cd1 to prïnt the entire pre-ce~lsored sce&o in the 

'" Morgan Powell, "Remarkable Film Coudemned Here," Montreal Dailv Star 26 Apnl 
1930: 26. 
'" Letter, bTw+Fold Purpose," Montreal Dailv Star 5 September 193 1: 20. 
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program was original and while my study concludes with the beginning of the 193 1-32 

season, it would be interesthg to follow up the public demand for "fair censorship." 

Popular reaction was to exert pressure to limit censorship. A sentiment that the 

moviegoer was missing out on something whenever it was known that a film had been 

changed to meet censor codes dominated these -ans. It is the sarne feeling expresseci 

today when for instance, a film is modified for video retease or for television. Many 

audiences demandeci the right to be their owa censors and decide wbat social and cuitural 

codes the talkies should and should not adhere to. This was demoastrated most obviously 

by Powell's determineci responses to letien written by moviegoers not supporting his 

point of view. Montrealers did not support Hollywood's experiments, most notably films 

with intermittent dialogue, the part-talkie and films that had only sync-sound effects, 

Despite Powell's support for a r e m  to the silent cinema, moviegoers in Montreal had 

had a taste of the talkies and most were not imerested in a renuri to any other style. 

Theaires c0n~ued  to compete and entice the audience with appeals about sound 

The iattoduction of sync sound to îhe cinema a f f d  the way theaûes pmgrammed and 

rather tban offering a mix of [ive and füm pescntations many theaîm abandoneci their 

live acts. While the novehy ofsouad m e d  to be enough to carry any theatre in 192% 

1929, the economy deciincd as the ûepmsïon began and tbeatre managers were left to 

figure out how to bring back the crowds. Tbe following chapîer deals with 1930 and 193 1 

in Montreal and the changes in exhibition practices tbaî took place. Near the end of the 

chapter I wiU also examine the s p e c ~ o m  of the imminent death of the talkïes and the 

proposais for the friture of cinema 



6 

Moveable Feast 

Many film historians have documented the differences in exhibition practices 

hom city to city and panicuiarly between small t o w n ~ ? ~ ~  While the rame film may have 

been the feature on a piaybill it would have been programmed differently depending on 

the Imaiion, the exhi3ition capability of the theaires and the audiences. Gomery points 

out that well into the late f 920s film production cornpank were stitl makrng two copies 

of films, one taiking and one siIent, to be show in theatres not yet wired for sound 

Certainly the study ofspecific locations is an integrd part of understanding audiences 

and the reception of film. For the purpose of this study, Monueal is the gateway of w h t  

will help begin a more &tailed piecing together of the @e of early film spectators and 

the discursive appeals made to audiences in finure research 

Lying at ttie heart of the transition fiom silent to sound cinema was what Miriam 

Hansen has d i s c d  as a shift h m  a disjoimed presentation of live and fihic 

performance to a form of exhibition no longer charactenzed as disjointe& tiagmented 

and dispersed. The Iive Yafiety acts mixed wiih mmic exbiiition were characteristic of 

the style of early silent cinema and were popuIar in Montreal. To illusirate, Hansen's 

description is wonh citing at some length 

See Gregory Wailer's Main Sireet Amusements for an examiniition of mid-swd 
American cities and Robert C. AiIm (i979), RusseII Me& (i976), and the coUection 
of works in MeIvyn Stokes and Richard Mdtby, American Movie Audiences h m  the 
T m  of the Centurv to the EarIv Souad Era, eds. (London: British Fiim Institute, 1999)- 



The format of presentation typical of early cinema was shaped by the 

cornmerciai entertainments in whose context films were shown, in 

particular vaudeville and traveling shows. From those entertainment 

fonns, the cinema borrowed two major principles: (1) a disjunctive style 

of programminethe variety format-by which short films alternated 

with [ive performances (vaudeville tum; animai, acrobat, and magic acts; 

song slides) and (2) the mediation of the individual film by personnel 

present in the theatre, such as lecturers, sound effects speciaiists, and, 

invariably, musicians. Both principles preserved a perceptual continuum 

between spacc/time of the theatre and the illusionist world of the screen, 

as opposed to the classicaI segregation of screen and theatre space with its 

regime of absence and presence and its discipline of silence, spellbound 

passivity, and perceptual isolation. What is more, early cinema's dispersal 

of meaning across filmic and nonfilmic sources. .. lent the exhibition the 

character of a iive event, that is, a performance that vanvaneci h m  place to 

place and time to time depending on the theatre type and location, 

audience composition, and music. acwmpanimentm 

To be sure, enticing tbe audience is a certain component of film exhibition This inquiry 

demonstrates that the Hollywood streamlined program attempted in Montreal in the late 

20s did not stick The shift in exhibition due to sinking box office retunis and public 

appreciation of the variety format occuned in Canada l e s  than three years &r sync- 

sound made its d&ut. 

-- - - 

286 Hansen, "Early Cinema, Late Cherna,* 39- 
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The program for cinemas was sometimes published in the newspaper most often 

as part of the advertisiag At other times advertisements were vague and focused on ody 

the feature presentatiort. From the years when Montrealers were presertîed the first sound 

fiIm demonstrations tfirough &O the revival of vaudevilie, the programs indiçate the 

increasing then -ng novetîy of synchronous souc i  in this final chapter- 1 wilI sketch 

the rerurn to programs faruring live acts, the effects of tough economic tirnes on 

exhibition in Montreal and the appeals to spectators made through the popular press. 

After theatre managers and critics believed the thtlll of sound had worn off, they quickly 

îumed back to a program style they knew was popular before the tdkies. Theatre 

managers brought back the sort of entertainment audiences were accustorned to before 

the îake-over of the synchronous suund fpatufe-film. 

Whiie the program may have been the drawing card for audiences when making a 

choice of which theaire to attend, arrivïng at the beginning of said program did not seem 

to be as important a factor. As stated eartier, neither spectators nor exhibitors were 

bound by strict starîing times for shows. D o k t y  claims ttlls was tnie of Arnerkau 

audiences and rhere is widence of  the phenornenon in film ad~~sements in the 

Montreal press as weli. Exhibitors, even if they did advertise a start~*ng time, were at k i r  

own discretion whetber or not to follow it "With starting times evmi:hanging and 

unpiblickeâ, rnovies were a son of moveabie fast or a pick-and-chose buffetdm As 

spectamrswanderedinandoirtastheypl~tb~~mthe~mightgrow 

agnated. It soon became a cornmon pra~ice for tbeatres ta publish starting thes or bld 

lines outside of the theatre and not allow spxbtors to corne and go at k i r  own will. 

lin Doherty, This is Where We Came in," 145. 

f I4 



Doherty purports that despite efforts of theatre managers and complaints fiom 

filmrnakers, audiences remaineci "detenninedly non-linearneafnm This was also tnie of 

audiences in Montreal where, even as Iate as 1930, newspapers advertised continuous 

shows fiom moming until night wiîh managers making adaptations to the program as 

needed to adjust to the flow of audiences. If a particularly large crowd was present, 

managers were known to cut out parts of the program, sometirnes showing just the 

feature film, This sort of action was not greeted kindly by audience members who 

preferred to corne and go as they pleased and were not impressed about missing shorts, 

newsreels and the scenic tilms, especialiy those of Canada. There were theacres that 

iadicated the show starting times in thtir advertisements however they also indicated that 

shows were continuous suggesting that the theme would determine the starting times 

depending on the crowd that &y (Figure 331). 

"The novelty of sound was b w n  as a sop to the public. So far it bas worked. 

But the news now is that it bas ceased to workds9 in 1930, the public was fed up with 

the meager efforts of the film indusûy to salvage their own selves by adopting sound. nie 

1st two years "have seen the iaikie take hold on the imaginaîion and pocketbook of the 

theatergoeroerdm The article in the Montrd Dailv Star was critical of the film industry's 

use of sound to ward off the encmaching radio entertainment and to fil1 othenn'se 

ernptying theatres, claiming, two years later, HolIywood is again facing a competitive 

amusement industry and a public bord by the novelty of sound "People are f i  up on 

lame products offered with a sugar coating of sound" and theatres are begïnning to 

'88 Ibid., 146. 
289 "Public Getting "Fed Up" With Lame Movies Despite Sound Novelty," Montreal 
Dailv Star 1 Septernber 1930: 14, 

lbid, 14. 



worry."' Cinemas struggled to keep vaudeville on the stage, most of hem ending the 

[ive variety acts when the cinema was w i d  for sound and they were able to exhibit 

sound films. It remained a feature at Loews on Saint Catherine Street while otfm cinemas 

relied on feature films with synchronous sound to draw audienm. Aithough the 

management at Loew's stniggled to keep their vaudeville acts in the program, two weeks 

afler the passionate proclamation of a renaissance of romance in the picture palaces, they 

announced vaudeville would be discontinued (Figure 32). In its place, patrons wuid 

expect "a splendid program of ialking and singhg pictures.n292 Loews offered the new 

program of talking films and shorts at reduced prices of 25 cents to 50 cents but even the 

bargain did not change the irony of the disappearance of the last standing vaudeville 

accompanirnent to film exhibition in Montreal just before longstanding houses Iike the 

CapitoI took it up again. "In an effort to restore waning interest the big local show houses 

have restored the stage prologue, with its lavish acts and pretty dancing @ris discarded 

two years ago.w293 

The arrangement at Loew's did not last much longer than a momh as the pubIic 

was devoted to theu renowned valdeville, and the tive acts re&urned to the City stage in 

October 1930, "Loew's theatre bave compIeted arrangements whereby tâey can def1nitely 

assure the public of the weekly selection of the very best acts available in this particular 

field of theairical." The Capitol theatre also took its place among the prestige houses to 

present an dl-new "show ideanfFigure 33). Back was the orchestra, the organ novelties 

- - 

'9' hid, 14. 
~ 9 '  Advertisement for Wav Out West at Loew's, Montreal Dailv Star 13 September 1930: 
24. 
'93 "Public Gening "Fed Upn With Lame Movies Despite Sound NoveIty," Montreal 
Dailv Star 1 September L930: 14. 



and the live stage am. "Be one of the first to enjoy Canada's largest and finest stage 

productions," urged their ad~ertisement~~ Not long after Loms and the Capitol 

reinstalled live acts in their programs, other cinemas followed suit. In an effort to attract 

crowds theatre managers were resorting to recreating the exciting time in exhibition when 

talkies first began and synchronized cinerna was progmmmed into a range of 

entertainment and live musicd acts. 

Around the film world a debate was raging. Would the talkies take a nosedive 

right off screen? ûther fonns of entertainment particularly the popdarity of 'midget 

golr (mini-golf) and a severe summer slump were blamed for the decreased attendance at 

the cinemasn5 The populuity of miniature golf was no joke. By the summer of 1930, 

Fox, Publix and Warner were turning unprofitable theam into miniature golf  course^.^ 

in an industry just be-g to realize t h  novelty had great power in ternis of reception 

and bringing in audiences, the weariag off of a novelty should not have been take ligfitly. 

The industry looked for ways to bring back the mwds and despite Warner's confidence 

in the talkies, the e x m  to wfrich silent cinema couid be brought back was not ruied out 

as an O ~ ~ ~ O I L ~  Louis Mayer of MGM suggested pantomime anists as a solution to 

deciining attcndance while Radio h i t h  Othcum's William le Baron foresaw the proper 

formula for exhibition as one- haif dialogue and one-half pantomime. Meanwhile Charlie 

Cbaplin who had been holding out on talkiag film must have been in bis glory as he was 

due to star in his new silent feature. 

Advertisement for Prosperity Week Program at the Capitol Mon- Dailv Star 4 
October 1930: 23. 
~9 '  "Photoplay Executives Give ûptions On The Future of the Taikies," Montreai DaiIy 

1 l ûctober 1930: 24. 
296 C d o q  Tbe Tdh'es 263. 

Ibid, 24. 



[t appeared that the return to silent films was not the only threat to the somewhat 

disenfianchiseci talkies. Powell was glowing with '1 toId you so' as he wrote, "Movies 

and talkies are here to stay, are an interesring and educationd f o n  of cheap 

entertainment and will continue to be paûwnized extensively by the public; but, they can 

never take the place ofspoken dra~na."'~~ According to Powell's article, people wanted 

"plays and music rendered by ml flesh and blood peoplen-they also wanted "plays 

teeming with human interest, wit, educational value and entertainment" They wanted 

wholesome entertainment ihat was a true representation of tife not an exaggeration- 

except for the innocent exaggeration of life that harms no one by its memment and lifi 

everyone for a few cheering hous fiom life's drab realities.:99 While the public tastes 

were deemed fickle the major studios were housec1eaning by cutting k i r  coaûact layers 

d o ~ n . ' ~  If they had not ken drawing a crowd they were out and no one was secure any 

longer as studios had adopted a 'one picture contract' rather tban a long term or Iifelong 

contract they may have agreed to in the pst. The public "changes its taste in pictures. At 

present, the comsdy papie are going over biga' The notion ad the excuse used by an 

industry that needed to employ cost cutting measures due to tower box office reftuns, was 

that the public was d l h g  for an ïndustry malleable to the ever changiag whim of the 

moviegoer.'" 

'98 Morgan Powell, CCAbout Ticket Prices," edîtorid, Montreal Dailv Star 25 October 
1930: 23. 
Ig9 ibid, 23. 

"List of Movie PIayers WilI Undergo A Weeding Out Process Very Soon," Mont~ed 
Dailv Star 3 November 1930: 6. 
30'lbid, 6. 

Crafton, The Tdkies, 1 82- 



Montreal has a world-class reputation of king a city of festivaIs which it did not 

corne by unwittingly. In the midst of the fears about the fiihire of sound and the desires 

of audiences came the celebration of Prosperity Week to lift everyone's spirits. 

Prosperity Week was celebrated throughout Canada and endorsed by the Prime Minister 

and the mayor of Montreal Carniilen Houde as a "movement to create a spirit of 

optirnism and prospenty in the Dominion." Prospenty week kicked off a series of events 

in Montreal including the appearance of Prime Minister R B. i k ~ e t t  on several local 

moving picture screens in an audible film.303 "In adding his support to the Prosperity 

Week campaign, Mr. Bennett pays tribute to the talking screen and its significancecen 

Prosperity Week was advertised and talked about in the press as a huge celebration in 

Montreal. For the special week, the Capitol announced its inaugural gala show as, "the 

most important event in Montreai's theatre h i ~ t o r ~ . " ~ ~  In almost a revival theme, the 

Capitol Wook its place among America's Finest Theatres-presming the same pnigrams 

as the world's biggest theatres provide."'05 The "Greater new show idea" at the Capitol 

brou& several features to the program for Prosperity week including: stage productions, 

organ novelties, musical surprises, a concert orchestra and the "Greatest Talking 

p i ~ t ~ f a ! ' ' ~  The theatres in Montreal were mahg to a plunge in attendance by 

rejwenating the screens with added a revival of live acts to accompany the 

'taikies' and new bargain pnces making filmgoing even more accessible to the public. 

Moviegoers paid oniy 25 cents before tweIve thirty in the aftenioon and were able to see 

M3 Upfemier Beunetî in The Aud%le Pictures Taiks Of CanadMn Prosperity," Montreal 
h l y  Star 8 Oct 1930: 6. 
'04 Advem'sement for the Capitol's Greater New Show Idea during Prosperity Week, 
M o d  D d v  Star 1 1 ûctober 1930: î3. 
MS Ibid, 23. 
M6 ibid, 23. 



a complete show. Other theatres dso introduced the bargain prices and thrifi matinees. 

The Palace theatre even brought in a special French movie to reach a new target 

audience. 

The management of the Palace theatre announces that for the benefit of 

French-Canadians of Montreal it wilI inaugurate a new policy that will be 

in force during the engagement of Maurice Chevalier's latest vehicle, the 

Plavbov of Paris, at this theaire. Starting today and every rnorning 

hereafter, except Sunday, there will be a special matinee commencing at 

9:30am,, when the ail-French version of Plavbov in Paris will be s h o ~ n ~ ~ ~  

(Figure 34). 

In addition, the new economic pressure of the Depression inspireci lower prices, the Thn'fi 

Matinee and the Bargain Matinee spread fiom cinema to cinema The progtams around 

the city had begun to add stage shows, the organ and symphony orchestras, and even 

"fieak shows." The Godino Siamese m*ns and their hides appeared on the stages of 

Five United Amusement Theatres In Addition to Their Regular Double Film 

~ o g r a t n s ! ~  (Figure 35) in addition, new innovations began to clamor for the public's 

attention including the nIm Cimarron (Wesley Ruggies, 193 1) to be presented on a 

gigantic screen at the Palace theaire. ID9 

1 maintain that the changes brought about in exhibition were not ody due to an 

economic decline at the beginning of the Depression PoweIl also attniuted it to the 

"' "Moming Matines for Speaal French Movie," Montreal Dailv Star 25 October 1930: 
23. 
J05 Advertisement for the appearance of the Godino Siamese Twins at five United 
Amusement Theatres, Montreal Dailv Star 4 March 193 1: 6. 
~9 The Montreai Dailv Star reporteci Cimarmn cost one million dollars to maice. 



attitude of the discriminating picture lover in Montreal who had grown tired of 

Hollywood's persistence in produchg films that teil stones about "golddiggers, 

unfortunate chorus girls, successfitl thugs and underworld characters, and ail the rest of 

the M t h a t  has betn served up ad nausewn in the pastJLO Powell preàicted the retum 

of the 'one-reeler' used extensivety in programs before the talkie became the feature film. 

The 'one-reeler' referred to a single reel of film, usually a comedy short. which had faded 

into the background in recent years. In the press, there were headlines and articles 

predi-cting the next revolution in c k d c  exhibition. There were triumphant reports of 

survival like this headline, "London Theatres Have Countered Cornpetition of Talkies 

Effectivelyn celebrating the survival of London's West end theatres, despite having to 

temporarily resort to fiims. The talkies, and films in gened were not seen by al1 as 

sornething that had to be survive4 a sort of passing plague. On the sarne page, two 

articles appeared about a new taikie in production Another touted the new revolution of 

the ~cfeen-color. 

indicative of the desire to find the next novelty, the new attraction, the sentiment 

in the popular press was that the îailaes were on their way out and sornething new hung 

in the waiting to once again tevolutionize the screen and draw crowds. Despite 

predictions of a new invention to transfomi cinemagoing, there was no fast escape fiom 

the cunent reality of decreased aüendanœ. Managers in Montreai worked hard to reach 

out to their audiences and recniit new tûeatre patrons. Take this statement on April4, 

193 1 for example; "Ipnncessl management is especidly detirious of pointing out tbat 

3'0 Morgan Poweli, "How about the one-reeler?" Montreai DaiIv Star 7 March 193 1. 
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case has b e n  taken to supply French titles for the convenience of their French-speaking 

patrons."3 ' ' 
One of the new inventions predicted to revolutionize the cinema was only 

indirectly associateci with exhibition. 'The pst week ha witnessed the introduction into 

the amusement world of a factor that may quite conceivably effect a revolution 

comparable to that which was brought about by the invention otthe talking picture"3'' 

pmlaimed Powell. Every futuristic theatre would surely be equipped with the Trans- 

Lux, an automated replacement for the many empioyees of cinemas like ushers, and 

people in ticket booth~.~'~ Already in place in New York, the Trans-Lu simply needed a 

tumstile to wotk its wonciers, Al1 a moviegoer would have to do is put money into a slot 

and enter the cinema by means of a turnstile. The ticket box would be eliminated, as 

wodd the ushers, the box ofice and some of the overhead costs, It was thought that due 

to the cost of m * n g  a palaihl theatre wmbined with the i n c d  wst of produchg 

tallung films the Tram-Lux wouId soon become a redity. Until now, the "talhe was a 

novelty, there was a rush to see it" and that wvered the costs. "But that day is over. It is a 

novelty no 10n~er.''~'~ Add to ihat, theatres slashing prica and the extravagance of the 

film industry and tùere is a definite imbalance betwecn txpenditures aod revenues. It 

was declared that the tunistile, of the Trans-Lux, could not be fooled and it was predicted 

the tumstiie wuld govern the theatre of the funire. To be sute, the Trans-Lux would also 

regulate starting times of fiims and wouId govem the movements of the audiences. The 

"' Citv Lights (Charlie ChapIin, 193 1) was not a dialogue film but it did bave 

%"= iuonized soinid effects and music. Montreai Dailv Star 4 Apil 193 1: 25. 
iMoqy Powell 'The Automatic Cinemqn editoriai, Montreal Dailv Star 2 1 March 

193 1 : 25. 
'" lbid, 25. 
''.' ibid, 25. 



automatic cinema was an experirnent as wetl as evidence of a difficult time in exhibition 

though there is no indication it everdid becorne a reality in Montreai. 

If the talkie was becoming less of a novel&y for the audiences, it makes sense that 

the viewers were becoming more critical of what they saw on the screen. This closer, 

more critical watching of films was evident in the letiers to the editor in the popular 

press. One film, Afnca Smks (Walter Futter, 1930fI5 drew a deluge of criticism corn 

Montrealen in the pages of the Montreal Daih Star. Spectator C. Weaver had seen the 

film four times and he claimed, as did another viewer, the film was interesting but many 

of the scenes had been faked. Weaver broke down some of the scenes in a shot-by-shot 

anaiysis to point out the extent of the bloopers in the continuity of the film, Mer setting 

up the scene, Weaver gIeefulIy and smugiy wrote, "1 caught a glimpse of something like 

a mike standing up on a long pole.""6 Up to this poing, audiences had otten been 

referred to as fickle by the film industry and theatre managers having dificulty drawing a 

crowd but it seetneci audiences were becoming more aware of cinemafic conventions and 

without the novelty of the taiking cinema io capture al1 their attention perhaps they were 

paying more attention to oîher aspects of cinema such as storylines, and continuity. The 

amount of criticism sprlced by the film AEn'ca SDeaks was enough that Powell created a 

special &on in the paper and more than one Ietter crïticized continuity and the content 

of the fila 

'" This fiim was originaily titled Ubanai . The theme of transporthg the audience 
mernber to a new geographicai place spamed the uavel film or the travelogue-part 
ethnography, part attraction as C h n  daims in The Tailcies. 388. The travel film stil1 
had ties to the lecture fiIm and according to a~cormts in the press and leuers fiom 
moviegoers, they were very popular men if mntentious. 
3'6 C. Weaver, Ietier, "More Letten on Afnca SDeakS," Montreal Dailv Star 6 December 
1930: 24-25. 



Early in 193 1 the Northem Elecmc Company pioneered a new process called 

noiseless recording that was introduced to Montreaiers at the Palace (Figures 36u and 

366). In spite of the new innovations in sound Powell remained a silent film purist and 

wuldn't have been more drawn and vocai about the pursuit back to pantomime. The 

evolution into talking film had its moments of conversion that resulted in what Powell 

called half-îaiking film based on 'kssentiai speech" and pantomime. It is this fonn of 

cinema that he preferred as illustrated by his editoriai: 

[n art as in nature, the revolmions chat prove most important are not 

always those chat are directed in the noisiest manner. Within two short 

years a complete revolution has been brought about in the art of the 

cinema, which changed the entire motion picture industry. Now another 

revotution is king afficted, wiîhout any ped of trumpets, which will no 

less prove of the utmost importance to the public who go to see the 

films.3 " 

Powell's prototype was a German film that bas not yet been exhibiteci in Canada, entitled 

The Blue Angel (iosef von Sternberg, 1930). The translation of the film for Engiish 

audiences had spawned a hybrid of thc silent and t a ihg  cinema that Poweii supported. 

He wrote, 

. . . al1 unpleasant dialogue was omitted, only the vital utterances in English 

were recordeâ, and the German didogue was retained in a few essential 

instances- The net result was a fiIm in which the art of pantomime was 

"' Morgan Powell, 'The Talkie of the Future," editoriai, Montreal Dailv Star 14 
February 193 1 : 25. 
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predominant, speech a secondary consideration, and sound factors rnerely 

employed for illuminative pur pose^.^" 

His conclusion was that talking picîures that âid not depend on speech were bener than 

h s e  that entirely depended upon dialogue to advance the plot. An article in La Presse 

echoed the idea that the talkies shodd limit ~ a l k ~ ' ~  The article clairned that al1 indications 

showed the talkies would always be in style but it was necessary to find a new technique 

of production that would reduce didogue to a stfict minimum. it was indicated that the 

talkies talked tw much and a bit of silence wouid be for the best Powelt would have 

Iiked to push the issue m e r  and have al1 speech omitred Rather, he promotai a return 

to oniy essentiai speech to create a hybrid art by configuring aspects of the talking 

cinema, dent film and live spoken drama Acctlrding to Powell, experirnents were 

aiready very popular in London, E'acis and Berfin and even New York He offered an 

account of the experiments taking place at the London Coliseum, 

[An1 e m o u s  revolving stage is erected by means which spectacles can 

be shwn in which tMng artists take part and which are on scaie 

compamble to that of Nm, thw cornbining the one advantage of the screen 

with the factor of the personality of the living 

Powell conclwled that the public was seeking this sort of hybnd entertainment rather than 

the musical comedy and the ever-current theme song that were no? suired to the screen."' 

3'8 Morgan Powell, "A Combination Arf" editoriai, MontteaI Daiiy Star 14 Febniary 
193 1: 25. 

'19 "Une annee d'activite du cinema," La Presse 8 August 193 1 : 65. 
Morgan Poudi, T h e  Talkie of the Future," editoriai, Montreal Dailv Star 14 

February 193 1 : 25- 
ni ibid, 25. 



There will be very few of these made in the future. On the other hand, they 

(the Hollywood magnates) have come to a realization that the picture 

which is over laden with utterance is not likely to be a success either, and 

they are striving to arrive at a medium which is more likely to prove the 

foundation upon which the talkies of the fùture will be based-the type 

suggested by Blue Angel. 

Although the producers are not seeking to develop thiç sort of film Powell claimed "it is 

certainly likely to be much more to the general public taste."" 

Blue Angel , German film ingenuity, and the hybrid art of fùture film entered 

Powell's columns again later in the summer of 193 1. This tirne, Powell echoed director 

René Clair's position that the "Taikies [were] Talking Too Muck" Clair argued that too 

much attention has been given to the dialogue resulting in filmmakers ignoring the aspect 

of universality. He wrote, "Language is an intensely national thing and films, to be sure, 

shodd stick to hitidnmentals like emotioa and keep fplk to a minimumdB It was 

ciahed that the public had grown accustomeci to entirely dialogueci films and by any 

means; the public would nad silent films not as intncsting and at tirnes ~idiculous.~~~ 

However, according to Powell, the public also acclaimed the 6im Blue Angel, and even 

its critics pointed out the exemplary departme fiom conventionai talking picmes and the 

possibility for the firture. The carefully evolved German technique marked, for Powell, 

the talkie's retum to artistic stature. Al1 of this, fiom a cost-cutîing effort on the part of 

322 Morgan Powell, "A Combination Arî," editorïal, Montreal Dailv Star, 2 May 1931: 
27. 
3U René Clair cited in Morgan Powell, Talkies Talking Tm Much," editoriai, Montreal 
DaiIv Star 6 June 193 1 :  23. 

"Une annee d'activite du cinema," La Presse 8 August 193 1: 65. 



the Gemans wfien making the translatai English version. seemed Iike serendipity. 

Powell's predictions represented a firture shift in the exhibition of sound films, one that 

was beginning to include films frorn other counuies besides îhe United States. 

What information can I glean ahut the public taste at this tirne h m  the popuiar 

press? How much p w e r  had the talkies Lmt? The Monual DaiIv Star wrote, t̂he 

obvious conclusion at which those best able to judge have arrivai-is that the talking 

picme is losing its power to lure the public,"3" in îhe pst, the slow down at theaues 

over the Christmas season, in surnmer due to lack of air conditioning, and as Doherty 

daims, during lent for the Roman Catholics, had always been temporary. The sagging 

economy in laie 1930 and 193 1 did not seem to have an end in sigfit No statistics were 

offered for Canada but Powell clairned the attendance at taking picture houses in London 

had failen off by over thirty per cent in a year. lmagrnably the decrease in North Arnenca 

was comparable causing industry producers and managers, "to devise some new form of 

diversion by means of which they will be abIe to lue back to their theaires the public 

w h ~  have deserieci them."326 

nie indumy message was that the W l  hungry Montreai had deserted 

t h  However, the public appeaied to have k n  displeased with the content on îbe 

screens and responded vocaily and physicaily by not consuming films as voraciously. 

This is not to say that the public was satl*stied with the cunent tecfmology for the 

exhibition and production of synchronous sound, but evidence showed other factors 

325 Morgan Powell, "A Combination A&" editorial, Montreal Dailv Star 2 May 19'3 1: 27. 
326 ibid, 27. 
" An ad for the film Trader Horn Lilmed in Afnca refers to the pubiic as thni1 hungry, 
adding to the impression that the film indirstcy had of the pubtic as seekïng noveity, 
demanding action and thnlls. Montreal DaiIv Star I I ApriI 193 1: 24. 



influencing their moviegoing. "Men the talking picture fim burst into the Iimelight, al1 

Hollywd hailed it as the soiution of rhe very serious problems that were îhen façing the 

film world. It wodd provide the essential sbrnulus for a jaded public; it wouid make the 

film marlcet woddwide; it would give H o l l y d  preemimme e~er~where.".'~ If this 

was w b t  the tdkies were predisposed to doing they were successful for a shon time but 

encountered a lot of resistance h m  the critics wbich may have led to a negative outlook 

from the public. An advertisement for United Theam depicted a father and son pulling 

the mother away fiom the stove in the kitchen, supposedly to Ieave the dishes and spend 

the night at the movies Figure 37). ïhe  image suggests a reiuctaut public and one that 

needs c o n k i n g  to attend the cinema at this tirne. 

While Powell felt the talkies t w k  b l d  of the public imagination he attributed 

their failure to Iive up to al1 the predictions of 'talking pictures' to the stars and their 

performances. "It was suddenly revealed that they could not talk as the talking p i m e s  

demandeci they should tdk They oauld look adorable, they couid dricss beautifully, they 

could simulate al1 the Iighter etnotions with more or less succes; but they could not ta& 

the English lan%uage as it was requued û~ k ~ p o k e n . ~ ~  The prospect of a worIdwide 

film industry was coveted putîculariy by HoIIywood Arguments of imperialism and 

Hollywood's dominance of the fIIm industry were at the a r e  of ndonal discourse in 

Carda, Britain, France, Germany and M y -  The attempt by Hollywoud to mate  a 

worldwrde market for tk talking film was resisted by other nations, especially those 

-- 

" Morgan Powell, ''Talke Difficulîies," Monbeal da il^ Star 9 May 1930: 25. " ibid, 25. The daim that the a0oes stoie dl k dent nIm stars, then pilhged the 
stage performers when it was discovered that nd al1 the silent stats could taik 
(aestlaencaily) whkh then Ied to diSapPoinring taiking films aad the demaion of other 
performance industries was part of Poweil's disiIIusion with wbat bad becorne of the 
tdkies- 



where EngIish was not spokea International audiences resented Hollywood's attempt to 

spesik their languages and, with the excepfion of Canada. declared that they would make 

their own talking films. Canada however was cioser to the United States and the 

American versiun of English was not al1 that different On a nationai levei, Canadian 

rnoviegoers expressed a longing to see more of Canada refiected on the screen. B. K. 

Mcintyre added to the plea- "May I join those who have expressed themselves as 

interested in seeing films of our country rattrer than the hackneyed, duiI 'shots' of another 

He M e r  added a plug for more shorts in the program cfaiming that the 

short films dealing witb a travel subject or qdon of historical or commercial interest 

received ""more than a scattend applause at their conclusion But in spite of whar tbe 

public wants, our managers continue on in îhe same old paîh, throwing us cheap, tawdy 

cornedies, tawdy vaudeville turus and a host of uninteresting and sometirnes unheaithy 

celldoid c ~ a ~ i r a p s ~ ' '  Not ody did the rnovïegoer express a desire to see C d i m  

content but beüer qiiality film shorts rather than the same things that managers kept on 

giMng the audiemes-pru~l~ons which probably were not cheap but were h e d  

cbeap for kir  awful quaIities. Tbe Mure of the amagm to respoad to mwd appoval 

and crerrte programs that Fcflected whaî the public appreciated m y e d  some 

moviegoers. Powell claimd "[tlbe public bas grown rather exaciing and is no longer 

satisfied with a single feanme mm.'J32 He cdIed for programs 10 conskt of an overture if 

there is an orchestra, a scenic, a cartoon, a brief wrnedy, and a newsreel or two in 

B.K Mclotyre, letter, "The Shorier the Better," Monîreai Dailv Star 5 Septemkr 
193 î : 20. 
ai %id, 20, 
Morgan Poweil, "The Cimice of Programs?" editoriai, MonW Dailv Star 23 May 

193 1 : 23. 



addition to thc feature film. Surely it should be possible for theatre managers to pay 

attention to the character of the audiences criticized Powell. "We in Canada are moce 

interested in Canadian than in foreign event~.'"~' Espeçially when it is sornething like a 

memod or a trifling celebration-the sort of events that have much more appeal on a 

l d  Ievel. Another Montreder, H E. Whitehorse echoed the cal1 for more of a national 

perspective. 

1 might cal1 your attention to the so-called "News of the World" which we 

are also atfTicted with on every possible occasion These views certahiy 

make me laugh! "News of the World" nine out of every ten of which show 

happens in the United States, of which the average Canadian has no 

interest, the tenth picture king possibly a British or foreign view. This is 

the "News of the World" brought to us by ~ollywood."~~~ 

The 'Hollywoodçentric' content of the program, especially the news and travel shorts 

had the Montreal moviegoers wondering about Canada's position in the film world in 

ApriI of 193 1 an article indicated that Canada was paying increasing attention to British 

picnues. Out of 632 engagements Canada wide, one British fïim Company had 267 in 

Montreal, which led the districts in boolûng~.~~~ The Motion Picture Distributen and 

Exhibitors of (=ariada announceci that they were H g  to pass a quota on the number of 

foreign films and the National Council of Education declared, 

lbid, 23. 
B.H. Whitehorse, leiter, "News of the World" Montreai Dailv Star 5 September 193 1: 

20. 
"' Morgan Powell, "Film Quota for Ontario," editorÏai, Montreai DaiIv Star I 1 A p d  
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The cinema is one of the six great agencies of the modem world For that 

reason its wnm1 by Foreign interests directly or indirectly is a matter of 

national concem and demands nation-wide consideration A Canadian 

Corporation is now making newsreels for Canadians, and they are as a rule 

very satisfactory. We can do with more of tftem, and we can also do with 

more scenics of our own land.. . On the principk that every man should 

know his own land. .. [and] h m  a purely educational viewpoint, it is 

surely desirable that we should see as many scenics deaiing with Canada 

as deaI with scenes beyond our own  border^.^^ 

The promotion of docurnentary film and the criticism of poputar cinema as dangerous not 

only found its way into developments in Canadian film policy but f o d  the basic 

agenda of the National Cowicil of Education (NCE). As Charles Acland has pointed out, 

fiom 1920-39 the NCE saw as its purpose, the promotion of "proper" uses for culture. 

"The NCE was a powcrflll lobby, initiator of culturai activities, aad producer of cultural 

criticism. At every Ievel, it laboureci to pmduce a nationally minded, educateà Canadian 

citulcntry h u g h  culture."f37 

Take for example, the irony of this citation fiom Powell, wrïtten in July 193 1, as 

he contemplatEd uses for Empire Films. 

The idea is to take s~enes of everyday Iife, haphazard, h m  various 

agencies and under various concütîons, so that the spirit of the period rnay 

be caught and t m s f i d  to the screen. It is specificalIy plamed to avoid 

'= Morgan Powell, T h e  Choice of Prograrns," editorial, Montreal Dailv Star 23 May 
1931: 23. 
337 Charles Acland, %fapping the Serious and the Dangernus: Film and the National 
CounciI of Education, I92û-1939" Cinémas vol. 6, no 1: 103. 
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anything in the nature of formal acting. The only -actors7 will be the 

people in the streets and about their houses and places of business. There 

will be no formd scenario, and tk ultunate resuit, it is ho& will k a  

film chat wiii set before the public in othet parts of the world the City of 

Edinburgh, its people and their daily mutine.338 

Oespite the fact that he was writing about film making in the Empire of Brimin, 1 

maintain this was the roor of positioning the Canadian audience as receptors of 

ducational films, films with a purpose, documedary fiIms designed to educaîe the 

public. Such was the agenda of the NCE and ri way in which to differentiate Canadian 

production h m  Hollywood Moreover, as Acland maintains, ï h e  NCE sought to make 

the modern Canadian citizen into an imperial subject of   ri tain,^^^ Films were created 

that wouId be of genuine value to both citizeus and traveIecs-"~o~Me mernoriaIs in 

which prosperity might reasonably be e-ed to takt an intelligent interesta Poster 

films were dcsigned as commetnal mis f5r Empire produc& such as C d a n  wheat 

and Australian wool and were also deemd educatiOnal tools to be used in classroorns to 

educaîe puph on industry. Canada took k phce, k i n g  sent sixîeen such EWs to 

Britaia. One such film was entiîled Cowimt  and told the story of "the coming of 

civilizaîion to  anad da^" I argue that the d i s ~ a t i ~ o n  with tbe talkies and the 

'Hollywood' scenarios, fears of cuIturaI imperialism, a quest to create a containeci 

3ff Morgan Powell, "Uses for Empire Films," editonal, MontreaI Dailv Star 18 Jdy 1931 : 
19. 
339 Charles Acland, "Mapping the Senous and the Dangemus: FiUn and the National 
Council of Education, 19204939" Cinémas VOL 6, no 1: 107- 
YO Morgan Powell, "Uses for Empire Filins," editonal, Monoteal Daily Star 18 July 193 t : 
19- 
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national identity, and most importantly, a desire to regulate public taste, contributed to 

the persisteme of the NCE and ~ t e r s  like Powell to promote Empire Films. fience at 

the close of îhis study, Canada was examining its position in the film industry and 

moving toward the production of 'education for leisure', a discourse still dominant in 

Canadian film production 

This chapter provided an examination of exhibition in Montreai during the Iate 

1930s and 193 1. While it is increasingly evident that a change in exhibition is on the 

horizon, the taikies have not lost al1 momentum. The number of cinemas operating 

successfiilly in the city of Montreal is proof of that However, predictions of what cinema 

wiI1 becorne afkr the iaikies case to draw a sole spectator demonstrated the vuinerability 

of the synchronized sound film as a new invention Talkies fell prey to the hype that 

surrounds a new innovation and wnsequently to the predictions of demise that follow. On 

July 24, 1930, an interview with 77 year old theatre producer David Belasco was printed 

in the MontreaI Dailv - Star. Belasco predicted the "Death of the tdkies" and claimed good 

dent pictures wouid sweq cbe c o ~ a a y ~  (Figure 38). stance came as no sUrpnSe. 

However, I maintain that the changes in exhiiition brought about by the initial succes of 

the feature-length sound film and the cornpetition among tbeatres for the public presence 

coatributed to the decreased attendance at the tbeatres more so than the single idea that 

the novelty of the talkie had worn off. The variety style program was popular with 

audiences in Montreal and when theatres ceased to present [ive acts and musical 

performances, opting instead for a program of oniy film, attendance was affected 

Managers competed to entice moviegoers to the theatre returning to programs that had 

W2 "Belasco Mets ûeath of Talkies" Montreai Dailv Star 24 July 1930: 6. 



proved popuIar previously-a mixture of sound film, vaudevilIe acts and short features, At 

the same time, the nation of Canada was hying to position itself in the domatic and 

intemationai fiIm production industry hence positioning Canadian audiences as 'sîudents' 

of purposehiil film. 



Conclusion 

The Lights on the City 

This thesis began with an account of the way historical research positions the 

audience. In Canadian cinema it is evident that the images we have of ourselves come 

from both filmic images and images of ourselves as audience members. In the late 1920s 

the lack of Canadian productions did not translate into a lack of audiences-often the 

criticism of toâay's Canadian film industry. On the conttary, the fim Canadian 

demonstrations and exhbitions of synchronous sound took place in Montreal. The city 

dso boasted some of the most spectacdar paiatial theaires, the most theatres per capita in 

Canada, a dynamic merging of French- and Engiish-language audiences and abundant 

discourse about film in the pop& press. If it were not for Morgan Powell's editorids in 

the Montreal DaiIv Star and his determination to analyze the taIlcies there would have 

been much less materiai for this snidy. La Presse, though it was a newspaper directed 

toward politics, Iiterature and the arts did not have an editor such as Powell and for that 

reason i was able to draw less from La Presse. This is not to say that the French language 

audiences were notas vocal or i n t e d  in the cinema, bewuse as 1 have stated, the 

Iinguistic communities seerned integrated as moviegoers to a certain degree. 

The city of Montreai had its share of firsts, includmg the fim theam to be wired 

for sound and the exhibition of the first synchronous sound film in Canada 



Talking cinema is not onIy here to stay but it is going to get better and 

soon becorne indispensable to the art of cuiema Mer the first experience 

we've had, we feeI it will be adopted in al1 ~inernas.~'~ 

The &on a k r  the first presentation of synchronized sound cinema in the program at 

the Palace Theatre on September 1, 1928 was opumistic. La Presse declared the 'new' 

Palace would be the talk of the city for quite awhiIe and George Rotsky would rernain 

attacheci to the date of the fmt sound e~hib i t ion .~  A great deal of excitement 

accompanred the exhibition of Street Angel and the anticipation of what was to corne in 

the cinema As I have demonstrated, the arriva1 of synchonized sound was not the great 

shock it is 0 t h  depicted as historically. 1 am not the first to take issue with the 

declaration that audiences were stunaed with the first audible films, and 1 have added to 

the growing amount of research that shows that though the transition to synchronous 

sound exhiiition was rapid, it is difficult to say it was a revolution. While bringing about 

many changes in exhibition, sparking womes and concem about the effects of the 

cinema and drastically reshaping the cinema indwûy, audiences in Montreal were eased 

into synchronous sound through the various experimemts with sound and film that took 

place in the city dating back as far as 1908 acmrdïng to ~emnneau~'  Spectaton in 

Montreal were &liar with the use of sound in film exh%itior+perbaps more than one 

would expect. The greatest appreciation h m  the public and the critics was with the 

advent of 'photographuig' s o d  such tbat s d  appeared to be coming directly h m  the 

34 %Le Cinema 'pariant' au uieatre Palace," La Presse 4 September 1926: 8-9. (My 
translation). 
" ̂Le Palace, le premier théatre de l'empire à avoir le cinema parlant," La Presse 27 
October 1928: 16. 
*' See Pierre Veronneau, "An intermedia practlke: 'Talking Pictures' in Montreal, 1908- 
19 1 O," Film Historv, vol. i 1, no. 4 (1 999): 427. 



film itself: Audiences acclaimed prfect' synchronization-when the actor's mouths 

would move perféctiy in sync with the words and sounds were cilordinated 

Another myth, the cIaims of a Iandslide film, can be laid to restJJ6 History has 

credited The jazz Singer as king the film to change it dl. This cesearcher found no 

evidence of the sort, in façt, in Montreal the The Jazz Singer did not even pIay until the 

end of December 1928 and no great reaction was noteâ in the press. Crafton did not 

subscribe to the myth of The Jazz Singer and his analysis of box office records 

demonsüated that the reputahm of the film and its star AL Jolson has ben perpetuated in 

the media Crafton discovered that box office records could not support the historicaf 

ciains that had b m  made about The Jazz Sinsr- What this indicates about media 

d y s i s  and historiographical method is that r-h and mearchers mustn 't limit their 

study to one source. Furthemore, Crafton's findings highlight the need for researchers to 

go back and to reexamine film hisîory, to retuni to the box ofttce records, piodicals, and 

trade joumais and to seek new sources like the popular press and archivai material. In the 

case ofthis study, rny examination of the popular press in Montrai support Craiton's 

claim. Moreover 1 have discovered that there is a great deal of confusion surrounding the 

arriva1 of synchronous mund in Montreal. 

h t h  tht case of The Jazz Sin~ier and the first tdhg film in Montreal, suggest 

that when uying to recover historical facts about exhibition and a film's place in popular 

recepîion, we mus4 as Crafton noted, "be carefïd to distinguish between the social 

mntext of the film and the wnting of those with vtsted intemts in laying daim to the 

- - - 

For filrther discussion on tbe landslide concept see C&n, Donald ( 1997) J'& 
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film for their pupses.'' Crafton is painting to the dificulty that can be associated with 

detemioing the vatidity of the sources used in historical reception re~eacch, partrpartrculatly 

media analysis. While this is a good point to bear in min& the confusion sunouriding the 

first exhibition of dking film is ody @y due to sloppy media analysis. An incomplete 

understanding of the perfunnance practices of film like the difference between part- 

talkie, talkie, music and wund effects led to a gat dea1 of confusion and compering 

daims in the press and in Canadian film history. To be sute, greater attention should be 

paid to the different performative practices with the g d  of  gaining a M e r  

understanding of cinemagoing and cdtumi praMices rather than creating a categorical 

history* 

The question of moviegoing was approactied in its materiality as a form of 

cdîurai expression and participation. A close examination of exhibition context reveals 

the uneven nature of the transition to sound This is most evident in the rnomentary 

r e m  of earlier mixed program. M o n i d  audience mernbers consumed not oniy film 

but dso other amusements presented as part of the exhibition program, the décor 

surrouriding them, and numerous other live ment.. The ùiiroduciion to synchro~lus 

sound fiIm in 1926 and the growing use of sound Ieading up to dialogue films was an 

innovation able to âraw in audiences, but only temp~tatily. The m l t y  of sdund was 

waning a year after the exhi'bition of Sireet An@. Audieuces and the press tested 

Hollywood's various innovations tike the part-talkie, sound effects and music only, 

dialogue limiteci to certain scenes, and pmgrams focused on film with no Iive 

entertainment. Audiences, after having a taste of alldialogue films, were no longer 

content with limited synchronous somd or hybrid soudsiht films and dismissed many 



of these experiments. By 1930 spectators of sound films became seasoned and critical of 

the overall progtamming of cinematic exhibition, perhaps perpetuating the declining 

numbers at cinemas. Among the many reasons for the dwindling attendance it L& 

believed that the novelty of the talkuig film had wom off and that a sound feature alone 

could no longer be counted on to pack theatres. Managers scrambled to discover the next 

big diversion and to draw crowds. This is demonstrated by an urgent desire to take the 

new techaology of sound and present it in familiar forms. Audiences were offered a 

return to mixed programs with live entertainment and a myriad of other added attractions. 

The bargain and thrift matinee extended to most theatres across the city and the first nin 

theatres like the Palace and the Capitol began to more specifically target the French- 

laquage community in Montreal. 

While it is beyond the scope of this thesis, it is intedng to speculate about 

M e r  the decteased attendance of the late 30's led to Canada's role as a branch plant of 

the American film ind~str~.~'" At this pini, the Canadian film industry began to position 

itself as an 'educationai institution' making documentary and 'poster films' as an effort to 

make an investment in gIobal cinema but a h ,  as Acland has pointed out, to contain and 

control the effects of film and public taste.'" Montreal audiences were indeed 

vocal in calling for a national product on Canadian screens as was demonstrated in letters 

to the editor of the Montreal Dailv Star. The role the NCE took in creating film for 

educationai leism also shows continueci fears about social effects on audiences of the 

)n For a more detaiied discussion of Canadian film shaped by the perception of an absent 
Canadian audience see, Charles Acland's "Popular Film in Canada. Revisîthg the 
Absent Audienceence" in A Passion for identitv: An introduction to --an Studies, 3"' 
Edition David Taras and BeverIy Rasporich (eds). Toronto: iTP Nelson, 1997 p. 28 1 - 
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talkies. This thesis illustrates the public discourse and perhaps the mots ofcanada's 

evolution into educationd film and the docurnentary genre for which Canada became 

wortd-renowned Ironicaily, in 1929 Symon Gouid, director of the Fine Arts Guild, 

believed that one or two years &r the debut of synchronous sound the public wouid 

reject talking fiIms, at which time synchronized sound will have been nearly perfected for 

news and d o ~ u m e n t ~ . " ~  What cannot be determined by looking at the poputar 

discourse in this study is whether the decreased attendance in 1930 and 193 1 represented 

a decreased interest in talking film or film in general or if it was entirely due to the 

economic Depression. It would be interesthg to explore the mxption of the raikies after 

the Depression passed. 

Even more interesting is the fear of the affects the talkies wodd have on daily 

life, especidly speech Fears that the English language wodd be replaced with 

'Hollywoodese' were especially present in Canada and Britain. in cultural studies, the 

absence of a suspected discourse îs ofkm as important as its presence. in the case of 

language, little wncem was e x p m d  in the French press for the French language. There 

were no documented fears about encroaching Engiish Unlike the circufating discourse in 

Quebec and the m n g  association of culture and language now pmmt, La Presse 

published very liüie on the subject. Ironically, the eclipse of propcr English was a much 

greater feu in the pages of the Montreai DaiIv Star. 

in 1929, an arbcle predicting the fimne path of the cinema was puMished in La 

Presse- The articte claimed, no one, excep maybe some crazy genius wouid have 

betieved the mechanid reatizations that have taken place in the last ten years, tncluding 

U9 "Le film parlant n'aurait qu'une vogue ephkmére," La Presse 27 April 1929: 76. 
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synchronous wund cinema'" Forecasts for talking film were scattered in many different 

directions. Some said the screen would be considered fiom a différent angle but 

synchronous sound would not affect silent cinema, others ihought it would be the end of 

live theatre while still dhers wanted to see some form of hybn'd entertainment with only 

the important segments 'taiking'. Silent and souad cinema were notable to survive 

together and according to the press accounrs no great desire arose on the part of 

moviegoers to retum to the era of silent film. Still, sound had many naysayers, 

particuiarly vocal about concerns of the pun'ty of the art of fiIm and the goal of the 

cinerna to becorne an intemationai art. The public did not reject the use of sound in one or 

ouo yean, nordid tbey p h  for a judicious use of ra<ndf5' Rather, as this study shows, 

the public incorporated sound film into their habituai practice of rnoviegoing. 

The titie of this chapter is a direct reference to the stand Charlie Chaplin took on 

sound film. While he had declarecl he wuld never act in one, and in 193 1 released a 

silent fiIm, his shibborn resistance did not bring in the crowds. As Crafton observed, 

'The reception of Citv Li* laid to rest permanently any possibility of an alternative 

silent cinema, an idea which Chaplin had bruited about. lf anything it confirmai his 

silentcomic genius while symbolically ending the era of silent However, 

fih h m  Europe such as The Blue Anal  succeeded in showùig aitics that somd 

"could be used evocatively and creativeiy." 3" The featlile that brought about the most 

anxiety and &bate was aeverîheless linked to the attraction iîself-sound-and the 

&Iicate balance beâween sound and silence. Imnicaily, a ptojector for noiseless sound 

3w T e  que sera le cinéma en 1939," La Presse 13 Juiy 1929: 16. 
"Le film p l a n t  n'aurait qu'une vogue éphémen La Presse 27 Apnl 1929: 76. 

" Ccafton, The Taikies, 17- 
" C&n, The Talkies, 17. 



film exhibition was introduced in 193 1 when audience interest in the novelty of sound 

was waning Northern Electric's daim, "The latest development of Sound Pictures, as 

revolutionary as Sound itself, is the Noiseiess Recording Process," demonstrated the 

industry desire to innovate and entice audiences. The end of the period of study fails to 

show delineation away fiom the characteristics Gunning associated with early film 

exhibitions. 

By drawing together the popular press accounts of the arriva1 and exhibition of 

synchronous sound Fiom the point of view of both the French and English language press 

in Montrd I bave k n  able to demonstrate the value of a local study of fih reception in 

Canada. A study such as this one demonstrates the importance of the locai experience in 

determining a more precise history of reception within the nation Moreover, the m a s  of 

materia! pertaining to the reception of synchronous sound film by Montrealers is 

evidence of the vast amount of research not yet done. Interesringly, the French and 

Engiish ianguage audieaces in Modreal did not exist in différent worlds; tbeatre 

managers in Montreal appealed to both lingustic communities in lieu of the fact that 

most films were exhibitai ody in English. Furthemore, since the historical audience is 

not easy to locate seekiag other sourices such as the popuiar press enribled me to combat 

some of the myths of spectatorship and film history that ovemide a precise reading of 

history. This study illustrates that we c a m t  assume the effects of techaobgy on 

audiences nor can we take for granted work that has aiready been done in film history. 

Certainiy, this tbesis draws attention to the need to have a M e r  understanding of 

Canadian cinema and the dturd pmtices surrormding the activity of going to the 

cinema 



One cannot trace the devefopment of cinema by examining onIy the technology, 

nor c a ~ ~  one study the introduction of new technologies as apriori to cufture. The 

introduction of a new technology, though a point of departure, cannot be traced in 

exclusion unIess one is attempting "a kind of retrodetermination whereby the political 

history of technology is converteci into the unfolding nature of that technology.'"" As I 

have demonstrateQ the power of the imaduction of synchronous sound to cinerna lies in 

the intersections of the audiences, the public spaces, the public discourses and the 

cinematic text. Al1 these factors wmbiae to create the kable and dynamic cultural 

landscape wherein exists îhe hisiorid spectator. As this sîudy set out to prove, more than 

technology is irnplicated in shaping cinematic spectatorship and the conception of 

hiskirical audiences. The audience interest in the coutext of cinematic presentation, 

cornpetition among theatre manager to elicit the attention of moviegoers, and the 

persisteme of moviegoers IO seek pieasure ail point to facrors beyond the scope of a 

study dedicated solely to the introduction of a new technology. The rnyths that have been 

peptuated to this point in film history and spectatorship are due to the commitment to 

deteminkm wbether it is empirid, techwlogical or textual. Retuming to the main 

historid work in Canadian film is useless d e s  the researcher is willing to seek new 

sources, and appniach film history and film theocy as an intersection of a11 that surrounds 

the cinema The introduction of technology &notes a change in specîatorship and to 

assume a stable, unified spectator defeats the purpose of trymg to move beyond the 

stagnant commitment to niakuig both f i h  history and film theory fit the parameters of 

analysis. Rather, cinwia is the site of codon 

'" Micbael W a m r  cited in Scott MacKenzie "A Screen of one's own: eariy cinema in 
Quebec and the public s p k  1906-1928," Screen 41.2 (Summer 2000) 201. 



Appendix 

Figure 1: Advertisement for Eva Leoni's Phonofilm and live appearance at the 
Capitol Theatre (Montreai Dailv Sm, 3 ApriI 1926, p 2 1 ). 

Figure 2: Advertisement for Dr. Lee de Forest Phonofilm (Radio Talking Pictures) as an 
added adon at the Capitol Theatre (Montreal Dailv Star, 6 February 1926). 

Figure 3: Ben Bernie's Roosevelt orchestra Phonofiim mrding is proof of the 
Phonofilm's ability to record sounds in 'mass' as well as 'solo' (Montreai Daily 
Star. 6 March 1926, p. 23) 

Figure 4: Advertisement for The Brunswick Super Panatrope appeared only once in La 
Resse. There is also an advertisement for the upming Semaine de Gala Francaise (- 
Presse, 2 October 1927) 

Figure 5: Announcement for the newest t h e m  in the United Amusement 
Corporation Chain, The Rivioli shows citizens of the Island of Monireai and the 
South Shore trying to find a way to the theatm The map attests to the mobility of 
the public to attend the city's many theam and to the excitement of a theaüe 
grand opening. 

Figure 6: Advertisement for Street Angel on opening night at the Palace afkr the 
restotation of the interior and the wiring of the theatre. ta Resse 1 September 
t 928. 

Figure 7: Advertisement for Street Ans1 on opening night at the Palace &er the 
nstoration of the interior and the wiring of the diaitre. M a t m i  Daiiv Sm 1 
September 1928. 

Figure 8a: Close-up of Palace theatre manager George Rotsky's address to the 
public of Modreal tbat was @nted on the advertisement for Street Angel on 1 
September 1928. Montreai Daih, Star 1 September 1928, p. 22. 

Figure 8b: Advemsement for theafre horating Company in Montreal in 
nsst 19 May 1928, p. 73 

Figure 8c: Advdsement for Emmaauel BrifEr's cenovations to the Empress 
Theatre. Ads like this were common and B a  was well known in Montreal 
having decorated or assisied in demahg 19 theatm in Montreai and more than 
1 10 in North America La Resse 19 May 1928, p. 73. 



Figure 9(ad): Advertisements for Street Amel at the Palace for the week of 3 
Sepîember 1928. Emphasized the success of the film and the Palace was the only 
theatre in Montreal wired for synchronous sound. Notice that Figure 7a and 7b are 
direct translations. The same ads often appeared in La ncsst and Montreal Dailv 
& indicating that the Palace addressed both linguistic wmmunities. 

Figure IO: Article in La Resse claimed the Palace theaûe was the first theatre in 
the British Empire to present taiking films. 27 October 1928, p. 16. 

Figure 1 1 : Street Angel was held over at the Palace and pmved popular with 
Montrealers. The complete program was Iisted and again, theatre manager George 
Rotsky emphasized 100,000 dollars had been spent to bring sound to the public. 
Montreal Dailv Star 8 September 1928, p. 27. 

Figure 12: Advertisement for Four Sons proclaimeci the Palace to be the finest 
theatre in Canada comparable to the Roxy, the finest theatre in the United States. 
M o n t d  Daiiy Star 15 September 1928, p. 63. 

Figure 13: Advertisement for The Wav of the Fiesh at the Capitol depicted the 
popuiar Maurice Meerte Orchestra The Capital's new poiicy pesented Montreai 
cinemagoers with a new stage show and cast each week Montreal Dailv Star 17 
September 1927, p. 23. 

Figure t 4: Mother Knows Best advertisement indicated the film was a talkie 
however it was a part-talkie- La Prffse 6 October 1928, p. 67. 

Figure 15: The Terror headlined as the first al1 talking fihn at the Palace theatre. 
Even the medits were spokm for the fih. La Prase 12 January 1929, p. 6 1. 

Figure 16: Advertisement for In Old Arizona and the Movietone shon of Premier 
Taschereau giving his opening address at the legisiative assembly in Quebec City. 
La 9 February 1929, p. 68. 

Figure 17: Advertisement for In OId Arizona claimed the film was 100% Al1 
Talking in Montreal Daiiv Star 9 February 1929, p. 15. 

Figure 18: Some of the historiai confiision regarding the fïrst t a h g  film in 
Montreal is due to the numemus clairns made by theatre managers and film 
companies who promoted theu theatres and fihs hying to appeal to moviegoers. 

Figure 18a: Buriesme was the first talkie made by Paramount La Rcsst, 8 
ûctober 1928, p. 27. 

Figure 18 b: Advertisement for The Dummy at the Capitol theatre claimed it was 
tbe first ail-tailring film exhiibited at the Capitol. La Resse 13 Apnl 1929, p. 77. 



Figure 19: Advertisement for Noah's Ark ( 1929) at the Palace Theatre- This ad 
was the first in the senes of five that appeared in La Presse. The invitations were 
hvo-fdl pages and dominated the entertainment &on of the issue in which they 
were printed The ernphasis was on T h e  Voie of Vitaphone" La Resst 3 August 
1929,59. 

Figure 20: Advertisement for On With the Show (1929) at the Palace. La Presse 14 
September 1929,56. It was the first film produced aller Wamer Bros and Fim 
National signed a contract with Technicolor to produce flAy-six colour and sound 
picwes over the next two years. (Crafton, Donald, p. 196) 

Figure 2 1 : Advertisement for Disraeli (1929) at the Palace in La Prase 2 
Novernber 1929. The ad declareci Vitaphone s u p s d  al1 othef sound systerns. 

Figure 22: Advertisement for Gold Diwew of Broadway (1929) in La Presse 23 
November 1929. The film was a musical mmedy and feaîured Technicolor. It 
grossed more than 25s million and was Wamer's blockbuster of the 1929-30 
season (Crafton, 328) 

Figure 23: Advertisement for Vitaphone and Al J o h n  in Say it With Sonq ( 1929) 
in La Resse 2 1 Decernber 1929. 

Figure 24: Advertisement for The Show of Shows (John G. Adotfi, 1929) A 
Technicolor film fkiithful to the stage revue format "Emcee Franic Fay introduces 
the individuai skits ... the overall @ect [wasj like a dozen Vitapbone shorts s tmg 
together for two hours." (Crafton, 328). 

Figure 25a: Grand Opening of the Monkland Theatre at the corner of Monkland 
and Girouard h m  Northeni Electnc Sounci S y s t m  Moarreal üaik Star 7 March 
1930, p. 16. 

Figure 25b: Grand-Opening of the Outremont Theatre La Resse 4 October 1929, 
P-6 

Figure 2 6 ~ -  Sketch of the Monlcland exterior cited the cost of mnstntction at 
$350,000. La Resse 7 March 1930. 

Figure 26b: The opening of the Monkiand and Granada were two days apart. 
Both were equipped with Nortbern E l h c  Sound Systems and codd 
accommodate over 1500 people. Monacal Dailv Star 26 March 1930, p. 6. 

Figure 27: Northern Elecbic Sound System advertîsement for Amherst Theatre in 
ta Rase 8 March 1930, p. 59. 

Figure 28: Advertisements for the ïüeaüe and the Gninada The Capitol 
announces French and English TitIes and The Granada, with Vitaphone 



technology emphasizes that it is Montreal's most beautifid theatre. Capitol ad in 
Monmai Dailv Star 12 January 1929, p. 16. Granada ad in Monmai Daih Sm 12 
April 1930, p. 29. 

Figure 29: Advertisement for West of Zanzibar at the Capitol emphasizes 
biIingual titles. La Rcsse 9 Februaty 1929, p. 67. 

Figure 30: Ads for the Palace and the Capitol Theatre in Montreal Dailv Star. Both 
ads highlight the 'something for everyone' program. At the Pdace it is decIared 
ihat the actors talked in al1 the important scenes and at the Capitol the program is 
still a mixture of live and film acts including Maurice Meerte and the Capitolians. 
The Capitol ais0 announced "Prices to Suit Everyone's Purse" Montreai ûailv Star 
26 January 1929,~. 23. 

Figure 3 1 : Advertisement for the Pncess theatre included a program that listed 
show times. There were no longer any live acts on the program. Moatreal Daily 
Star 23 May 1930, p. 6. - 

Figure 32: Loew's announced they would have to temporarily discontinue 
vaudeville at thc theatre. Montreai Dailv Star 13 September 1930,24. 

Figure 33: Advertisement for Prospenty Week at the Capitol and the 
announcement of the Capitol's Gceater New Show Ide. feahuing a mixed 
program of live stage acts and sound film Montreai D d v  Star 1 1 OctOber 1930, p. 
23. 

Figure 34: The Palace presented an All-French version of The Smilinpr Lieutenant 
twice daily at 9:3Oarn and 1 1p.m This was a &tch h m  the titIed versions tbat 
were often exhibitecl 

Figwe 35: The Godiw Siamese Twins appeared Live at five of the United 
Amusement Theatres in Montnal. Mantreal Dailv Star 4 h h  193 1, p. 3 1. 

Figure 36a: Advertisement for Northern EIecmc7s new pmcess of miseless 
recordiag at the PaIace where 'tense moments of silence are p m d d "  M o d  
ûaüy Star 7 January 1931, p. 15. 

Figure 36b: Detailed adveriisement for noiseless recording exciaimeci as an 
Evolution! AIso the Palace theam the "Eleven Tube Superfieterudyne-PI& h m  
Philco Tow and distnauted by John Millen & Son in Monacal. The ad suggests 
theatres in the city are teaming up with local businesses to give m i a l  offers to 
audiemx members. Montrai Daihr Star 7 January 193 1, p. 15. 

Figure 37: United Amusement Corporation advertisement to pmmote their 
theatres depicts the 'men of the house' pulling the wife and mother to kave the 
dishes and come to the movies. La Rcsse 28 June 1930,50. 



Figure 38: It cornes as no surprise to see the predicted death of the talkies. 
"Belasco Predicts Death of Talkies" in Montreal Dailv Star 24 Suly 1930, p. 6. 



Figure I:  Advertisemeufor Evu Leoni 's Phonofilm and [ive qpeurance ar the CapitoI Theurre 
(Montreal h i &  Slm. 3 April1926. p. 2 1). -- . - - 











Figiae 6: Advertuementfor Strcct Anpci on openug nighr at the Paiace qFer the restoration of 
the UcrerÉor andthe wirurg ofthe t h t t c  LuPresse I 5kptembe.r 1928. 
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Figure %a.- Cïw-qp o f P d e  tiieahe manager 
George RorsAy 's &css to the public of Montreal 
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Street An& on 1 Skplember f 928. 
Montreni Dai& 3ar 1 Sepenrber 1928. p. 22. 

Figure &: Akr'ranintr* Enniapid Brfa 's 
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Palace- Tal king and s ~ u n d  
Pictures Colossal Event! 
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Figue 9a: Adbertirement /or Strea Annef, 
Montmai &@y Ym 3 Sepembet 1928, p. 6. 
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b'~c:ure I J: The Terroc IterrJliwd us rheflrst d l  ruikhag/iln ut the Puluce theuire. Even ifte 
d t a v  were spoken for trlrc/9ln I~Yresse 12 Junurry 1929, p. 6 /. 
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' Figure 16: Advertkemeril for In and the Mvietone s h o ~  ofPrentier Tachereau 
giving his opening address al the fegisla#ive osstmbly in Quebec City. LaPresse 9 Fkbruary 
1929, p. 68. 
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doue w u  de PMIOUR 

Voua d ahda 

F i m e  19: AriClerrtrement for Noah's Ark (1929) at the Paiace Theatre, This ad was -- 

' j î i t  in the series offie ri& qppmrd in ~ ~ P r e s s e  & Iiivttatiom were two-jûif pges 
orid abrnmcrteù the enferlainment section of the issue in whi& thty were pnnted llie 
emphrcsis was on "The Votce of Viraphone". LuPresse 3 Augzrrt 1929.59. 



ara+ ptaentqlt 
- F k .  tout P d  

F i ,  20: Ahertisement fw On Wdh tk Show 11929) ut the P h  LuPressë* 14 
&ptember 1929.56. ft was the fasrflrnpdhd~er W m e t  Btos and Finr Nùtiod 
signed a connrtct wirh Tecimidm CO paiira f&sü wior MdsoMdpiaure~ over the 
next two yems. (Cr@tort, Donald p. 196) 
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Figure 23: Adkrtisemenr/or Vitophite AI Jolson in Sav it With Sonq (1929) in 
LaPresse 21 Deceniber 1929, 
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Figure 25u: Grd-Opening of rhe M o d h d  Theatre CU the conter of Monkidœui 
GaotaPdjivm N m h  EIedric SmdSpem hi& 3ar 7 k h  1930, p. 
16. 
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Figure 26b: 71ie opening of the Modlmidcmd Gram& were two &tus aprt &th were 
equrpped wilA N o n h  El- SmdSjstellls und d d  accmmmdrte mer 1500 
peopk Montred Ckriiy 3ar 26 Mmh f9JO, p. 6. 
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Figure 27: Norîhent Eteuric SoundSpem ohrertisement for Amhem Theone in b - 
LPPresse 8 Abch 1930. p- 59- - 
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IQgure 3 4: The Palace presented an Ali- French version of The Smilinn Lieutenant wice 
daiiy al 9:30u.n a d  1lp.m. This was a switch Rom the tiiled versiuns rhat were @en 
exhibite4 



. SIAMESE . TWINS 
- md hUI Brides in Person 
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-LiAb- kyr-ii. rr Ula h. -la (AU*ri ul C r i L i )  

Figure 35: The G&o Siamese liuinr 4ppemed [ive at fm of the UnitedAnmement 
TlbePlresinMnrreQI.M&@SlrP4- 193I.p. 31. 
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Figure 366: Deraded adverrisemeru for noiseless recordinn exclairned as an Evokaion! -. 

AI& the P&e rheutre the "~/even-~ube ~ u ~ r / t e ~ e r ~ ~ ~ / u s " ~ ~ o m  Philco Tone und 
rlistribured by John MNen cPr Son in Montreal. The adsugges~s fhealres in rhe d r y  ure 
teuming up wirh local businesses IO give speciul offers 10 audience members. Monrred 
Duily Star 7 January /93/,  p. /S. 
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Figure 3 7: United Amusement Corparton aàverrisemenr ro p 
depicrs the 'men of the house 'pdling the wife a& morher IO id 
ru rhe movies, LaPresse 28 June I W O ,  JO. 



Figure 38: I r  cames as rm strtprise to see the predicred death ofthe tafkies. 
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